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Abstract

In this thesis the r lepton is identified from its decay products and the decay
rates into electrons, muons and final states containing K£ are measured. A TT pair
is produced in the LEP storage ring from the electron-positron annihilation to a Z°
boson,

e+

Each T then decays,

where in this thesis only the final states

A' = ePe, /«/„, and 7r/K(7r°)K£

are considered.

About 62000 TT pairs have been detected by the ALEPH experiment during the
period 1991-93 at a center-of-mass energy of about 91 GeV, around the Z° boson mass.

The total systematic error on the leptonic T decay fractions is 2.9%0fbr Be and
2.6%ofor £?,,, dominated by Monte Carlo statistics (1.40/00), non-T backgrounds (1.4°/00)
and TT selection uncertainty (1.2%0)- Finally, the following branching ratios are ob-
tained :

B6 = (17.79±0.13)%

B11 = (17.31±0.12)%

These measurements allow to test precisely the e —// — T universality in the charged
weak current couplings (Wlî>i)

^- = 1.0003 ± 0.0051
9e

— = 0.9979 ± O.OQ27(worldav. TT) ± 0.0023(B,) ± 0.0004(mT)
9 K.

where unity corresponds to perfect e — fj, and /i — r universalities.

In addition, a. hadronic T final state containing a K^ is studied, which nicely demon-
strates the ALEPII capabilities of K°L identification.
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Introduction

Le lepton r a été découvert en 1975 dans l'expérience MARK I auprès de l'anneau de
collision e+e~ SPEAR à SLAC. Beaucoup d'études ont été faites pour comprendre les
propriétés de cette particule et il a été montré que le lepton r est identique à l'électron
et le muon sauf que sa masse est plus grande et qu'il possède un nombre leptonique
propre.

Dans cette thèse, l'identification du lepton r par les produits de sa désintégration
permet la mesure de ses rapports d'embranchement dans les canaux avec un électron,
un muon, et ceux qui contiennent un A'°.

Une paire de T+T" peut être produite au LEP par le processus d'annihilation e+e~
au Z°, e+e~ — >• Z° -» T+T", et les T se désintègrent selon T — > vrX. Seuls les états
finals avec

X = eve, /j.ï>n, et 7r/K(7r°)K£

ont été considérés dans cette thèse. Environ 62000 événements TT ont été détectés
par l'expérience ALEPH pendant la période de 1991 à 1993 à l'énergie de centre de
masse de 91 GeV, au pic de la résonance Z°.

La partie principale de cette thèse traite la mesure des rapports d'embranchement de
la désintégration leptonique (r-)vreve ou T->I/T/^), ce qui permet de tester l'universalité
e — fJ, — r dans les courants chargés de l'interaction électrofaible, c'est à dire dans les
désintégrations W-^lDi(I = e,fj,,r).

Dans le chapitre 2, la théorie concernant la production de tau dans l'annihilation
e+e~ et la désintégration de tau en leptons par l'échange du boson W^ est brièvement
présentée.

La partie I (Chapitres 3-5) décrit les conditions expérimentales sur lesquelles cette
analyse est basée : l'anneau de collision LEP (Ch. 3), le détecteur ALEPH (Ch.4), et
la capacité d'identification des particules d'ALEPH (Ch. 5).

La partie II (Chapitres 6-7) explique la méthode et la performance de l'identification
des particules optimisée pour les désintégrations des T.

La partie III (Chapitres 8-14) décrit la mesure des rapports d'embranchement
leptoniques. Dans le Chapitre 8, la méthode qui utilise des efficacités déterminées
expérimentalement est introduite. Le Chapitre 9 décrit la sélection des TT qui a une
efficacité d'environ 78% et la contamination du bruit de fond physique de 2%. Le
bruit de fond est réduit, à 0.8% avec une perte d'efficacité négligeable par les méthodes



qui sont expliquées dans les Chapitres 10-11. Un événement TT est divisé en deux
hémisphères, chacun contenant un état final de r et l'hémisphère leptonique (e ou //)
est défini et ensuite étudié dans les Chapitres 12-13. Le Chapitre 14 donne les résultats
sur les rapports d'embranchement leptoniques et les discussions de l'universalité e — //
et [i — T.

La partie IV (Chapitre 15) décrit l'analyse de la production de KJ, dans la désintégration
de tau en une branche, ce qui montre la. capacité d'ALEPH pour l'identification de K£.

Finalement la conclusion est donnée avec la prospective pour les hautes statistiques
de 1994-1995.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In 1975, the T lepton was discovered by the MARK I experiment using the SPEAR
e+e~ storage ring at SLAC [I]. Since then much work has been devoted to understand
its nature, which indicates that the particle is identical to electrons and muons except
for its large mass and its own lepton number [2, 3, 4].

In this thesis the T lepton is identified from its decay products and the decay
rates into electrons, muons and final states containing KJ, are measured. A TT pair
is produced in the LEP storage ring from the electron-positron annihilation to a Z°
boson,

Each T then decays,

where in this thesis only the final states

X = eue, \i\Jp, and ir/K(Tr°)K°L

are considered. About 62000 TT pairs have been detected by the ALEPH experiment
during the period 1991-93 at a center-of-mass energy of about 91 GeV, around the Z°
boson mass.

The main part (Part III) of this thesis is devoted to the measurement of branching
fractions of leptonic tau decays (T- >i/Tei7eorT— ̂ ,-/zi^), which then provides a precise
test of e — n — T universality in the charged sector of the electroweak interaction (this
is formally equivalent to study the decay W— >/P/(/ = e,//,r)).

Chapter 2 gives the theoretical background on TT production from e+e~ annihilation
and r decays into leptons via W* boson exchange.

9



10 CHAPTERl. INTRODUCTION

Part I (Chapters 3-5) discusses the experimental conditions, relevant to this anal-
ysis. The LEP e+e~ storage ring (Chapter 3), the ALEPH detector (Chapter 4), and
the particle identification capabilities of ALEPII (Chapter 5) are described.

Part II (Chapters 6-7) explains the method and the performance of particle identi-
fication optimized for r decays.

Part III (Chapters 8-14) describes the measurement of the leptonic branching frac-
tions. Chapter 8 introduces the method with the components to be experimentally
determined. Chapter 9 discusses the rr-preselection which produces a TT sample with
a ~ 78% efficiency and 2% physics backgrounds. These backgrounds then are much
reduced at a. level of ~ 0.8% with a negligible loss of efficiency, as in Chapters 10 and
11. A TT event is divided im.o two hemispheres, each containing one T final state, and
a leptonic (e or /^) hemisphere is carefully defined and studied in Chapters 12 and 13.
Chapter 14 gives the results for leptonic branching ratios and discusses the tests of
universality for e — /t and / J -T .

Part IV (Chapter 15) briefly sketches the analysis for K°L production in 1-prong tau
decays, which demonstrates nicely the ALEPH capabilities for KJ1 identification.

A summary and perspectives for the high statistics 1994-95 data conclude this
thesis.



Chapter 2

Theoretical aspects

2.1 Neutral current and TT production

In the couplings of the electroweak standard model [5], the production of a fermion-
antifermion pair from e+e~-annihilation is achieved via an intermediate photon and
Z° boson. To lowest order (Born approximation), the total annihilation amplitude M.
[Q, 7} for e+e~~—>//, with / ^ e process is prescribed by two Feynman diagrams :

U
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MBorn(s) = QeQf-J^ + V/2GV774 - 2 - - —Je
zJz (2.1)

5 s — --

In this equation, Jl1 = /7,,/ and the neutral current mediated by Z° boson is

Ji = MUi - 2 QfSiH2Ow) - 75//]/ (2.2)

where /3 is the third component of the weak isospin of the left-handed fermion,
while the right-handed fermions are weak-isospin singlets and do not participate in the
SUi(2) weak currents.

Differently from the case of charged current (see next section), the parity viola-
tion in the neutral current is diluted due to a mixing between parity-violating SU(2)
and parity-conserving Ur(I ) generators which couple respectively to fermions with a
strength g and </', with a. mixing angle 0\v = tan~1(g'/g). Therefore the diluting
term, 2QjSm2Ow, would disappear if g' = O (no Uj'(l) field) or for neutral fermions,
Qj = // + Y/2 = O (the conserved 'charges' of both generators are cancelling each
other).

In the Standard Model universality of electroweak couplings is assumed for all 3
families. Therefore the Z° couples universally to fermions with

(2.3)

aj = Il (2.4)

the vector and axial couplings respectively at tree level.

The e+e~-annihilation cross section consists of three contributions : a term repre-
senting 7—Z° interference, which is small when the center-of-mass energy ^/s is close
to mz (vanishes a.t \/s = mz), and two terms from pure photon and Z° exchanges. At
Born level, the photon exchange term is :

— 4 Trrv
<r7(e+e--*//) = -£-<?/tf/ (2-5)

where Nj is the color factor of the produced fermions (Nj=I for leptons and Nj=S
for quarks). In ca.se of rr-production at \/s = ???.^, with / = r~,
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At -y/5 ~ 7Tiz, the contribution from this QED term together with 7—Z° interference
term is 0(1%) of total fermion-antifermion production, small compared with the dom-
inating Z° exchange contribution (~ 0.1 • ̂ Cr7) :

, + _ ,=,e+e -4//) =
m - I)2 + F|/m|

(2.6)

with F^J, the partial Z°-deca.y width into // :

and Fz = £/F// (~2490 MeV, experimental value), the Z°-total decay width.

The cross section (TZ (Eq. 2.6) has an expected form from unitarity and resonance
behaviour. Table 2.1 gives the axial-vector and vector couplings and the corresponding
partial decays widths.

fermion
V e,f,,, VT

e,/i,r
M, C, *

(/, S, 6

a/ = //
1/2

-1/2
1/2

-1/2

U/ = /3 — 2 QfSlH2Ow

1/2
-l/2+2sm20vv

l/2-(4/3) 5W2^v
-1/2 + (2/3) -SW2^v

r/7 (MeV)
166
83
295
381

Table 2.1: The a/,u/ and F^y for different fermions. F^ are calculated with GF —
1.16639 • 10-5GeV2, mz = 91.189 GeV/c2 and sin*0w = 0.23. About ~ 3.4% of Z°'s
decay to TT.

The Born approximation is not sufficient to match the high-precision measurements
of Z°-resonance parameters at LEP and radiative corrections should be included. By
convention the radiative corrections are separated into three classes : photonic, non-
photonic and QCD corrections [8].

• The term photonic corrections refers to all diagrams with real or virtual photons
added to the Born diagram. These corrections are large (0(30%)) and depend on
experimental cuts. The dominant contribution arises from diagrams where a photon
radiated off the initial state, thus modifying the effective center-of-mass energy, which
has a substantial effect on the Z° line shape : the main effects are to [6] displace the
peak by 110 MeV, reduce it by a factor of about 0.74 and increase the width by 400
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MeV. The effects are large, but estimated theoretically with a enough accuracy (better
than 0.1%) [9].

• Non-photonic corrections denote the electroweak component to photonic correc-
tions. Their effects can be summarized to a very good approximation by [8] (5) an s-
dependent photon vacuum polarization correction Aa(s), (ii) an s-dependent Z° total
width TZ(S) = TZ • ̂ r and (iii) effective vector and axial-vector couplings (v/ and

Z

a / ) , almost independent of 5 in the vicinity of the peak. These contributions can be
large compared to the experimental accuracies. They come from only virtual processes
and therefore are not affected by experimental cuts, but contain hidden physics (heavy
fermions, Higgs ...) and can be used to constrain the new physics.

• QCD corrections account for gluon radiation off real and virtual quarks. They
modify (mostly) the qq final states, but are less important for the leptonic final states.

Very precise tests of e — /< — r universality in neutral current couplings are pro-
vided by the F,,- (/ = e , /< , r ) partial widths and the various angular decay asymmetries
(forward-backward, r polarization, ...). The Z° decay asymmetries measure the com-
bination

v? + a?

Forward-backward asymmetries determine

A1
FB = -AKA,

while tau polarization studies at LEP separate Ae and AT.

From current fits to data [10], the following values for the couplings are obtained

«e = -0.50093±0.00064
Ti11 = -0.50164±0.00096
0T = -0.5026±0.0010
a, = -0.50128±0.00054

vc = -0.0370±0.0021
v,, = -0.030S±0.0051
vr = -0.03S6±0.0023
V1 = -0.0366±0.0013

which agree well with the Standard Model prediction with sin*0w = 0.2322 [11]
including the ra.dia.tive corrections, and test the e. — [i — r universality with ~ 10%
accuracy for vector couplings (however this is a consequence of SIn1Ow being close to
0.25; the intrinsic accuracy on StIi2Ow is a better measure of universality for the neutral
couplings, i.e. ~ 0.4%) a.nd with high precision ~ 0.2% for axial couplings :
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— = O.S3±0.15, ^ = 1.0014±0.0023
ve ae

^ = 1.04±0.09, — = 1.0033±0.0024
Ve (Ie

The axial couplings are essentially determined by the leptonic partial widths, whereas
the asymmetry data measure w//o/. The error on the electron axial coupling is roughly
\/2 times smaller than the others as the electron couplings enter in both initial and
final state for the process e+e~—>e+e~. The accuracy of the vector coupling for the r
lepton significantly profits from the polarization measurement.

2.2 Charged current and leptoiiic r decays

The W field couples universally to all fermion currents : it triggers fi and r decays as
well as the neutron decay with the same strength Gp (taking into account the CKM
matrix for the quark currents [12]). Specifically, the leptonic r decays at lowest order
can be described by a W-exchange diagram :

which emphasizes the W propagator as compared with the contact Fermi theory.
However, in the limit where the squared momentum q2 of the exchanged W is small
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compared to m^v, which is a very good approximation for r decays (g2 < m2), the
W propagator becomes constant and the interaction is described by a current-current
interaction. The leptonic r decay amplitude M is then given by

(2.7)
877%

a product of left-handed lepton currents

which couple to the W field with the universal SUr_,(2) strength g.

In equation 2.7, ^- is the approximation to the W propagator at low energy scale,
and identifies the Fermi constant Gp through

GF 92

\/2 Sm?,,

The muon decay width is then calculated (including first-order QED corrections)
[13]:

where

F(x) = 1 - Sx + Sx3 - .T'' - 12z2/7i.T, F-I ) = I- 1.87 • 1(T4

\ 771 a

and

aK)-'= o-1 - ln + - ~ 136
JTT \mcj Gn

In this formula most of the elcctroweak radiative corrections have been absorbed
in G11. Terms of (9(cv?7?.2/???.2,) and O(anr^/ii^v) have been neglected, but a (small)
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leading O(mfjm*v) tree level contribution from the W propagator has been included.
From the measured muon lifetime

T11 = 2.19703(4) • 10~6 s

one finds

G11 = 1.16639(2) • !G'5 GeV"2

The same Fermi constant can be used to express the leptonic T decay widths :

^4) fi + ̂  (T - *info J L 2?r \ 4

The only real difference between Eq. 2.8 and this equation is the trivial exchange
mM— >mr and me->m;. Numerically, F(m.J/m*) = 0.9726, the finite W mass cor-
rection=-!^. 03%, the first-order radiative correction=— 0.43% and o^m,-)"1 = 133.3.
Normalizing the leptonic r decay widths with the tau lifetime, one predicts the leptonic
branching ratios [13] :

B, = r,V(r^» = 0.17806 -

T

B1, = ,VI-(T-^) = 0.17377 .

together with

= 0.9726 = F

These predictions are free of theoretical uncertainties and should be tested with the
highest possible experimental precision because a. deviation would imply "new physics".
Using

Bc \tj m?
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and (from [14])

/?e(PDG'94) = 17.90±0.17

£,t(PDG'94) = 17.44±0.23

one get

^(PDG'94) = 1.0009±O.OOS1
9e

On the other hand, if the Wri/T coupling is not equal to the W/iP^ coupling, then
the Fermi constant in /t decay should be different from that of in r— >ei/i/ decay. As
G11 oc g^e and GT oc gTge,

with

q(m<t) - o(mT) /25 2\
= 1 + 2^ ( 1̂- - TT J = 1 + 8.6 IQ-5

PDG'92 data set [15] gives a ratio of gr/glt = 0.972±0.012 which differs from unity
by 2.3 standard deviations. Since then mT has been measured by BES [16] recently
giving a more precise and systematically shifted value by 7 MeV/c2

77?.T = 1777.0±0.26MeV/c2

and the accuracy of tau lifetime has been improved substantially with the LEP
measurements taking advantage of large statistics and the precision vertex detectors,

rT(PDG'94) = 296.6±3.1 fs

The average leptouic branching ratios ha.vc been relatively stable, and once com-
bined as <BC,B,,/F(1£)> give [14]
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— (PDG'94) = 0.9930±0.0065
9»

in a good agreement with /< — r universality in the .charged current.

In principle, one can directly test the e — /< — T universality of Sl/L(2) coupling
strength (g] using the leptonic W decays. The UAl collaboration measured [17] :

= l.05±0.07(.s«a*)±O.OS(syst)
Ue

^- = l.01±0.09(s£a/,)±0.05(sys/,)
ffe

which however verify coupling universality at only the 10% level and are not com-
petitive with the tests at low r/2 (from T and TT decays).

The best current test of e — ft universality is provided by TT- >7pj(7). The ratio of
leptonic TT decay widths Re/t, is related to kinematical factors as

ml(ml - me
2)2

o~7 9 5T7 * v1 ' °/

where 5 is a radiative correction [18]=— 0.0376±0.0004. It leads to the prediction

theory _ ]-2352±0.0005 • 10"1

which can be compared with the experimental values [19, 20]

implying

— = 1.00l2±0.0015(ea:p)±0.002(f/ieory)
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Experiment of TT- »7P/ decays

e — n universality was tested precisely by a measurement of the branching ratio of
the helicity-suppresscd decay ir-^ev with respect to the common decay TT- tyti/, i.e.,
R = r(7T-4ei/)/r(7r-4/fi/).

The TRIUMF experiment [19] was carried out on the M13 channel at TRIUMF
in a TT+ beam of momentum P = S3 MeV/c and AP/ P = 1%. The incoming beam
was stopped in a target counter (photomultiplicr) at a rate of 7 X 104 s"1. Positrons
from stopped-pion decays were detected at 90° to the beam, passing through two wire
chambers for position measurement, and energy analyzed in a NaI(TI) crystal "TINA"
with a solid-angle acceptance of 2.9%.

The positron energy spectrum consisted of a peak .at 70 MeV with ~ 1.2 x 105 TT- »ei/
decays and a distribution from O to 53 MeV from the decay ii-*evï> following 7r->/^i/
decay (the TT- >/i-4e chain). All events occuring within 30 ns following a pion stop,
or having energy >50 MeV deposited in TINA, were recorded in order to favor TT-^CI/
events.

The measurement required the determination of the ratio of the positrons in the
TT ->e;/ peak to those from the TT- »/<-4e chain. The largest potential source of systematic
uncertainty arose from the low-energy tail of the TT- )e.v peak which extended under the
TT- >/z— >e distribution. The tail was due mostly to the response function of TINA and
Bhabha scattering in the stopping counter, where the scattered e~ was responsible for
the trigger, while the e+ passed through the wire chamber frames, thus losing energy.

The raw branching ratio /?,' was determined by simultaneous fitting of the mea-
sured positron decay-time spectra, for events above and below an energy threshold at
56.4 MeV, corresponding to TT- >ei/ and TT- >/i-»e, respectively. The various factors
contributing to the overall (1.93±0.25)% tail correction were tested for validity by ob-
serving that the branching ratio result was insensitive to the lower cutoff energy chosen
for the TT- )ev peak, with the correction applied.

The result was

R= [1.2265±0.0034(s<aO±0.0044(sj/s*)] x 10~4

giving
g n Ig0 = 1.0030±0.0023

Most recent experiment on TT- >/P/ decays was performed at SIN (PSI) [2O]. A beam
of positive pions was stopped in an active target of plastic scintillator surrounded by a
4n BGO calorimeter yielding 1 .2x ] Or' rare decays after various cuts in the time window
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from 75 to 200 ns after pion stop. The value was

R= [1.2346±0.0035(s*aO±0.0036($ysO] x 10~4

with 0.28% and 0.29% errors respectively from statistics and systematics.

The two experiments are combined to give

S1J ge = 1.0012±0.0016

which is more precise than the average value obtained from T leptonic decays.

U-T universality from hadronic r decays

U-T universality also can be tested by comparing TT- ̂ [W11 and K— >/ii/M decays to
hadronic T decays [13, 21] :

— oc—- - oc
g,t T7- Un-^111, Tr IJ K -+ pu

where the radiative corrections (about +2%0for the first and -f 9°/00for the second)
are calculated in [22]. Using the current data including new results from ALEPH
[23, 24] and the world average for the T lifetime [21] :

— = 0.9979±0.0083(£7r)±0.0027(rT)
9ft

— = 0.997±0.042(£ff)±0.0027(rr)

Therefore // — r universality is tested within an accuracy of 0.9% (4.2%) from T
decays into TT (K), which is not as precise as the test from -r-^lvv decays, but starting
to become interesting.

Electron spectrum from T decays

As is well known for the nuioii decay [25], the energy and angular distribution of
electrons from polarized tans can be written in the T rest frame as [26]
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oT(r
dcosO dz V-A

= z2[3 - Iz + PcosO(\ - Iz)] (2.11)

where z is the electron energy measured in terms of the maximum energy 2^, P is
the r polarization and O is the angle between the polarization vector and the electron.
After performing a Lorentz boost into the e+e~-frame where r is fast-moving [6],

4.r3) + P(I - (2.12)

with x = Ee/ET (Er ~ £beam).

The electron spectrum for pure helicity sta,tes (P = ±1) is shown in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Electron spectrum from pure hclicity states of tau.

2.3 Leptonic branching ratios, spectral functions
and as

The differential decay width of T leptons into hadrons with q2 = m2
v. can be decom-

posed into spectral functions with the a,llowed quantum numbers for non-strange and
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strange vector and axial currents [27]

GP , O 2\2
Tx = 3^K - <?2)2

{[(m2 + 2C2Xi71-M1) + ;

Ti2 + 2<72)(^ + a?) + m2(v* + aS)]sm20c j

where Oc is the Cabbibo angle and ea,ch spectral function («1,01,...) is a function
of q2. There are many theoretical predictions for the spectral functions and for single
decay channels :

• The T decay into a single pion (kaon) is related by the universality hypothesis to
leptonic pion (kaon) decays, as discussed in the previous section.

• The 'conserved vector current' hypothesis (CVC) connects the isovector part
of the electromagnetic current in e+e~-annihilation with the non-strange vector
spectral function [28].

• Less solid predictions are made for the axial current employing the hypothesis of
the 'partially conserved axial-vector current' (PCAC).

• Sum rules connect integrals over spectral functions [29].

• The ratio of the hadronic to the leptonic decay width (RT) has been calculated
in the framework of perturbât!ve QCD. This is discussed below.

The ratio

r(r~->hadrons vr] 1 — Be —

can potentially provided the most precise determination of aa(mz). It has been cal-
culated perturbatively to O(o?s] and it was shown that non-perturbative contributions
can be included with few additional parameters [30, 31].

The calculation for Rr is derived from an integral in the complex s plane over a
circle at \s\ = m2, and at this scale the non-perturbative terms are found to be small.
The perturbât!ve prediction for R7 can be written as [32]
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2^TT / \ TT / \ TT /
RT = 3 ( 1 + j ) 1 + i l + 5 .

T /

(2.14)

where S parameterizes clcctroweak and non-perturbative QCD corrections, includ-
ing quark mass effects. The value of K4 has not been fully computed, but is estimated
as ~ 27.5 [33]. The extraction of cvs from Eq. 2.14 depends on 5 and K4. In the case
of 5, electroweak radiative corrections [34] give a +2% contribution while quark mass
and non-perturbative condcnsate effects [32] give a negative contribution of similar
magnitude. They approximately cancel and one finds [13]

where A is primarily the non-perturba.tive uncertainty. How large an error estimate
one assigns to A significantly affects the uncertainty in as. Estimates for A range from
about 1 to several percent [35, 36].

It is interesting to note that, since RT>v is related via CVC to the e+e~-cross sec-
tion, it follows that as can be determined from e+e~data around 2 GeV. Actually,
Narison and Pich [37] have exploited this relation to test the range of validity of their
QCD calculation. For that purpose they calculated RTiv(m?} for non-physical r masses
and compared the result to the corresponding measured e+e~cross section, which well
demonstrates the validity of QCD prediction down to about 1.2 GeV where the calcu-
lation is expected to become unreliable because of non-perturbative effects.

On the experimental side, Rr is extremely well determined from either leptonic
branching ratio

(1.9726 + R1.)-
1 = 7J(r->e;/e//T(7)) = B (T -+^1^(7}) • 1.0282 (2.15)

or from measurements of the tau lifetime a.nd mass

O, = 5 - 1 0 " 3 * ) (1777MeVV - 1.9726 (2.16)
\ TT J \ m.T J

Using the PDG'94 values for Icptonic branching ra.tios, TT and mT [14]

/^"(PDG'94) = 3.552±0.035
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which lies about 20% above the parton model value RT = 3 accounting for 3 color
degrees of freedom.

In addition to the inclusive hadronic branching ratio, ALEPH and recently CLEO
also use moments of the hadronic mass distribution (5 = q2) [38, 39, 30]

1T — n / ' I •"• o i l O I l
1 C ^O V 77l£/ \777C/ dS

These moments are sensitive to non-perturbative effects and allow for an experimen-
tal determination of the parameters describing these elTects in the QCD calculation.
The spectrum ^- was obtained by unfolding the measured spectra correcting for de-
tector effects. A combined fit of the QCD calculation to the experimental results for
/?T, R™, Rl

T
l,Rl

r
2 and R1

T
3 yield as and 3 non-perturbative parameters. The as(mT)

from this combined fit for CLEO Il data is [391

as(mr) = 0.309±0.024(PDG'94 and CLEO, combined f i t )

compared with the value obtained using the RT only,

a,(mT) = 0.327±0.025(PDG'94, using RT only)

After running,

Tus = 0.114±0.002(PDG'94 and CLEO)±0.0016(A'4)±0.0010(runmn5)±0.1A
(2.18)

If A < 0.01, as originally expected, Eq. 2.18 represents the current best determina-
tion of as(mz). The ALEPIl results will be presented in Chapter 14.
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Chapter 3

LEP storage ring

The LEP is a Large Electron-Positron storage ring located across the border between
France and Stwizcrland, with a circumference of 27 km and at a depth of about 100 m
(see Figure 3.1).

Point 6
(OPAL)

Figure 3.J: The LEP site.

29
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LEP accelerates and maintains electrons and positrons up to 55 GeV (phase I, 90
GeV in phase II > 1996) on circular orbits in opposite direction, and makes them
collide every 11 /is at 4 places where the detectors (ALEPH, DELPHI, L3 and OPAL)
a.re installed. The main physics motivations behind the construction of the LEP were
the studies of Z° electrowea,k parameters, WW production to test the Standard Model,
and searches for new particles and phenomena (Higgs, SUSY, ...).

3.1 The LEP energy

From the beginning (July 1989) of LEP, the energy is fixed at MZ°=91.1SSS±0.0044
GeV/c2, i.e. 45.6 GeV per bca,m, or scanned over about ±3 GeV around the Z° mass to
study the Z° resonance curve. To obtain this high energy, the electrons and positrons
are produced and prc-accelcrated up to 20 GeV before being injected into LEP using
the existing CERN accelerators. Figure 3.2 shows the LEP injection chain [4O].

LIL (LINAC Injector of LEP) consists of two linear injectors in tandem. In the
first stage, electrons from a high-intensity gun are accelerated to 200 MeV and pass
through a tungsten target, some converting into positrons. Then in the second part of
LIL, the electrons and positrons are accelerated up to 600 MeV, before being injected
into EPA (Electron Positron Accumulator), where they are accumulated separately in
bunches and cooled by synchrotron radiation. These bunches are sent to PS (Proton
Synchrotron) and then to SPS (Super Proton Synchrotron). Finally, they are injected
into LEP, and accelerated to a maximum energy of 55 GeV (S bunches in each beam).

The LEP storage ring consists of 8 arcs alternating with S straight sections. The
electron and positron beams arc guided on circular orbits by 3368 dipole magnets at
room temperature located in the arcs and focussed by 808 quadrupole and sextupole
magnets along the ring. Furthermore, the superconducting quadrupole magnets (8 in
total) are placed on both sides of cadi detector to reduce much the beam size and
increase the interaction probability at the collision point. To shield the synchrotron
radiation emitted at the nearest quadrupoles, the collimators are placed at both sides
of each detector1.

Along the acceleration, the electrons loose their energy due to the synchrotron
radiation. The energy loss per turn, /?.,,/nc, for a. particle circulating in a ring of radius
p is

'Another typo of background is duc to beam-gas inl.cracl.ions. With a good vacuum (< 10~10

Torr), the rate is small, and the resulting interactions arc easily identified.
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LlNACS
ILIL) 200 MeV e~

• 600 MeV e+ or e"

,EPA 600 MeV

Figure 3.2: The LEP injector chain. 01' LEP, only the part around the crossing point
J (Pl) JS S/70W/J.
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EWC = ^--(—y•3 p \rncj

where E is the energy of the particle of mass m. For the LEP electrons and
positrons, with E = 45 GeV the energy loss amounts to 120 MeV per turn and is
compensated for using the klystron-powered 128 radiofrequency cavities2.

Synchrotron radiation has positive aspects : it damps the oscillations of each parti-
cle in the beams in all three degress of freedom, and therefore resists against the forces
which disperse the particles. Emitting synchrotron radiation, the beams get polarized
and their polarization vectors process around the vertical magnetic field. By determin-
ing the frequency which depolarizes the beam, the number of spin precessions per turn
(v) can be obtained; v is related with the beam energy as :

t / _ ( g - 2 ) E E(GeV)
2 me2 0.4406486(1)

Synchrotron radiation and the resonant depolarization allows to determine the LEP
energy with a great precision (< 1.1 McV) [41].

3.2 The LEP luminosity

For beam-beam head-on collisions, the luminosity is given by

r - , . r N^>

where kb is the number of bunches for each beam, frev is the revolution frequency
(~11 kHz at LEP), Ne (Np) is the number of electrons (positrons) per bunch, and ax

and <jy are the transverse beam size, horizontal and vertical respectively assuming that
the beams are gaussian distributed. 'Jb increase the luminosity, different methods are
used :

• Reduce the beam size. For this, the beams are focussed a,t the collision points
using the set of superconducting quaclrupoles placed at both sides of each de-
tector. The beam dimensions in the interaction region measured by the ALEPH
detector arc :

2It becomes 2.8 GeV at \fs — 200 GcV rc(|niring superconducting cavities.
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o'x ~ 145 /mi, 5 /mi, crz ~ 1 cm

• Increase the number of bunches. A number of factors limits the number of
bunches per beam, among them : the power which can be provided by LEP,
possible perturbations between the successive bunches in a beam or between the
bunches of two beams, and the response time of the detectors. In LEP, the num-
ber of bunches per beam has been increased from 4 in 1989-91 to 8 since 1992
adopting the 'pretzel31 scheme avoiding unwanted bunch-bunch collisions outside
the experimental zones. The time separation between the two collisions is 11 /<s
(23 /xs) when the beam consists of 8 (4) bunches.

• Increase the number of electrons and positrons in each bunch. This is limited by
the beam-beam interaction resulting in a.n instability and a loss of beam.

The main LEP parameters arc compiled in Table 3.1.

Maximum beam energy
Circumference
Interaction region
Luminosity
Particles per bunch
Time between collisions
RF frequency
Energy spread
Bunch length (r.m.s.)
Horizontal beam size
Vertical beam size
/3*, vertical
/?*, horizontal
Horizontal emittance
Vertical emittauce

LEP I
55

26.66
4

11
41.6

11
352.2(3)

1
1

145
5
1

0.04
36
2

CESR
GcV
Km

-1O30Cm-2S-1

•10'°
//,S

MIIz
•10~3

cm
/un
//.m
m
m
-10"9TT racl-m

-10"9Tr rad-m

6
0.768

1
290

24
0.36
500
0.6
1.7

500
11
1

0.018
240

8

BEPC
2.2

0.24
2

10
20
0.8

199.53
0.58

5
926
61
1.3

0.085
660
43

Table 3.1:
LEP I parameters compared with other e+e~ colliders [14].

3A name from a biscuit., resembling .somewhat, l.hc shape of an eight.
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The LEP is designed for a luminosity of LGxIO3 1 cm~VJ. During the 1989-90
runs, the typical luminosity was 3xl030 Cm-2S-1 which was raised up to l.lxlO31

-V1 in 1992.

Figure 3.3 presents the integrated luminosity of LEP.

Pb-I

year
integrated luminosity (pb~ J )

1990 1991 1992 1993
7.6 17.3 28.6 40.1

Figure 3.3: The integrated LEP luminosity up to 1993 run.
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The ALEPH detector

ALEPH, A detector for LEP Pllysics [42], consists of several subdetectors designed
for an optimal reconstruction and identification of particles produced from the electron-
positron collisions at LEP. To surround hermetically the interaction point, each subde-
tector has a cylindrical form coaxial with the beam axis. The overall layout is shown
in Figure 4.1. The geometrical characteristics of subdetectors are given in the table of
Figure 4.1.

A particle originating from the interaction point penetrates at first the beam pipe.
Up to 1991, an aluminium (96%)-magnesium (3.2%) a.lloy was used for the beam pipe
with a radius of 7.8 cm. It has been replaced since then by a beryllium beam pipe
of a smaller radius (5.3 cm) to provide a room for the VDET and of material with a
smaller atomic number to reduce the multiple scattering, bremsstrahlung, and photon
conversion.

After the beam pipe, the particle traverses the three tracking detectors which mea-
sure emission angle and curvature of charged-parlicle trajectories : the vertex detector
(VDET), the inner tracking chamber (ITC), and the time projection chamber (TPC),
Beyond the TPC, is the electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) and, outside the supercon-
ducting coil, the hadron calorimeter (HCAL), detecting the energies and characteristic
clusters produced by the particles. The muon chambers measure the positions and
angles of the particle outside the HCAL.

For an absolute measurement of the luminosity, three detectors (LCAL, SiCAL and
BCAL) for small angle Bhabha, scattering are installed around the beam pipe.

After an event trigger and data acquisition, the digital signals of subdetectors are
converted into the physical quantities (/!-vectors) by a reconstruction program called
JULIA (Job to Understand Lep Interactions at Aleph). The reconstruction of charged

35
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A nice view of (,lie ALEPII detector. From the center to outside, are shown a TPC
end-plate consisting of three dilTerent shapes of "sectors", the 12 ECAL modules, the
superconducting solenoid, and the 12 IICAL modules (ea.ch has 23 layers). All these
are explained in this chapter.
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length of cylinder (crn)
inner radius^(cm)
outer radius(*'(cm)
acceptance, cosO\

VDET
2H«)

6.3
10.7
0.85

ITC
200
12.8
28.8
0.97

TPC
470
31

ISO
0.95(6>

EGAL
477
185
225
0.97

magnet
700
248
292

HCAL
700
300
468
0.92

The geometrical characteristics of ALEPIl subdetectors.
active (readout) length.

the ECAL and HCAL, the values are given for the barrels.
(^Corresponding to at least 6 coordinates (explained later) in radial direction.

Figure 4.1: ALEPH detector, perspective view. (I) vertex detector (VDET), (2) in-
ner track chamber (ITC), (3) time projection chamber (TPC), (4) electromagnetic
calorimeter (ECAL), (5) superconducting magnet, (G) hadron calorimeter (HCAL),
(7) muon chambers, (8) luminosity detectors.
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tracks and calorimeter objects arc explained after the related detectors are described.

4.1 Magnet

The magnet, consisting of an iron yoke and a superconducting coil, has an axial sym-
metry in order to avoid azimuthal field components and surrounds the three tracking
detectors and the electromagnetic calorimeter. It provides a homogeneous magnetic
field of 1.5 T parallel to the LEP beam allowing a measurement of momentum and
charge of charged particles.

The configuration of the superconducting coil consists of a main solenoid (a length of
6.35 m) and two compensating coils (each 40 cm-long) a,t the ends of the main solenoid
to assure the field uniformity. Because of its smaller density and larger radiation
length, aluminium of high purity is used as a stabilizer for the Niobium-Titanium
superconductor, helium cooled, at 5000 A current. The uniformity and return of the
magnetic field are guaranteed by a large amount of iron (2580 t) which serves also as
a sampling medium for the haclron calorimeter.

4.2 The three detectors for charged tracks

4.2.1 The microvertex detector, VDET

The ALEPH microvertcx detector has been installed in its complete form in 1991
aiming for a good impact parameter resolution and to search for secondary vertices.

The VDET consists of two coaxial layers of double sided microstrip wafers, 21 cm-
long, placed at 6.3 cm and 10.8 cm from the interaction point covering a soild angle of
85% and 69% respectively. The inner (outer) layer has 9 (15) "faces", each consists of
four double sided silicon wafers (with dimensions 5.12 cmx5.12 cmx300

On one side (the ?•(/> side) of the wafer, p+ strips have been implanted at a pitch of
25 fj,m read out for every fourth strip, while on the opposite side (the z side) n+ strips
have been oriented perpendicularly at a, pitch of 50 /mi read out for every second strip,
so that on either side the readout pitch is 100 //.m.

Hits are reconstructed by averaging the charge-weighted positions of adjacent strips

1TwO wafers arc connected electrically to form a basic readout uni t , a "module", so that one face
has two modules.
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that have at least three times the mean noise charge. After alignment (see Section4.3),
the coordinate resolution is 12 /tm both in T(J) and in z.

4.2.2 The inner tracking chamber, ITC

The ITC is a cylindrical multiwire drif t chamber serving a dual purpose in ALEPH :
it provides up to eight accurate r$ points for tracking in the radial region between 16
and 26 cm, and \cosO\ < 0.97, and it also provides the only tracking information for
the first level trigger.

The ITC has 960 cells distributed over eight concentric layers parallel to the beam
axis. Each cell consists of one sense wire at a. positive potential between 1.8 and 2.5
kV surrounded by six field wires held at earth potential (Figure 4.2).

Scale / cm

o.s l 1.5 2.5

0 Sense Wire

• Field Wire

© Calibration wire
;

— Calibration "zigzag"

Figure 4.2: The hexagona/ ITC cells.

The ITC volume is filled with a gas mixture (50% argon -1- 50% ethane). A charged
particle traversing the ITC ionizes the atoms in the gas, and the ionized electrons drift
to the sense wire with a. mean velocity of 50 /cm/us in a time ~ 130 ns.

The T(J) impact position of a. chargcd-particlc trajectory is obtained by measuring
the drift time wi th a resolution of about 100 / t in. The drif t time gives a radius for
a circle tangent to the trajectory, but in practice, assuming the track comes from
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the interaction point the circle is reduced to two candidate impacts in diametrical
opposition. If two tracks pass a sa,me cell, then only one avalanche of the nearest track
from the sense wire will be measured. The z impact position is measured by comparing
the arrival times of pulses at two ends of each sense wire with a resolution of about 3
cm; this information isn't used at present.

The small size of the ITC cells (maximum drift length of 6.5 mm) allows to generate
a first-level trigger signal in less than 3 //.s of a beam crossing (see Section 4.9).

4.2.3 The time projection chamber, TPC

The time projection chamber, with an outer diameter of 3.6 m and a length of 4.4 m,
is the largest chamber of its kind. Its dimension is optimized to measure the charged
track momentum with a good resolution and to determine the ionization level (dE/dx)
for particle identification.

A graphite coated mylar membrane (thickness 25 /tm held at a potential of-25 kV)
divides the chamber into two halves. On each end-plate (held at earth potential) are
mounted eighteen wire chambers, or "sectors" of three different shapes; see Figure 4.3.

The TPC is operated with a.n Argon-Methane (91:9) gas mixture at atmospheric
pressure. The ionization charge is recorded at two end-plates by a system of propor-
tional wire chambers with segmented cathode pads (size of 6.2x30 mm2, 21 rows in
radial direction). A charged particle traversing the sensitive volume of the TPC pro-
duces electrons and ions. The electrons from the primary ionization drift up to 2.2
m towards one of the end-plates in an axial magnetic field of 1.5 T and an electric
field of 125 V/cm. In the vicinity of a sense wire, the electrons create an avalanche
and induce a, signal on the cathode paxls. The pulse height induced on one pad is a
superposition of pulse heights induced by avalanches of electrons approaching several
adjacent wires. The signals on a pad row from a single track extend in general over two
or three neighbouring pads. Azimuthal coordinates are derived from the r(f> position
of the recorded avalanche of electrons, whereas z coordinates are obtained from their
measured drift times.

Reconstruction of the coordinates of charged particles

The TPC gives up to 21 coordinates for a charged-particle trajectory in the region
\cosO\ < 0.95. Each coordinate is reconstructed in three dimensions by capacitive
coupling on the plane of ca.thodc pa,ds distributed over 21 rows.
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(a) overall view (b) pad distribution

Figure 4.3: The TPC : overall view (a), and the pad distributions on an end-plate (b).
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• The r(j) position of a point along the trajectory is given, for each row, by the
barycenter of pads weighted by the measured charge, the r coordinate by the
radial position of the pads involved in the measurement. The obtained resolution
is 173 /mi.

• The z position of a point of the trajectory is deduced from the drift time and
the drift velocity of electrons in the electric field. The mean drift velocity is 5.24
cm///s, which corresponds to a drift time of 42 /ts for the maximal drift length
2.2 m. The z resolution depends on the polar angle; it is 740 ^m for a particle
with the polar angle O = 90° .

The calibration of the electron drif t velocity is made by comparing the polar
angle of the reconstructed track in the TPC and the angle reconstructed in
the VDET. The calibration is also performed using the straight laser tracks
arranged to originate approximately from the interaction point.

Ionization level measurement

In addition to its principal role as a tracking device, the TPC also measures the en-
ergy loss per unit length by ionization (clE/dx) of a. charged particle, which depends
on the mass and momentum of the particle. The measurement of dE/dx together
with the momentum provides a mass for the particle, therefore, particle identification.
This is important, when used in conjunction with the electromagnetic calorimeter, for
identification of electrons and also for discriminating pions from kaons or protons.

The dE/dx is measured from the sense wire pulses (called sampling), at most 344
samplings for a. track traversing the full radius of the TPC. At first, each sampling is
associated with a track reconstructed with cathode pads. Then the dE/dx is calculated
for each wire by dividing the measured signal by the corresponding track segment (Ax).
Only the samplings which match in z with a single track are used offline for the dE/dx
analysis. The ionization level per wire follows the Landau distribution, skewed towards
high value, primarily due to the production of a, few high-energy knock-on electrons
which themselves ionize the atoms (so called 5 rays). Therefore, a truncated mean
is used for the average <dE/dx> rejecting 40% of samplings of highest ionization (to
avoid 5 ray fluctuations, improves the resolution) and 8% of lowest ionization (to avoid
noisy signals, worsens the resolution).

The gain of the TPC operating at atomosphcric pressure depends on the pressure
(P) of the gas like P3-" and changes from run to run. It is calibrated from data using
minimum-ionizing pious (0.3 GeV/c —0.6 GeV/c), grouped into blocks of runs such
tha,t the pressure variation wi th in a. block is negligible, and the position of the pion
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peak is measured for each block. Tlie ionization level R is thereby normalized such
that minimum-ionizing particles have /?,= !.

The measurement error of the ionization level (a/?) is parametrized as a function
of the number of samplings ( N ) , the track length per sampling (A.r), the distance
between the wire (r = 0.4 cm) and the signal itself (R) :

/ - - Q , , ! R _OA

' (R v/ÂTAr R0

where R0 = 1. The best resolution is obtained for a particle possessing the maximum
number of samplings (344) and a polar angle O = 45° (maximizing Ax) : for electrons,
it is 4.5%.

The average energy loss has a very characteristic dependence on the velocity of the
incident particles. Jt has a minimum at (3-y ~ 3.5, below which the energy loss increases
as l//3p (P — 2) for small momentum, and for /?7 > 3.5, it rises approximately with
In(Pi) (relativistic rise) and arrives a.t a plateau (Fermi plateau) when /8->l. Knowing
the momentum of a particle and assigning it a mass, the average ionization level is
expressed by the modified Bethe-Bloch formula :

IT? P,^ clL ^_ ' I rn . i o

where the free parameters P, P\, PI and second order polynomial 8 are fitted from data
using a variety of event types2.

The resulting curves are shown in Figure 4.4.

For the tracks with at least 50 samplings in multi-hadron events, the separation
between particles is indicated in Figure 4.5. The separation between pion and kaon is
typically of 1er for a momentum larger than 2 GcV/c, the separation between proton
and kaon is the order of Ia above 4 GcV/c, and the separation between electron and
piori is larger than Aa up to S GeV/c. In the clean environment of one-prong r decays
the particle identification performance is enhanced, reaching 3 a TT-K separation [44].

2Minimum-ioniiîing pions fix (,lie min imum of the curve, protons are used to fit the low momentum
region, Bhablia events for plateau, and muons from Z—^//.+/<~ and Z—»r+r~ (r-^fii/u) decays give
points slightly below the plateau. The details of <dE/clx> in the rclativistic rise region are determined
using charged tracks in inulti-liadron events : each moinentmn bin is fitted to a sum of four gaussian
contributions, for electrons, pions, knons nnd protons, with only (,he position of the pion peak and the
normalizations of the four contributions allowed to vary. Then fitted pion peak positions are combined
with the points from protons, mini inum-ioni / ing pions, and dileptons in a fit of the modified Bethe-
Bloch formula with six free parameters [M].
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10 p(GeV)

Figure 4.4: The dE/dx as a function of particle momentum for tracks with at least 150
samplings.

4.3 Alignment of the tracking detectors

The sectors of the TPC, wires of the ITC and wafers of the VDET are the main
components to be aligned to guarantee precise reconstruction of impact points of a
charged particle (with a precision of 12 /.im for the VDET and 180 /^m for the TPC).

The basic principle of alignment is, for kinematically well defined charged tracks,
to maximize the compatibility of hits with the helix of the trajectory. The procedure
of alignment is, for the first time, to align the three detectors in a global manner (using
initially survey data measured during installation). Then the TPC sectors are aligned
with respect to each other. Likewise, the VDET wafers are aligned among them. These
global and local alignment are iterated for a convergence. The charged tracks used for
alignment are :

• the cosmic rays traversing the detectors,

• the muons from Z->/t+/t~dcca,ys which have advantages of back-to-back topology
and undergoing little multiple scattering, and

• the tracks from the Z—»r/</ decays arc also used. These events have advantages
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Figure 4.5: 7"/1C average separation between particle types for tracks in hadronic Z
decays with at least 50 samplings.
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of large multiplicity, even though they are low momentum (,racks thus suffering
multiple scattering and might not originate from the primary vertex.

The relative position in r<f> and in z of ea.ch TPC sector is determined by minimizing
the azimuthal and longitudinal deviations between the helix pieces of a track measured
by each sector and by the ITC and the VDET.

Alignment of the VDET wafers is more difficult, as the precision of hits is 12 ^m,
ten times better than the TPC and ITC precision. Tracks from Z-4//+/z~constrain
the relative position of wafers in different layers and on opposite sides of the detector.
Tracks passing the overlap region between wafers adjacent in <f> (representing 5% of the
active area in rfy bring a supplementary constraint and provide a precise alignment
with no reference to the outer tracking detectors (~ 2 //m).

4.4 Charged track reconstruction

The procedure for the charged track reconstruction consists of several stages. During
the first stage, the coordinates of hits and the errors on the coordinates are determined
for each detector TPC, ITC, and VDET. Then, these coordinates are progressively
assembled into a helix, using a filtering procedure, starting from the TPC (where the
coordinates are most spaced and most numerous) to the ITC then to the VDET.

4.4.1 Track reconstruction with the TPC

The starting point of a track reconstruction is given by three coordinates compatible
with a helix pointing to the origin, situated at the most exterior of the TPC. The
initial trajectory formed by the three coordinates is extrapolated according to the
helix into interior and associates other coordinates. The hits associated with several
tracks are ignored. The momentum and the error on the momentum of each particle
are determined by the helix parameters. The resolution on the transverse momentum
(transverse to the beam, the axis of the magnetic field) is maximum when the 21
coordinates arc available, and is :

-H = 1.2
PT
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4.4.2 Track reconstruction with the TPC and the ITC

Each trajectory reconstructed in the TPC is extrapolated into the ITC, through a path
defined in z and in r<f> by the ITC resolution, the precision of the extrapolation and
the possibility of multiple scattering at the level of ITC-TPC separation. From this
path, the ITC coordinates are associated with ones or others, a scheme like an upside-
down tree. This is diff icult since, on one side, as the distance to the interaction point
becomes shorter the density of hits is larger, and on the other side, each hit of the
ITC corresponds to two possible coordinates for a trajectory (situated at both sides of
a sense wire). Furthermore, two tracks passing in the same cell give only one signal,
while small momentum tracks (<0.4 GeV/c), spiraling, introduce a lot of noise. Thus,
a large number of combinations are present. Each combination produces an object as
a result of Kalman filter fit [45], which takes into account the errors of each coordinate
of TPC and ITC and the possibility of multiple scattering. The track finally chosen
possesses at minimum three ITC hits for which the x2 of the fit is minimal. However,
if the x'2 is very large, the track isn't associated with any ITC coordinates; it happens
for 9% of tracks in multi-hadron events. The transverse momentum resolution for the
tracks having at least three ITC hits is :

= 0.8 -HT3Pr (GeV/c)"
PT

4.4.3 Track reconstruction with the TPC, ITC and VDET

The trajectories reconstructed in the TPC and ITC are extrapolated into the VDET
and associated the coordinates in r(j> and in z independently. If several combinations
are possible, the one which has the best ,y2 is chosen favouring the association of the
largest number of hits to a track. The probability of misassociation of a hit to a track
is 10% for tracks which have only one VDET hit, and 2% when they have both VDET
hits. With VDET, the achieved transverse momentum resolution is :

= 0.6- 1O-3PT (GeV/<
PT

The precision of hits in the VDET allows to improve much the impact parameter
resolution obtained with the I1PC and ITC (sec Table 4.1). Notice that, as already
seen in Section 4.2.2, the ITC brings no information in z.
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Resolution [46]
impact parameter in r$
impact parameter in z

TPC
310 /mi
80S /im

TPC+1TC
107 pm
80S /mi

0.8-10-3Pr

TPC+ITC+VDET
25 /im
28 /tm

Table 4.1: Resolution on the impact parameter and transverse momentum measured
for tracks from Z-^+/r decays having at least 19 TPC hits, 6 ITC hits and 1 VDET
hit. The acollinearity between the two tracks is required to be less than 0.2° .

4.4.4 Radiation length and multiple scattering

At low momentum the multiple scattering is important : when a charged particle
traverses a medium, it suffers clastic scattering with nuclei which deviate the particle
from its initial trajectory. The angular deviation O follows, for 98% of the cases3, the
gaussian distribution exp(—02/0l) with a width O0 inversely proportional to the particle
momentum p (MeV/c):

-0038

pep y A0 A0

where XjX0 is the thickness of the medium in unit of radiation length4 X0.

In ALEPH, the radiation length seen by particles emerging perpendicularly to the
beam is : 0.3% in the beam pipe, 4.1% in the VDET, 0.34% for the ITC inner wall,
1% in the ITC outer wall and 2.3% for the TPC inner wall.

3For 2% of the cases, the deviation is much more important.
4The radiation length for a medium is defined as a distance of travel for an electron inside the

medium to have left only 1/e fraction of its original energy, and is :

716/1 gem"2/!
A0 =

where Z is the atomic number of the material and A it.s atomic mass.
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4.5 The calorimeters

4.5.1 The electromagnetic calorimeter, ECAL

The electromagnetic calorimeter is formed of a barrel surrounding the TPC, closed
at each end by an end-cap. The barrel and two end-caps are each divided into 12
modules, each covering an azimuthal angle of 30° . The modules have 45 converter
(lead)-detector (proportional wire-chamber made of aluminium extrusion) layers, with
a total thickness of 22 radiation lengths (see Figure 4.6).

An electromagnetic shower develops, for an incident of a particle, in the lead sheets;
the processes that govern the shower development are the energy loss of electrons
emitting bremsstrahlung photons and photon conversion into an electron-positron pair.
The shower deposits in the active volume only a fraction of its energy by ionizing
the gas (a mixture of 80% Xc-20% CC^) in the proportional wire-chambers. The
ionization is then amplified in avalanches around the wires and the energy is measured
in a form of collected charges by wires (at high potential of about 1450 V), and from
capacitive coupling by cathode pads with dimensions ~ 30x30 mm2. Signals obtained
with cathode pads are used to measure the energy and position of the electromagnetic
showers, while signals from the wire planes provide a complementary measurement of
deposited energy, a low-noise trigger timing, and the calibration.

For cathode-pad readout, the 45 layers are regrouped into three stacks of 10, 23,
and 12 layers representing 4, 9 and 9 X0 respectively. This structure of segmentation
allows to estimate the shower profile in depth providing electron/hadron discrimination
and to detect low energy photons.

The 45 pads pointing to the interaction point form a tower consisting of three
readout units, storeys. There arc 74 000 such towers, each covering a solid angle of
A0 x A(/> = 16 mrad x 16 mrad. This fine segmentation is important in the identification
of electrons, photons and neutral pions. This also allows to measure the entrance
position of particles with precision. The angular resolution of the ECAL, measured
with Bha.bha,s and electrons from multi-hadron events, is [46] :

= 2.5 0 , mrad
E(GeV)

The energy is measured with a precision O-(E), proportional to \/~E :

."-18 ffl 0.009
/E(GeV)
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ENDCAP B

ENDCAP A

VIEW IN DIRECTION OF ARROW C
SHOWING HALF MODULE OVERLAP

(a) overall view

RNODEPLfINE

grephlted mylar

CBTMODE PLHNE

readout lines

(b) a layer of converter (leacl)-vvirc chamber

Figure 4.6: TAe ECAL : Two cud-caps are rotated by 15° with respect to the barrel,
which itselfis rotated by 1.875° with respect to the HCAL barrel to avoid overlaps of
inactive cracks between modules.
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4.5.2 The hadroii calorimeter, HCAL

The hadron calorimeter serves two principal purposes : it measures the hadron energy
and participates to muon identification.

Like ECAL, the hadron calorimeter is formed of a barrel (surrounding the solenoid),
closed at each end by an end-cap. The barrel has 12 modules, each divided into
two submodules, and each end-cap has G modules. A module consists of 23 layers
of converter (iron) alternating with detection planes, giving a total of 7.2 interaction
lengths. This important amount of iron allows the return of magnetic field, and full
absorption of hadrons in such a way that only muons come out to be detected in the
most external part of ALEPII, the muon chambers; see Figure 4.7.

KAOBON CALORIMETER -

CNO CW B

HELIUM DEWAR

HAORON CALORIMETER
END CAP A

-SUPCRCONDUCTMG
SOLENOID

Figure 4.7: The HCAL : surrounding the solenoid and ECAL.

When the haxlrons interact with matter, they produce either 7r°'s which create
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an electromagnetic shower, or TT^S which interact with surrounding nuclei inducing a
hadronic shower. The characteristic length associated with a hadronic shower is the
interaction length5 A.

The profile and energy of hadronic showers are measured respectively by streamer
tubes and cathode pads in the detection planes. The streamer tubes, working in a
regime beyond the proportiona.1 region and filled with a gas mixture (13% argon, 57%
CÛ2 and 30% isobuta.ne), give a biclimensional pattern of yes/no signal with 1 cm
granularity in <f>. This digital pattern allows to measure the shower development and is
useful in muon identification. The energy of hadronic showers is measured capacitively
by cathode pads. The 23 pads pointing to the interaction point form a tower (readout
unit), which covers 3.7° x3.7° corresponding to the 14 EGAL towers.

For pions, the energy resolution of the hadron calorimeter at normal incidence is
[46] :

a(E] 0.85
E

4.5.3 The iiiuon chambers

/E(GeV)

The muon chambers ha.vc two double-layers separated by 50 cm, located at 8 interaction
lengths from the interaction point. Each double-layer has two planes of streamer tubes
(identical to the HCAL ones) pla.ccd perpendicularly to each other to yield a space
point. A track is defined to have hit the muon chambers if there is a space point
near the extrapolated track wi th in four times the estimated standard deviation from
multiple scattering.

4.6 Calibration of calorimeters

In the electromagnetic calorimeter, the gas ga,in as a function of time, due to the
variation of atmospheric pressure, the temperature or the gas composition, is controlled
in each module using a small single-wire proportional chamber associated to an Fe55

source. After correction, the stability of the gain is better than 0.3%.
5A is the mean distance between two nuclear interactions :

A is the atomic mass of traversed medium. For a same medium, the interaction length A is longer
than the radiation length.
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To calibrate the ECAL modules, different sources for electrons are used covering
the energy range from 1 to 45 GeV. By accounting for different effects (the storey
threshold, the ionization losses for charged particles before entering the calorimeter,
the leakage of showers not ful ly contai nod in the calorimeter and the non-linearity of
the calorimeter response to electrons), the precision on the calibration is better than
0.3% at 45 GeV and J.5% at lower energy.

The calibration of the hadron calorimeter as a. function of time is controlled by a
similiar system to that of the ECAL, with a precision better than 0.4%. To intercali-
brate the calorimeter modules the multi-hadron events are employed; the energy scale
is equalized to a O = 90° tower without dead zones in order to reproduce the same
response to equal incoming energy.

4.7 Reconstruction of calorimeter objects

The first step to the reconstruction of calorimeter objects is to localize the energy clus-
ters (a set of storeys (towers) in contact) in the electromagnetic and hadron calorime-
ters. Then the charged tracks are extrapolated into the calorimeters and associated
with the ECAL or 11CAL clusters. Finally, tracks and clusters are connected to form
calorimeter objects following criteria, of proximity in such a way that a calorimeter ob-
ject can correspond to several charged tracks, but a. charged track deposits its energy
in only one calorimeter object. These calorimeter objects are used to reconstruct the
total visible energy of events.

Energy reconstruction

The calorimeters used alone determine the energy of a multi-hadron event with a reso-
lution a(E}/E = 1.2/^E(GeV]. Therefore, to improve it, ALEPH uses both the track
momenta reconstructed in the tracking detectors and the cluster energies measured
by the calorimeters. The momentum measurement for charged particles is more pre-
cise (except for >25 GeV/c electrons) than the measurement of their energies by the
calorimeters. To benefit of this fact whi le avoiding double counting of the charged par-
ticle energies, the so-called energy flow algorithm performs particle identification and
decomposes each calorimeter object into scvera.1 energy-flow objects (7, e, /f, charged
or neutral hadrons). Each energy-flow object has a. 4-vcctor and is determined as
following :
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1. All the charged tracks with > 4 TPC hits coming from the interaction
point6 or belonging to a recontructed V° (converted 7, K^-J-TT+TT", A->pTT~
and A-^TT+P) are considered as charged objects with energies given by their
momenta assuming pion mass.

2. Each charged track identified as an electron (Section 5.1) is removed from
the calorimeter object together with the energy contained in the associated
electromagnetic calorimeter towers. If this energy is larger than the track
momentum by three times the expected resolution, then the difference is
assumed to come from a bremsstralilung photon and is counted as neutral
electromagnetic energy.

3. The charged tracks identified as unions (Section 5.2) are removed from
the calorimeter object, together with a maximum 1 GeV from the closest
associated ECAL cluster (if any) and a maximum of 400 MeV per fired
plane of TlCAL.

4. The photons identified as isolated compact clusters (Section 5.3) are
counted as neutral electromagnetic energy and are removed from the calorime-
ter object.

5. At this stage, only the charged and neutral haxlrons are left in the
calorimeter object, while the charged hadron energy has been determined
at ]. A neutral h adroit (mainly K^ or neutron) is identified as a. significant
excess of calorimctric energy : in a given calorimeter object, the remaining
calorimctric energy is summed, after first scaling that from the electromag-
netic calorimeter by the ratio of the calorimeter's response to electrons and
pions ("C/TT ra.tio"~1.3). If this sum exceeds both 500 MeV and the energy
of any charged hadrons by more than the expected resolution, then it is
counted as neutral hadronic energy.

The visible energy for hadronic events is shown in Figure 4.8. The achieved resolu-
tion at E = 91.2 GeV is G.2 GeV with a. peak at 90.5 GcV (62% coming from charged
particles, 25% from pilotons and 13% from neutral hadrons).

The calibration of the energy-flow algorithm is also made at low energy. The
hadronic events are selected to have a photon with an energy in excess of 20 GeV
emitted in opposition to two hadronic jets. By knowing the photon energy, the energy-
momentum 4-vccfor of the l iadronic system can be deduced, a.nd then compared with
the reconstructed 4-vector of the algorithm. The resolution on the visible energy is
measured and parametrized as [46] :

6TIiIs is not (,lie case for (.racks from Ixvim-gfis int.crnd.ion, for cosmic rays and for erroneously
reconstructed tracks.
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Figure 4.8: Distributions of the total visible energy for well-contained hadronic events
for the 1992 data (points) and Monte Carlo (shaded histrogram).
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a(E] = (0.59±0.03) /E/GcV + (0.6±0.3) GeV

This resolution corresponds to a typical hadronic event; this can be different for a
given event depending on the distribution of charged and neutral energies.

4.8 Luminosity detectors

In ALEPH, the luminosity is measured by three calorimeters : LCAL, SiCAL and
BCAL. Each calorimeter surrounding the beam pipe has two elements, on both sides of
the interaction point. They all detect Bhabha events at small scattering angle O. Then
the luminosity is given by the number of delected events Nghabka divided by the cross
section <r, £ = Ngiiabha/f- At small scattering angle O (where the interference between
7 and Z is negligible), the cross section is well known from quantum electrodynamics;
it is, in lowest order of «,

do- _ 4 a2 (he)2

dO~ E2 O4

where E is the electron energy. Therefore, the determination of the luminosity will be
more precise if the detectors arc pla,ced at small angle 0, closest to the beam pipe.

distance from the interaction point (cm)
inner radius (cm)
outer radius (cm)
angle 0min (mrad)
angle Omax (mrad)

LCAL
262.5

JO
52

~45
~I90

SiCAL
250.23

6
14.6
24.3
57.7

BCAL
770.0
6.5
8.5
5.1
9

These detectors have different angular coverages and use different detection tech-
nics.

4.9 The trigger system

The ALEPH trigger system is designed not only to a,ccept a.ll genuine e+e interac-
tions, but also to be sensitive to unforeseen events from any new physics. The overall
requirement for the trigger system is not to exceed the rate acceptable for data writing
~ few Hz.

The trigger system is based on three levels of refinement :
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The Level-1 trigger, with a decision within about 5 /zs (compared to
11 /zs between two beam crossings). It initiates the event digitization. To
keep the space-charge effects in the TPC small, the trigger rate should be
at most a few hundred hertz.

The trigger signals for Level-1 decision are derived from different ALEPH
detector components;

• Total-energy trigger : Energy deposits in the electromagnetic
calorimeter are larger than fi GeV in the barrel, 3 GeV in either
end-cap, or 1.5 GcV in both end-caps.
• Electron-track trigger : An ITC charged track is extrapolated
into ECAL module which has an energy larger than 200 MeV.

• Mnon-track trigger : An ITC charged track is extrapolated into
the HCAL, deposits an energy larger that 1/3 minimum ioniza-
tion, and penetrates more than half of the HCAL.

• Back-to-back trigger : Two tracks are back-to-back in the ITC.
• Bhabha trigger : The total energy deposits in the luminos-
ity calorimeter (SiCAL or LCAL) is used to trigger small angle
Bhabha events to determine the luminosity.

The Level-2 trigger, with a decision within about 50 /is (the time needed
for electron drif t in the TPC)- H refines the Level-1 track triggers and checks
for the presence of chargcd-particle trajectories in the TPC originating from
the interaction region. In case the Level-1 decision cannot be confirmed, the
readout process is stopped and cleared. The maximum trigger rate allowed
for Level-2 is about 10 II».

The Level-3 trigger, which is applied only after the readout. It has
access to the information from all detector components, identifies genuine
e+e~ interactions, separates them from background triggers and validates
them for recording on the storage medium.

Hadronic and lcptonic Z decays are collected, due to redundancy of the trigger
signals, with an efficiency of better than 99.99% and an uncertainty of less than 0.01%.
The trigger rate is typically 4-5 Uz, where Bhabha events in the SiCAL contribute 2-3
Hz, Z events (at the peak) and two-photon events contribute about 0.5 Hz each, and
the remainder is accounted for by cosmic rays, noise and beam related background.
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Particle identification capabilities in
ALEPH

5.1 Electron identification estimators

The electron identification is based on three independent estimators constructed using
the dE/dx measurement in the TPC, energy deposition and the shower shape in the
EGAL.

• dE/dx

The estimator for specific ionization, o:e, is calculated by comparing the measured
ionization level, /i!, to that expected for an electron < R6 > :

R- < Re >

where an is the resolution on R with electron hypothesis (discussed in Section 4.2.3).
xe is normally distributed for electrons and required to be

-2.5 < xe

in favor of electron in mulU-hadron events.

• RT and RI,

58
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The two ECAL estimators RT and RI measure respectively the compactness and
the longitudinal profile of a. shower associated to a charged track.

RT for a charged particle is constructed, at first, taking a ratio of the energy deposits
(£4) in the four towers closest to the extrapolated track to the track momentum (p),
and then comparing the ratio with an expected value for a typical electron :

/? ~ YUT ~ - , A = —
<?x P

For electrons of a given momentum (>2 GcV), .V is gaussian distributed with a
mean < A' > (0.85 in the barrel and 0.89 in the end-caps) and with a width <TX,
which is dominated by the calorimeter (TPC) below (above) 25 GeV. RT is normally
distributed for electrons and a. cut is made like

-1.8 < RT

to identify electrons in hadronic jets. No upper cut is applied beacuse the four cen-
tral towers associated to an electron can contain additional energy from a bremsstrahlung
photon.

As electrons start to interact in the beginning of ECAL, while hadrons either pen-
etrate the ECAL without interaction or start to develop their showers in the end of
the ECAL, an additional distinction is provided due to the segmentation of ECAL in
depth.

RL is based on the inverse of the mean position of the longitudinal energy deposition
in the shower :

where Ei is the energy deposited in the four closest storeys to the track in a segment
z in depth, and Si is the mean depth of energy deposition in that segment. RL measure
the degree to which the observed longitudinal shower profile (quantified by A) matches
the expected value (< A >) for an electron in unit of expected resolution (CTA) :

The momentum dependence o( < A > and IT^ is parametrized using electrons
selected in hatlronic events with severe RT a.ncl xc cuts, and electrons originating from
Bhabha events. 72/, is normally distributed for electrons and a cut,
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-1.8 < RL < 3.0

is usually made for electron identification in hadron jets.

Figure 5.1 shows the (/?/,,/^) distribution for tracks in hadronic events.

-4
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Figure 5.1: Electron estimators from the electromagnetic calorimeter for a sample of
tracks enriched in photon conversion electrons.

Applying the xc, Rr and /?./, cuts, the electron identification efficiency in hadronic
jets is (65.5±0.5)% with a probability of misidentifying a hadron as an electron of
(0.095±0.003)%.

5.2 Muon identification

Muons are identified by making use of the tracking capabilities (using the digital read-
out) of the hadron calorimeter, together wi th the union chamber information.
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Tracks are extrapolated through the calorimeter material taking into account a
detailed magnetic field map and estimated energy losses. A 'road' is opened around
the extrapolated track, with a width of three times of the estimated extrapolation
uncertainty due to multiple scattering. A calorimeter plane is said to have fired if a
digital hit lies within the multiple scattering road. For a hit to be counted, the number
of adjacent firing tubes must not be greater than three.

Usually the following conditions are imposed for muon identification (with p > 3
GeV/c ) in hadronic jets' :

• the number of firing planes within the last ten planes (out of 23 planes), >5

• the average hit multiplicity in the last eleven planes within a wide 'road' (20-30
cm), < 1.5

• at least one muon chamber hit associated to the track (efficiency of 94% for tracks
satisfying the above conditions)

The average muon identification efficiency is 86%, while the probability of misiden-
tifying a hadron as a muon in hadronic Z decays is about 0.8%, half of which is due to
hadron punch-through and the rest to pion and kaon decays within the TPC volume.

5.3 Photon identification

The three-dimensional segmentation of the electromagnetic calorimeter allows a good
spatial resolution to be achieved for photons (and TT°'S). However, the clustering algo-
rithm builds big clusters, often merging energy from photons and hadronic interactions.
Consequently a method has been devised to identify photons which is better adapted
to the hadronic Z decays. It uses the facts that electromagnetic showers generally start
in the first segment in depth of the electromagnetic calorimeter and that, unlike the cell
patterns of hadronic clusters, storeys receiving energy from a photon have a compact
arrangement and most of them share a face wi th another storey associated to the same
photon.

The storeys of the first segment in depth of the electromagnetic calorimeter are
scanned in the order of decreasing energy. A storey without a, more energetic neighbour
defines a new cluster (two storeys are considered neighbours only when they share
a common face). Other storeys arc assigned to the cluster of their highest energy

lTliesc arc iniplcinciit.cd in a program (QMUIDO) wi l . l i some possible options.
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neighbour. The same procedure is then applied successively to the storeys of the second
and third segments in depth, looking first for a neighbour in the previous segment. The
clusters found by this procedure are retained as candidate photons if their energy is
greater than 250 MeV and if there is no charged track impact at a distance of less than
2 cm from the cluster barycentcr.

In order to reduce the sensitivity of the energy measurement to hadronic background
and clustering effects, the photon energy is computed from the energy collected in the
four central towers of the cluster, and the expected value of the fraction of energy in
the four central towers, F.\. This fraction is computed from the parametrization of the
shower shape for a. single photon in the calorimeter. The use of only a part of the
storeys to measure the energy degrades the energy resolution to a^l'E = 0

instead of the . O'jf .. = of Section 4.5.1.

The efficiency and background depend strongly on the density of particle impacts
on the calorimeter.



5.3. PHOTON IDENTIFICATION

A typical rr event (1-prong—3~prong topology). One r decays to a muon and
the other to three charged hadrons. In the muon hemisphere an energetic
photon (£7 = 5 GeV) is detected in ECAL. The particle identification for
1-prong r decays will be discussed in the next part.
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Chapter 6

Particle identification method

This part recalls the method of likelihood charged particle identification (TAUPIDX)
which covers the whole r decay topologies. Improvements are made with respect to the
previous algorithm (TAUPID) in order to la,kc better account of the ALEPH detector
geometry and advantage of the muon chambers.

6.1 Introduction

The likelihood method for charged particle identification was developed to measure the
T branching ratios as described in [47] for 1989-90 data. An optimal set of variables Vi
is selected for which the probability density distributions fv.(x) for given particle types
j are set up using the r Monte Carlo. For each variable with a measured value x the
one-dimensional estimators, Sv = f v i ( x ) / ^ 2 j /Vi(x}i are computed for a track to be of
particle type j (=e,/i, or h1}. Then the track is assigned to the particle type with the
largest overall probability,

pi -

The good performance of this method is based on the selection of the most discrim-
inating variables essentially un correlated with ea.ch other.

Compared with the previous work [47] the following improvements are made :

• ECAL cracks arc defined geometrically based on the track extrapolation.

1 h refers to TT or K.
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9 [i chamber hits are now used.

• Two more variables are introduced for / U - T T separation.

• Reference distributions for each variable are set up by dividing the detec-
tor into several regions.

• clE/dx is recalibrated precisely using muon data (dimuons and muons
from T decays).

• ECAL dead storeys arc taken into account and a correction is applied.

• Complete systematic checks arc done using the low energy samples from
77 processes in addition to Bhabha and dimuon samples.

• Pion misidcntification as an e is better understood using two independent
(and complementary) tagging methods.

In addition, some of the variables are redefined in order to reduce shower simulation
biases in HCAL. As the ECAL/MCAL cracks and overlaps are treated separately from
the normal regions, a uniform response of the identification over the whole detector
acceptance is now obtained.

6.2 Selection of tracks for particle identification

Not every track is identifiable. A low momentum (~ 1 GeV/c) muon cannot be easily
separated from a. hadron in HCAL and an electron passing through an ECAL crack
would easily be confused with a haxlron. Therefore several criteria are necessary to
define the kinematical and geometrical domain for identification. Table 6.1 summarizes
the corresponding track selection inefficiencies.

No minimum momentum cut is imposed for e candidates as dE/dx is a powerful
identifier at low energy. Also no ECAL crack cut is applied to p, candidates as it
barely affects /t — TT separation (achieved in HCAL and muon chambers) and no e
contamination is expected for particles traversing HCAL.

Compared with the previous situation, a geometrical cut on the ECAL cracks affects
the acceptance in an unbiased manner and no cuts on the IICAL cracks are made
(however special reference distr ibutions are jsccl for particles crossing HCAL cracks).
The election and muon losses in this prc-identification step are reduced by a factor of
6.
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Table 6.1: Track selection inefficiencies for single track particle identifi-
cation.

91-93
e /.i TT

P>2 GeV /c only
Geometrical ECAL

TOTAL

O 5.0% 5.7%
crack cut 4.7% O 4.7%

4.7% 5.0% 10.1%

89-90

P > 2 GeV /c only

EIDT flag(crack +

HCAL cracks

TOTAL

a.verage over particle types
5.9%

. . j MC 16%
overlap) < . w' [ data 18%

8.5%

29.4%

6.3 Identification variables

Each ALEPII subdetector provides a certain number of identification variables :

TPC : clE/dx
ECAL : RT, Rfj

HCAL : W, the a,veragecl shower width measured on the tubes
over the fired planes

N]0, the number of fired tube planes among the last ten
EU, the paxl energy

[i chambers : A',,, the number of hits near the extrapolated track
D11, the average distance of hits from the expected position

6.3.1 dE/dx

At least 40 samplings are required to rely on the dE/dx. If the averaged ionization
level, R, is larger than 2.5 (2.0 for 1991 data), dE/dx information is dropped as the
track merging in 3-prong decays isn't well simulated by Monte Carlo. The probability
density for the track to be of particle type .7, to first order, is then formulated as

J
2aJ '
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which is gaussian and therefore determined by ils mean W and ils standard deviation
crj. These are given by the QDElDX routine, taking into account the energy loss
and well-known geometrical effects (angle-dependent number of samplings, and cracks
between TPC sectors).

However, mainly to achieve a good K/TT separation, this dE/dx probability density
is recalibrated using tracks from data [4S] :

UIJt (45 GeV)

T->ti (2-45 GcV)

The observed Il distributions show some important deviations from the QDEDX
description : most notably, a O dependence of R is observed, mostly in 1991 data and

0.9<7eI7)ec<crf.

Then the following calibration procedure is applied separately for 91-92-93 data :

(a) a gaussian fit in each O bin yields U(O)

(b) the shift fl(O) — RC]-,,Cctp.d is fitted with polynomials as a function of O
and Rcxpccted to yield the corrected value Rcorr

(c) crcorr is then determined as a. ratio of the observed width to <7expected as

a function of Rexvectcii

(d) finally, the normalized density distribution is checked for possible de-
viations from a gaussian form : a slight asymmetry is found which can be
accounted for by modifying the argument of the exponential with 2 addi-
tional parameters.

After this procedure the dE/dx distribution for muons (expressed with XM = R~f}w^)
as observed in the data is well reproduced (Figure (5.1) and can be now used for other
particle types.

As an example, the resulting X7, = (R. — /C0n.)/'&corr distributions are given in
Figure 6.2, showing a very significant K contribution.

The fraction of tracks with less than 40 samplings is essentially independent of
polar angles, track momenta (P > 1 GcV/c), and particle types, and is (0.57±0.04)%.
Figure 6.3 shows the polar angle dependence of the number of samplings, reflecting the
TPC geometry.

Table G.2 summarizes the characteristics of dE/dx distributions.
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ALEPH

-6 -S -4 -3 -2 -t O 1 ! 3 4

Figure 6.1: x/t distributions for identified muons from T decays. The data is shown in
triangle.

ALEPH

•« -S -4 -3 -2 -1 O 1 1 3 4

Figure 6.2: xn dis tr ibut ions for 'Ii inclusive' sample.
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Figure 6.3: T]JC number of samplings for isolated tracks from tau decays as a function
of polar angle.
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25° <

1
O

(2< f
1
O

0<

.63

.10
' <
.26
.11

30° 30°

5 GeV/ c)

<

1
O

1
O

0<35°

.65

.10

.25

.09

35° <

1
O

1
O

0<40°

.66

.09

.26

.08

0>40°

1
O

1
O

.67

.10

.24

.09
(P > 30 GeV/ c)

1
O

.53

.09
1
O

.55

.09
1
O

.56

.08
1
O

.56

.09

Table 6.2: The measured dE/clx distributions for 1992 data. The R.M.S is narrower in
35° < O <40° where the particle traverses the maximum length of TPC gas.
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6.3.2 RT, R1

The transverse and longitudinal profiles of a cluster calculated using the four storeys in
each stack closest to the extrapolated track nicely separate electrons from pions. The
cracks between modules cause pion-like tails in the electron distributions and a cut
must be applied for tight identification. Figure 6.4 and 6.5 show the RT as a function
of track distance measured from the edge of module active area at the end of stack 1
(where the shower development is maximum) for Bhabha and 7766 samples. A cut at
1 cm from the edge of an ECAL module is applied except for the muon candidates,
resulting in a 4.7% loss of electrons and hadrons.

A source of non-gaussian tails is the presence of dead storeys which are flagged in
data-taking. If there are dead storeys along the particle trajectory in the first and/or
second stack, the energy of the storeys is estimated assuming the energy is proportional
to that of adjacent stacks : for example, if a storey in the second stack is dead, then
its energy (Ed) is estimated as

Ed = Ec >-'SEi(2ndstack)/^Ej(\stslack) , » = 1,4 (i ^ d) , j = 1,4 (j ^ c)

where E0 is the energy of corresponding storey following the projective geometry
in stack 1. If Ec is also dead, then the Rf and RL, informations are not used for
identification2.

In the 1992 run, for (1.34±0.06)% of Bhabha electrons there is at least one dead
storey out of S storeys in stack 1 and 2, and for (0.40±0.04)% of the cases informations
on RT and RL, are dropped.

Using the estimated energies for dead storeys RT is then recalculated3. It is possible
to check this procedure by artificially declaring a given storey dead in Bhabha showers
and applying the correction. Figure 6.6(a)-(b) shows the difference of real energy of
a storey to the estimated energy calculated assuming the storey is dead, while (c)-(d)
the recalculated RT- Figure 6.6(e)-(f) gives the RT distributions before/after the dead
storey corrections.

A potential source of bias is the non-availability of the EIDT bank which provides
the RT and RL informations (Table 6.3.2). This happens in practice only for minimum-
ionizing particles and therefore when it isn't available muon values for RL and RT are
assigned to that track. This introduces a negligible bias on electrons because practically
all electrons have EIDT'1.

2Due to the complexity of storey configuration, this correction procedure is not applied for the
overlap region

3TJi, is less sensitive to the presence of dead storeys, and it is not recalculated.
4As seen for Bhabha, EIDT is less available in data than in simulation by (0.024±0.017)%, which

causes a negligble bias in the electron identification efficiency.
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Figure 6.4: RT distribution as a function of track distance measured from the edge of
module active area for Bhabha events.
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Figure 6.6: A study of the dead storey correction algorithm : one storey with energy Ed
in stack 2 is considered as dead and estimated as Ed in Bhabha. data (a) and in MC (b);
(c) and (d) for the recalculated RT using the estimated energy Ed (blank histogram)
compared with the original distributions (dotted histogram); data/MC comparison in
a real situation where there arc dead storeys before (e) and after (f) the correction.
Data is shown in triangle, MC in dotted histogram.
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Table 6.3: Availability of EIDT bank (D > I cm from the edge of ECAL
active area, P>2 GeV/c) in %.

data

MC

Bhabha
99.957
±0.015
99.981
±0.007

77 — > ee
99.78

±0.16
1.

F W*
96.98

±0.13
99.38

±0.04

77-» nn
85.09

±0.94
93.63

±0.69

TT(T — >• p)
97.01
±0.63
98.30
±0.19

The references for these ECAL variables are divided to 3 zones — barrel, endcaps,
and overlaps — and for each zone to 5 momentum bins : 2 < P < 3 GeV/c, 3 < P <
5 GeV/c, 5 < P < 8 GeV/c, 8 < P < 20 GeV/c, and P > 20 GeV/c.

6.3.3 W, N1Q,

To obtain W ', a 60 cm-wide road centered at the track extrapolated position in each
HCAL plane is opened and the maximum separation between the hit tubes is computed
in each plane, and averaged over the fired planes. If the hits are isolated in only one
plane deeper than the third, they are considered as noise and W is set to zero.

ATj0 is the number of planes which have at least one hit tube not farther than 2.5
cm +3 x (rmuitipie scattering from the track extrapolated position in the last ten planes. In
addition, to take into account extrapolation problems, a plane is kept if there is a hit
outside the road but within a 60 cm-wide road and if the hit is close enough to a hit in
the previous plane together with the average number of hits before the last ten planes
less than 1.5.

EH is the HCAL pad energy associated to the track. It is introduced to prevent
identifying energetic pions with large N\Q as muons, and therefore the total number of
fired planes is required to be greater tha.n 8 to use this variable.

Instead of cutting out the HCAL cracks (central and edge; recall that the crack
corresponds to a non-instrumented area, but with proper absorbers) three different
references are set up following the azimuthal position of the track with respect to
the modules : \rnod (j> - crack\ < 0.5° ("zone 5"), 0.5° < \mod<j) - crack\ < 1.0°
("zone 4") and the rest. Special distributions are used to cover the transition region
(44.5° < O < 53.5°, "zone 3") and pole (32° <0 < 42° "zone 2"). Figure 6.7 shows, for
example, the Ni0 distribution in each zone which is further divided into 5 momentum
bins as for the ECAL variables.
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Figure 6.7: /Vio distributions in each HCAL zone. Zone '\ and 5 are for HCAL cracks,
3 for transition region, as defined in the text. Zone 2 for pole is not too different from
the normal region (Zone I).
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6.3.4 N11, D11

The number of fj. chamber hits (N11) and the average distance of hits from the track
extrapolated position in terms of multiple scattering deviation (D11) are shown in Fig-
ure 6.8. Their references arc put into 5 momentum bins as for the ECAL variables,
each subdivided into 5 angular regions for JV,, : "normal", pole, two zones for edge
crack, and support feet.

MC study MC study

10 -

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 -

Figure 6.8: 5. The number of // chamber hits, and the average distance of hits from
the track extrapolated position in terms of multiple scattering standard deviation.

6.3.5 Constructing the reference distributions

200,000 Monte Carlo TT events are used to construct the reference distributions for
each variable. For hadrons, only T—ïi/Tn and T—tvTp(—tnn°) modes enter into the
reference distributions, as the higher 7r°-multiplicity decays will provide additional
hadron signatures (see Section 12.3).

Due to statistical fluctuations, especially with the large number of bins, holes could
appear in the tails of the reference distributions. To reduce this effect, a smoothing
procedure is applied to the original distributions for each variable conserving the total
number of entries.
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6.4 Identification procedure

The e/'njh separation in the context of one-prong r decays uses all the available
variables5. As a first step the references for all variables (except for dE/dx) are con-
structed from e^i and TT one-prong tracks from r MC. Then the correctness of these
references are examined by comparing the distributions for data and MC of known
samples. If a discrepancy is observed, the distribution of data is used instead when the
identification is applied for T data. In practice, however, due to the energy dependence
of the variables this correction is made only for RT and RL using the Bhabha data.

To understand the identification efficiencies good isolated tracks of e, /z, and (TT +
p) with minimum 4 TPC hits, |</0| < 2 cm, \z0\ < 10 cm, and P > 2 GeV/c from r MC
are used. Table6.4 contains the efficiencies and misidentification probabilities averaged
over momentum, and Table 6/1 for each momentum bin. Comparison is provided with
the earlier version of the particle identification used for 1989-90 data.

Table 6.4: Identification matrix (P > 2 GeV/c) on T MC (in %).

true — »
^identified

91-93
e

/*
TT

89-90
e

P
Tf

e

99.44 ±0.03
<0.01

L 0.56 ±0.03

99.39 ±0.09
<0.01

0.61 ±0.09

P

<0.01
99.44±0.03
0.56±0.03

<0.01
99.12 ±0.10
0.88 ±0.10

TT

0.59 ±0.02
0.92 ±0.03

98.49 ±0.03

1.01 ±0.09
1.50 ±0.11

97.49 ±0.14

5In a multi-track environment, where additional electrons from a conversion confuse the original r
decay topology, one usually performs the prc-idcntification ( c / / i o r h ) using only dE/dx, Rr, and R^.
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Table 6.5: The Identification efficiencies and misidentification probabili-
ties in each momentum bin for the T MC (in %).

P
(GeV/c)

2-3

3-5

5-8

8-20

>20

true — »
4-identified

e

P
TT

e
/'•
TT

e

L1

TT

e

T̂T

e

I1

TT

e

99.69±0.12
0.00±0.04
0.31±0.12

99.72±O.OS
0.00±0.02
0.2S±O.OS

99.60±O.OS
0.02±0.02
0.3S±O.OS

99.38±0.06
<0.01

0.62±0.06
99.33±0.07
0.01±0.01
0.66±0.07

/*

0.00±0.06
98.62±0.28

1.38±0.28
0.00±0.03

99.00±0.17
1.00±0.17
0.00±0.02

99.04±0.14
0.96±0.14

<0.01
99.45±0.05
0.55±0.05
0.02±0.01

99.68±0.04
0.30±0.04

TT

0.09±0.04
2.25±0.20

97.66±0.20
0.08±0.03
1.70±0.12

98.22±0.12
0.29±0.04
1.23±0.08

98.48±0.09
0.78±0.04
O.S2±0.04

98.40±0.06
0.72±0.04
0.47±0.03

98.81±0.06

Instead of cutting out the ECAL crack, special reference distributions can be set
up in this region (same procedure adopted for UCAL cracks) and identification perfor-
mance can be monitored. The obtained results (Table 6.6) indicate that the e —TT sepa-
ration worsens; in the ECAL crack, the electron identification efficiency is (91.5±0.1)%
and the pion misidentification probability as electron is (3.3±0.2)%, 6 times higher
than in the normal region. Therefore, throughout the analysis, the ECAL crack is cut
out as explained previously.

Table 6.6: Identification matrix (P >2 GeV/c) on TT MC (in %) : now
including the ECAL cracks.

true — >
4-iclentifiecl

e

/'
TT

e

99.03 ±0.04
<0.01

0.97 ±0.04

/*

O.OliO.Ol
99.43±0.03
0.56±0.03

TT

0.81 ±0.02
0.93 ±0.03

98.26 ±0.04
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A strong test of the validity of the method is obtained when looking at the distri-
bution of the estimators ("probabilities") for samples of data and Monte Carlo (Fig-
ure 6.9). Recall that, by construction, SJ=B,,,,/,P-7' = 1 and due to e — p. 'orthogonality'
Pe + Ph ~ 1 and P" + Ph ~ 1. The agreement is excellent for all particle types.
Indication of slight overestimate of Monte Carlo efficiency is seen for /i and TT at the
level of 10~3. It is therefore important to directly measure on data the identification
efficiencies.
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Figure 6.9: TAe probability distributions of identified particles from T decays. Data is
shown in triangle, Monte Carlo in dotted histogram normalized inside the plot, and r
backgrounds (misidentified hadrons in the first two plots and misidentified leptons for
the last plot) for each identified particle in hatched histogram. For a given particle,
the sum of probabilities to be one of e/fifh type is 1.



Chapter 7

Measurement of identification
efficiencies

The performance of the particle identification can be checked using the kinematically
tagged data over the full momentum and angular range.

Electrons from Bhabha events provide a. high energy electron sample (P > 8
GeV/c), and 77—>e+e~-proccss the low energy electrons (P < 8 GeV/c), covering the
whole energy range of electrons from T decay. Similarly Z° — ï f . i f j , events and 77—>-ju+/z~-
process give muon samples to which the particle identification is performed, yielding
the muon identification efficiency, which then can be applied for muons from r decays.

In data, both lepton samples obtained by a kinematical tagging will in general
contain TT events, and hadrons from r decay should be carefully subtracted to get the
correct misidentification rates of leptons into hadrons.

For hadrons, there are no independent samples outside r decays. Therefore r—ïh >
ITTO decays are used as the reference samples in the determination of identification
efficiencies1. The following sections describe the tagging methods, and the determina-
tion of identification efficiencies for T decays.

1To determine the haclron inefficiency by misiclcntifying haclrons as electrons, a liadron sample
tagged by dE/dx is also used.
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7.1 Determination of lepton identification efficien-
cies

The selection of reference samples for leptons together with the subtraction of TT events
is discussed at first and then lepton identification efficiencies are determined in each
momentum bin.

7.1.1 Bhablia events

An event of only two good charged tracks2 is selected, and an electron with P > 8
GeV/c is selected when the opposite particle is identified as an electron by the iden-
tification procedure with P > 40 GeV/c (tag). These electrons from tagged Bhabha
events provide an important test sample for electron identification efficiency in the
momentum range P > S GeV/c.

The hadron background from TT events must be taken into account. However they
should have distinguishable RT and RL from the misidentified Bhabha electrons. A
track identified as a hadron with P < 40 GeV/c is considered as a r background if
RT < — 10 or RT < —Sand \RL\ > 3. The muon background from T decays is about
2 times smaller than the hadron background. The fraction of total T backgrounds is
small, 0.084%, and subtracted in the tagged electron sample.

7.1.2 Z

For an event with two good charged particles, a muon with P > 20 GeV/c is selected
when the opposite particle is identified a.s a muon with P > 40 GeV/c (tag).

The hadron background from T decays are characterized by small A^0 and A^ = O.
A track identified as a hadron with P < 40 GeV /c outside a HCAL crack3 with W10 < 3
and A^ = O is considered as a tan background. The electron background from T decays
is about 2 times smaller than the hadron backgrounds. The fraction of T backgrounds,
in total, is 0.053%, and subtracted in the tagged muon sample.

2A (charged) track with 4 TPC hits, originated from the interaction point, and -0.95< cost) <0.95
is called a good (charged) track.

3A IICAL crack is defined as :

if 40° < 0 <140° , ino<l((j>, .'!O" ) < 1° , JMor/(0,30° ) > 29° , or 14 < jricd^, 30° ) < 16°

if 0 <40° or O >140° , inod((j>, 60° ) < 2° or mor/(</;,G00 ) > 58°
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7.1.3 77-»e+e~ and 77—»//,+//~

An event with two good tracks with the angle between them less than 165° is selected.
A low energy electron (muon) is then selected when the opposite particle is identified
as an electron (muon) with P < 10 GcV /c (tag).

The background hadrons from r decays and 77—>T+T~ process are found by the
same method as in the Bhablia and in /i/i samples, except for the electron sample
with P < 2 GeV/c and muon sample with 2 < P < 5 GeV/c. For a low energy
electron (P < 2 GcV/c), the lly and RL arc not available, and if R < 1.3, then it is
considered as a liadron from a T decay. For low energy muons (2 < P < 5 GeV/c),.
the NIO distribution for real ha.drons is not much different from that of misidentified
muons. Therefore, for that muon sample, the TT and 77->r+r~ Monte Carlos are used
to estimate the hadron backgrounds.

The total T background in the tagged electron sample is 1.68%, and the value is
(1.27±O.OS)% in the tagged muon sample.

7.1.4 Lepton identification efficiencies

Figure 7.1 shows the Icptoii identification efficiencies as a function of momentum. Data
and Monte Carlo arc in good agreement for electron identification efficiency. For muons,
the identification efficiency of data is systematically smaller than the Monte Carlo
values, which is compatible with the observation made in the probability distributions
of identified muons from r decays (Figure 6.9).

Table 7.1 summarizes the identification efficiencies determined from the tagged
sample.

Once convoluted with the lepton spectra from r decays'1, the average identification
efficiency is (99.49±0.10)% for electrons and (99.32±0.10)% for muons in data, while
it is (99.51±0.07)% and (99.44±0.07)% in Monte Carlo.

4For e, the cxpcriincnl.nl efficiencies in each momentum bin arc used, whereas for /t a linear fit is
performed in order for (.lie final nnccrl.ainl.y not. l.o be dominated by the low statistics in the 20-30
GeV/c bin.
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Figure 7.1: Identification efficiencies determined from the reference samples. The elec-
tron identification efficiency does not include ECAL crack inefficiency, and the tracking
inefficiency is negligible.
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Table 7.1: Lepton identification efficiencies determined with reference samples (in %).

sample
77— >e+e~ (92)

77-^e+ e~ (91+92)

Bhabha
(92)

sample

(91+92)

dimuon
(92)

momentum (GeV/ c)
0 < P < 2
2 < P < 3
3 < P < 5
5 < P < 8
8 < P < 20
20 < P < 30
30 < P < 35
35 < P < 40
40 < P < 4 3

P > 4 3

momentum (GcV/ c)
2 < P < 3
3 < P<5
5 < P < 8
8 < P < 20

20 < P < 30
30 < P < 35
35 < P < 40
40 < P < 43

P > 4 3

£e-»e (data)
99.21±0.39
99.24±0.27
99.52±0.20
99.57±0.25
99.39±0.15
99.67±0.10
99.73±0.09
99.69±0.07
99.54±0.08
99.11±0.05

& (L — ̂ {j (Clcltclj

97.71±0.42
99.34±0.30
99.28±0.27
99.53±0.33
98.69±0.58
99.20±0.46
99.20±0.25
99.67±0.10
99.54±0.03

£e-)>e (MC)

99.30±0.20
99.73±0.09
99.67±0.09
99.54±0.14
99.37±0.17
99.67±0.10
99.57±0.13
99.62±0.09
99.68±0.07
99.37±0.05

e^v. (MC)
97.92±0.21
99.31±0.11
99.55±0.12
99.72±0.14
99.21±0.35
99.36±0.28
99.32+.0.18
99.53±0.08
99.61 ±0.02
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7.2 Determination of hadron misidentification prob-
abilities

Hadron samples from T decays are collected by two independent methods : by TT°
tagging and dE/dx tagging.

The TT0 tagging is used to isolate a hadron sample from p and a\ decays. The decay
r-ïh > ITT" is reconstructed as one good charged particle with at least one photon
(E^ > 250 MeV) in the same hemisphere detected in ECAL. Additional requirements
on the final state follow.

• Hadron sample for /i—>e study

P, > 1% and Mh^ > 0.5 GcV/c2

The fraction of events P^ between 1-50% determines the misidentification probabil-
ity in the tagged sample, which is extrapolated into M/,7..7 < 0.5 GeV/c2 or Pn < 1%,
where are too many r—le electrons.

• Hadron sample for h-ïfj, study

M7..7 > 0.1 GeV/c2 and 0.5 < M,17..7 < 1.4 GeV/c2

The misidentification probabilities of 7r°-tagged hadrons into leptons are shown in
Figure 7.2.

A discrepancy for //.—>e rate is observed between data and Monte Carlo at the largest
energies. This effect has been studied in detail and has been found to originate from
an incorrect description of hadron interactions in ECAL producing a large amount
of electromagnetic energy (TTO multiplicity and energy distribution). Figure 7.3, for
example, shows the dE/dx distributions of P > 20 GeV/c tracks tagged by 7r°-tagging
where RT > —2 is required, indicating that the 7r°-tagged particles but with large RT
are in fact compatible with hadron hypothesis.

Since 7r°-tagging produces an obvious bias in the hadronic final state, one may
wonder that //,—>e misidcntification is not correctly represented because of possible
hadron-photori overlap in ECAL. In order to circumvent this problem, an independent
hadron-enrichcd sample is selected by requiring a low dE/dx deposit for the charged
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Figure 7.2: 7'/je misidcnliricaiioii probabilities ofir° tagged hadron sample into leptons.
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Figure 7.3: The dE/dx distribution (xw) for tracks tagged by identified TT°'S in ECAL
where P > 20 GeV/c and RT > —2 are required (superposed histogram is the TT
Monte Carlo distribution normalized to 1991+1992 data inside the plot). Below is
for £„ distribution of Bhabha electrons superposed into 7r°-tagged tracks in TT Monte
Carlo but without the RT cut.
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particle5. A hadron is tagged with the dE/dx probability to be a hadron > 90% and the
likelihood identification is performed using the other 7 variables. This method allows
a final state-independent check on the ECAL variables used in the identification.

Figure 7.4 compares the results of two tagging methods on the hadron contamina-
tion in the identified electrons, which yield consistent values.

K -» e (1991-93)

U
*5
3 50
CQ

H 40
W

W 30

20

10

O

A >1 TtO

I

-

Ij

',,',*,'

• dE/dx

1

-+-

O 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45
P (GeV/c)

Figure 7.4: A comparison of the data-MC correction for hadron misidentification into
electrons for the two tagging methods.

Table 7.2 summarizes the hadron misidentification probabilities into leptons ob-
tained from the ir° tagged sample.

7.3 Various checks using the tagged samples

Using the tagged samples it is possible to check the performance of the detector and
its description.

Figure 7.5-7.14 show the data (1992) and Monte Carlo comparison of the distribu-
tion of each identification va.ria.blc for the reference samples.

5Tlie haclron sain pic selected by this way has about 25% common events with the TT" tagged sample.
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momentum (GeV/ c)
0 < P < 2
2 < P < 3
3 < P < 5
5 < P < 8
8 < P < 20

P > 2 0
momentum (GeV/c)

2 < P < 3
3 < P < 5
5 < P < 8
8 < P < 20

P > 2 0

Ph-+e (data 91-93)
0.7S±0.21
0.27±0.12
0.31±0.09
0.41±0.09
0.94±O.OS
0.86±0.11

/V-^ (data 91-93)
3.44±0.46
1.56±0.22
1.49±0.18
0.84±0.09
0.49±0.10

/We (MC)

0.39±0.09
0.21±0.05
0.19±0.04
0.36±0.04
0.64±0.04
0.48±0.04

/>*-»„ (MC)
2.55±0.20
1.67±0.12
1.09±0.08
0.82±0.04
0.44±0.05

Table 7.2: Hadron misidentification probabilities into leptons (in %).

For Bhabha events (Figure 7.5), dE/dx has two tails. The upper tail is due to
additional (bad) tracks close to the tagged good track which is not well simulated
by Monte Carlo, while lower tail is partly due to ta.u background (~25 events). RT
is asymmetric from the contribution of bremsstrahlung photons, and has a lower tail
(from the tau background and mostly due to ECAL dead storeys in the overlap regions
where the correction algorithm is not applied). Rr, is well calibrated in data (centered at
zero) and to reproduce it two Bhabha Monte Carlos with two different parametrizations
have been used. W has a small weight in electron identification, and is rather different
between data and Monte Carlo, where after ECAL crack cut the difference should be
in the simulation of ECA L leakage.

For muons (Figure 7.6), the weight in identification of dE/dx, RT and RL is small
compared with N\Q, EU and N1I. Simulation on the distributions for the latter three
variables are much improved since 1989-90 and show good agreement with data.

For hadrons (Figure 7.8-7.14), simulation reproduces impressively well the data
distributions (especially for dE/dx, RL and VV) except for EH which has a small weight
for hadrons and RT around O for tracks with P > 20 GeV/c, a problem already
discussed in the previous section.

Figure 7.16 presents the dependence of electron identification efficiencies as a func-
tion of extrapolated distance from an EGAL crack, while the uniformity over the polar
and azimuthal a,ngles is shown in Figure 7.J 7- 7.19 for each reference sample.
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Bhabha

1 1.25 1.5 1.75 2
dE/dx

20__ 40
W cm

Figure 7.5: The distribution of each identification variable for tagged Bhabha events.
The Monte Carlo shown in dotted histogram is normalized to data in the dE/dx plot,
and the same normalization is used for the subsequent plots.
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Figure 7.6: The distribution of each identification variable for tagged dimuons.
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Figure 7.7: The distribution oCeach identification variable for tagged dimuons (cont.).
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Figure 7.8: The distribution of dE/dx for TT° tagged hadrons as a function of momen-
tum.
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Figure 7.9: The distribution of RT for TT° tagged hadrons (cont.).
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Figure 7.10: The distribution of RL for TT° tagged hadrons (cont.).
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Figure 7.11: The distribution of W for TT° tagged hadrons (cont.).
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Figure 7.12: The distribution of NIQ for ir° tagged hadrons (cont.).
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Figure 7.13: The distribution of EU for TTO tagged hadrons (cont.).
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Figure 7.14: The distribution of N^1 for TT° tagged hadrons (cont.).
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Figure 7.15: The distribution of D11 for TT° tagged hadrons (cont.).
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Figure 7.16: The electron identification efficiency as a function of the distance from an
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Figure 7.17: The unibrmily of electron Identification efficiencies over the polar and
azimuthal angles.
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Figure 7.18: The uniformity of muon identification efficiencies.
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Chapter 8

Method

The e+e —»r+r events collected by the ALEPII detector are selected using the al-
gorithm TSLTOl, which has been used to measure the cross section and the forward-
backward asymmetry of TT production for ALEPII 1992-1993 data [49]. The algorithm
yields higher selection efficiency (78.42%) and smaller backgrounds from other processes
(1.64%) compared with older generations as shown in Table 8.

Inside the selection acceptance, additional efforts are made to reduce - by a factor
of 2.7 - the backgrounds present in the leptonic channels of r decays, a task which
benefits from the elaborate charged particle identification described in Chapters 6- 7.

Each T decay in the selected TT events is defined as leptonic if only one good charged
particle is reconstructed in TPC, identified as e or //, and if the invariant mass between
the charged particle and the photons is not compatible with hadronic final states of T
decays (this reduces the p and «1 contaminations in the lepton samples).

Table 8.1: Selection efficiencies and background contaminations of the
pre-selection filter. Uncertainties are mostly statistics. (%)

Efficiency
Efficiency
within acceptance

Background

SELTAU
(89-90)

72.4±0.8

84.5
2.4±0.5

TAUSLT*)
(91)

76.79±0.29

89.2

1.7] ±0.36

TSLTOl
(92)

78.42±0.17

91.5
1.64±0.16

*' at, t.he Z peak
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Then finally the leptonic branching ratios BI are computed as follows :

- / T •(—)V et J (e,) /D
(8.1)

where NI is the number of selected and identified leptons, yyion~r and /£_>./ the cor-
responding background fractions from non-r events and mis-identified hadrons from r
decays, respectively ; NTT is the number of selected TT events and /"°-n~r the corre-
sponding fraction from non-r sources ; the efficiencies are split between the TT selection
and lepton identification procedures.

All the efficiencies and mis-identified hatlron contamination are determined from
data, while the non-r backgrounds are estimated also by data with a minimal use of
Monte Carlo generators1.

The following ta,ble sums up the main components of the analysis (efficiencies and
contaminations).

TT selection

lepton identification

Procedure
TSLTOl -f additional
background rejections
TAUPlDX + hadronic

invariant mass veto

To be determined

(err)Se/,
(ei)«i

(SI)ID

rnon-T
JTT

fnon-T
Jl >

/fc-H

'Because of their minor importance in l.liis analysis, Z—n/r/ and four-fermion backgrounds are
estimated by direct Monte Carlo prediction, and cosmic rays arc almost completely eliminated from
the T sample, the remaining (0.02%) part boing determined directly by data.



Chapter 9

TT pre-selection

9.1 Principles of TT pre-selection

The principal characteristics of TT events at LEP energies are low multiplicities and
back-to-back topologies. Each event is divided in two hemispheres by a plane perpen-
dicular to the thrust axis reconstructed by the energy flow algorithm which calculates all
the visible energy avoiding double counting (Section 4.7). The jet of a given hemisphere
is defined by summing all the '!-momenta of the energy flow objects (charged or neu-
tral "tracks") in the hemisphere and is represented by the resulting energy-momentum
(Ei, p ,-), (i=hemisphere l,or 2). Each ;;,-/) p ,•] approximates the T direction, while
the energies EI, E^ are the useful event variables separating TT'S from the Bhabha, ju/x
and from the 77-induced events, and while the relatively smaller (less than 2 GeV/c2)
invariant jet masses, jet opening angles together with low multiplicities discriminate
rr's against Z—>qq.

All these features of rr-topologies are incorporated in the standard TT pre-selection
criteria (TSLTOl) and briefly displayed in the following.

• Against 77-induced events

1. The angle (acollinearity) between the two jets is larger than 160°.

2. The sum of jet energies (E\ + E^] is larger than Q.35xEt,eam or the trans-
verse momentum difference bcwtcen the jets is larger than
Here E\,eam is the beam energy (about 45.6 GeV).

• Against Z—></</

3. The number of good charged tracks is to be at least 2 up to 8.

if.3
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A good charged track is a charged track with the qualifications :

a) at least 4 reconstructed space-points in TPC
b) the minimum exptrapolated distance to the beam in the trans-
verse plane (|(/0|) is less than 2 cm, and the distance to the inter-
action point along the beam (|z0|) less than 10 cm
c) the cosine between the track and the beam lies in (-0.95,0.95)

See Figure 9.1 for the good charged track distributions for data and TT
Monte Carlo. The events with odd number of good tracks mean that there
has been a photon conversion inside the inner detector material and/or
a track loss due to the overlapping (for high momentum tracks) or the
magnetic bending (for low momentum tracks). The agreement between the
data and the TT Monte Carlo is remarkable.

C/3
H
Z
W
>
W

104r

data

ttMC

lJjJ.^I^I.-t-i-J_^.i-i-i-l-i-i-i->--Li--i.-A-i^l i i . t i t i r i ! 1 i t i t LJ , . L I i 1

2 3 4 5 6 7 5 9 1 0
^GOOD TRACKS

Figure 9.1: The distributions for the number of good charged tracks.

4. If both hemispheres have more than ] good charged track or the jet mass
larger than 1 GcV/c2 (in favor of 7i-*K\q) then the following conditions are
required -
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a) the product of the number of reconstructed objects on both
sides less than 1TS
b) the sum of the maximum opening angles between 2 good
charged tracks in each hemisphere is smaller than 0.25 rad

Figure 9.2 shows the distributions for the applied variables to reject the
Z—»çç background.

10'

10

, t..-J.l: . . I I, I.I . IM
100 ISO 140 ISO 180 200

(a) Number of objects

0.4 0.6 0.$ 1 IJ 1.4 1.6 1.» 2
)et opening angle (rad)

(b) Opening angle

Figure 9.2: The distributions for the variables for Z-ïqq rejection. In these plots all
the TSLTOl cuts are applied except, the cut which is shown by an arrow. The TT Monte
Carlo is normalized to the data, inside the cut.

• Against cosmic rays

5. At least 1 good charged track has |(/0| less than 1 cm and \z0\ less than
5 cm.

• Against Bhabha

6. The cosine of the scattering a,ngle cosO* of negatively charged jet (T~)
with respect to the e~ beam measured in the incident e+e~ c.m.s. reference
frame lies between (-0.9,+0.9).

1ThIs cut has been found not well simulated by Monte Carlo, and isn't used in the recent version
of rr-preselcction.
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The variable cosO* is calculated using the polar angles of reconstructed jets
with the assumption that- the emitted initial state radiation lies along the
beam line

cosO* = sin( —— )/sm( —-)
£ £1

where 0_ (O+) is the polar angle of the negatively (positively) charged
jet. Figure 9.3 illustrates the cosO* distributions for tagged Bhabha events
where both Icaxling tracks identified as electrons with at least one momen-
tum larger than 40 GeV/c, and for TT events after the selection procedure
described here and in the next section.

7. For Bhabha-likc events, the total energy Etot has to be smaller than
1.6x/?icam (or 1-4 x jEfceam if the tangent to the leading track points towards
an ECAL crack, i.e., if the tangent is extrapolated to ECAL closer than 6
cm from a crack).

An event is called Bhabha-like if all the charged particles are identified as
electrons in the following sense :

a) if p > 5 GeV /c then RV >-5 or the minimum extrapolated dis-
tance to an ECAL crack smaller than 3 cm, or p >41 GeV/c and
IU within (-2.5,2.5)
b) if p <5 GcV/c and the R (normalized clE/dx) in the electron
hypothesis greater than -3

c) the track is not identified as a muon by QMUlDO2

/p 7 / 1 J - P J - / / 1

'-'tot — "1 i l-J"2 ~T l-Jrad

where Eraci is the energy carried by the initial state radiation along the
beam pipe, and

E^ 2stn(0i + Ot)
sinOi + sinOi + Sm(O1 + 02)

• Against fj.fi

8. The energy sum of the most energetic (leading) tracks in both hemi-
spheres is less than l.6xEbca.m .3

9. For dimuon-like events, the Etot must be smaller than 1.8xJ5(,eom .

A dimiion-iikc event satisfies either
2the standard ALEPTl miion identification program
3TJiJs cut, also rejects some Dliablia events.
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A Bhabha data

o TT data

-0.9 -0.6 -0.3 0.3 0.6 0.9*
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Figure 9.3: The cosO* distribution lor lagged Bhabha data (in triangle) superposed by
BABAMC in full line and UNIBAB in dashed line. They are corrected by (global)
tagging efficiency. The distributions for the final TT data and Monte Carlo are also
drawn (without correction for the selection efficiency ~ 78%j.
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a) both leading tracks are identified as unions by QMUIDO, or
b) one hemisphere with leading identified as a muon and the other
with (jet) energy greater than Q.$x

9.2 Pre-selection efficiency

The geometrical acceptance part of the selection efficiency (0.82is obtained from the
KORALZ event generation [50] and complete detector simulation. Systematic effects
from the dynamics in the generator are negligible at this point.

The acceptance bias related to the cosO* < 0.9 cut under the assumption of a global
rotation of ALEPII alignement by an angle A is proportional to A2/2, and is negligibly
small (< 10~7) for a reasonable value 0.001 radians for A [51].

The cosO* is calculated using the cosOjet's obtained in each hemisphere from the
reconstructed 4-vectors sum of neutrals and charged tracks. The error on the cosOjet

due to a 2% bias in the energy measurement for a jet situated near the boundary
region (cosO ~ 0.9) and built up by N tracks with a typical opening angle 0.04 radians
(~ l/7r) is approximately[51]

&cosOJEl. < \/yV • [3.5 • IQ-4]

For /V ~ 3, this means a G-IO"4 error on cosOjef., translating into a 4-10~4 error in
efficiency.

The main source of systematic uncertainties on the selection efficiency is the abso-
lute energy scales, and the number of reconstructed objects and their angular separa-
tions.

Table 9.1 gives an overview of the TSLTOl inefficiencies for the different cuts applied
in order, as they given by the Monte Carlo. One could expect systematic effects in the
simulation leading to incorrect values for the respective efficiencies. In order to check
this and determine the real efficiencies on data, a procedure has been developed. In
this section we sha.ll only be concerned with cuts affecting the hadron— hadron final
states of a TT pair, whereas the leptonic final states will be dealt with in detail in
Chapter 13.

For all cuts involving only one variable, the cla,ta and Monte Carlo samples are
compared with respect to this va.ria.blc, all preceding cuts already applied. In order to
estimate the event loss after the cut, it is necessary to understand the level of back-
ground around and slightly beyond the cut value. For this purpose the shape of the
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Table 9.1: Monte Carlo values on the inefficiencies at peak energy (in %). h — h is the
event with both non-leptonic hemispheres.

cause for inefficiency
TT e-X u.-X h -h

geometrical acceptance
No objects inside the detector
Number of good tracks < 2 or > 8
\cosO* \ >0.9

16.51 17.14 16.04 16.36

TSLTOl
Acollinearity< 160°
EI + Ei <0.35x£?6eam when SPr < 0.066 xEbeam

Maximum opening angle sum> 0.25 rad
Leading energy sum > 1.6x#team

Etot cut

1.07
1.10
0.16
1.61
0.55
1.23

1.70
2.17

O
0.39
0.28
1.40

1.54
2.19

O
0.30
0.39
0.85

0.41
0.15
0.38
3.30
0.87
1.22

additional cuts
CUTs 1 and 2
77 rejection
Dimuon rejection

total inefficiency

0.13
0.03
0.03

21.32

0.34
0.06

O

22.26

O
0.04
0.08

20.47

0.05
O
O

21.58
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background is taken from the simulation, but normalized to the data at a relevant place
not too far from the cut. 'J1IiC efficiency of the cut is directly measured on the data
and the Monte Carlo taking into account the adjusted background in the former dis-
tribution. Figure 9.4 shows the distributions relevant to the Etot cuts against Bhabha
and /^-pairs as they affect the hadron — hadron final states (in this case the events are
tested for the EM cuts if they are lahelled ee-like or /.//./.-like). The agreement between
data and Monte Carlo is excellent for the Bhabha cuts, but the //// cut introduces a
discrepancy clearly produced by the ////.-like efficiency for hadrons observed to be larger
in data.

For the qq cuts a different philosophy is used since the relevant variables (number
of energy-flow objects TV0^ and jet opening angle a) are correlated. For these cuts the
events are preserved if they are rr-likc, i.e., at least one hemisphere with Nch = 1 and
Mjet < 1 GeV/c2. If they arc not preserved then N0bj,\ x N0Ij1? is required to be less
than 75 and «i + «2 less than 0.25 radians. Therefore

where £p and £// arc the preservation (rr-likc) and hadronic (N0i,j and a) efficiencies
respectively.

To measure ep, an unbiased Mjct distribution for the relevant sample (unpreserved)
is constructed for both data, and Monte Carlo by selecting 'non-preserved' hadronic
hemispheres opposite to a 'preserved' hemisphere. A clear discrepancy is observed
(Figure 9.5 (a)) and the preservation efficiency is smaller on data.

Then £// is determined assuming in a first step the 2 hemispheres not to be cor-
related in (N obj, {,Nobj^} and («(,o^)- To compute e// all selected /V hemispheres are
combined one by one using the 2-dimensional distribution in (W0y, a) (see Figure 9.5
(b)-(c))

- N0^1 x Nobjiiy) 0(0.25 - ah - ah)]

where 0(x) is the step function (0=0 for .T < O and 0=1 for x > O).

e// is computed for both data and Monte Carlo. To check if there is a correla,-
tion between the 2 hemispheres, the true e^ is compared in the Monte Carlo to the
uncorrelated 'mix' efficiency defined above, yielding

= 0.9633
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(c) Eiot < 1.8xZ7(,eam

Figure 9.^:
Eiot distributions for h — h events where all the previous cuts in Table 9.1 are applied.
The events in (a) and (b) are flagged as Bhabha-likc, and (c) as dimuon-like.
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C/3

3 4 ,5
MJe|(GeV/c2)

(b) (c)

Figure 9.5: (a.) Data and Monte Curio comparison for Mjci of a hemisphere when the
opposite fulfills the TT-likc conditions (only one good charged track and Mjet < 1
GeV/c2). (b) and (c) (N0i,j,a) for a hemisphere which does not satisfy the TT-Uke
conditions, while the opposite docs.
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The discrepancy observed between e^'(imi* and e^Cmix is then scaled by the ratio
of the corresponding Monte Carlo inefficiencies given above.

Let us summarize in Table 9.2 the results of the efficiency study on different TT
final states (again the leptonic fina.l states will be covered in Chapter 13).

Table 9.2: Relative efficiency variations between data and Monte Carlo as measured
by direct comparison (£

Final state
haclron— hadron

(Ae/././e,,,,)

e-X
(Ae6A-AeA')

/i - A'
(Ae/(A- /e;,A-)

cuts
W

leading energy
JSM

other cuts

a.Il cuts (sec Chapter 13)

all cuts (sec Chapter 13)

Ae/e (IQ-3)
(mix) -13.6±1.0

(+correction) -10.6±0.8±1.5
+0.5±0.5
-2.0±0.9
negligible

-0.7±0.9

-0.1±0.7

Taking all final states into account, the total shift is found

-3= -(5.33±0.65) • 10"

and using the Monte Carlo efficiency 0.78S3±0.0009 slightly corrected for input
branching ratios (x 1.00003), the TSLTOi efficiency at Z° peak is found to be

= 0.7842±0.0012 (9.1)

The components of the total error are given in Table 9.3.

It should be emphasized that other uncertainties can affect ETT when the absolute
efficiency is needed. Triggering and tracking (reconstruction and d0 cut) could produce
systematic effects not well simulated by Monte Carlo. From separate studies [52] it
is known that these effects in the tracking efficiency arc not larger than 10~3, and
would produce an addition 0.0012 uncertainty in CTT- However, for the measurement
of branching ratios they produce a negligible effect because they affect the studied final
states (IX) and all TT final slates in a similar way, and the remaining uncertainty is
estimated to be below 2 • 10"'1.
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Table 9.3: Uncertainties in the determination of the TT event efficiency using TSLTOl
pre-selection.

effect
MC stat.

hh tests (stat)
IX tests (stat)

IX syst.
hh syst.

(sum)
tracking

total

uncertainty
0.00092
0.00043
0.00027
0.0003
0.0006
0.0012
0.0012

0.0017

Finally, we note that the present measurement of e^a is only in fair agreement with
a previous determination in ALEPH [49] using TT data events, split then re-mixed in
order to simulate unbiased events ; it yielded 4r" = 0.7815±0.0020±0.0012(<rad»n0).
It could be that this procedure is more sensitive to the assumed non-correlation between
the 2 hemispheres.

9.3 Summary of pre-selection efficiency and back-
grounds

Table 9.4 summarizes the efficiencies and non-r background fractions with TSLTOl T
selection for 3 years of data-taking.
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ETT
luminosity (nb"1)
NTT

1991 scan
0.7S32±0.0017

11932
11346

1992 peak
0.7S42±0.0017

22442
26220

1993 scan
0.7823±0.0018

31599
25468

/IT"7" (%)
process
e+e"— >e+e~
e+e~-»//+//~
e+e~-ïqq
e+e~->(e+e~)//
4-fermion
cosmics
total

0.96±0.10
0.24±0.05
0.25±0.03
O.GOiO.OS
0.14±0.01
0.24±0.05
2.43±0.15

O.G6±0.14
0.25±0.05
0.25i0.03
0.31±0.02
0.14±0.01
0.17±0.03
1.7S±0.16

0.67±O.OS
0.16±0.03
0.25±0.02
0.43±0.01
0.14±0.01
0.27±0.03
1.93±0.09

Table 9.4: TSLTOl TT selection efficiencies (STT) and non-T background fractions
(f£°n~T) for the 3 running periods together with the luminosities and the selected
number ofrr's NTT-



Chapter 10

Reduction of non-r backgrounds

This chapter is to show how the non-r backgrounds which are still present after the
pre-selection in the Icpton channels can be reduced and how the remaining fractions
are estimated.

Here and afterward a (reconstructed) charged track means a track with

a) an angle relative to the jet axis smaller than 60°

b) at least 4 reconstructed space-points in TPC

c) a momentum greater than 0.15 GeV/c and smaller than 500 GeV/c

d) |f/0| less than 50 cm, and |z0| less than 50 cm

and a good (reconstructed charged) track means together with above qualifications
a)-c) a track with

d) \d0\ less than 2 cm, and \z0\ less than 10 cm

e) the cosine between the track and the beam in (-0.95,0.95)

Also the following studies are performed for the events where both hemispheres have
at least 1 good track.

10.1 Bhabha events

Bhabha scattering is the dominant background after the TT pre-selection algorithm
(TSLTOl) amounting to 0.66% in the selected TT sample.

126
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This Bhabha background is significantly reduced using the final particle identi-
fication, and the remaining part is estimated mostly on data with the help of 2
Monte Carlo simulations, one with initial state radiation limited to one photon (BABAMC)
the other with higher order QED corrections (UNIBAB).

Two samples with the following characteristics have been used :

A The BABAMC Monte Carlo sample has an initial statistics of 190,000
events with the minimal electron production angle of 10° (cosO ~ 98.5° )
corresponding to a cross section of 3.22 ub. They passed full GALEPH
simulation with 1992 geometry.

% The UNIBAB Monte Carlo starts with 100,000 events generated with
cosO* between —0.91 and +0.91 giving the cross section of 1.96 nb, and
then passed through GALEPH with 1992 geometry.

10.1.1 How are the Bhabha events rejected ?

Event topologies are split into e —e, e —crack, e — h and crack — /i, using the TAUPIDX
identification flags for leading tracks in each hemisphere. Here, 'cracfc' means a non-
identified particle going through a, crack in ECAL and Ii is an identified hadron or a
hemisphere with more than one good track (in particular, several electrons).

The first scries of cuts -CUTs 1- is applied in a correlated way on the energy of
one hemisphere E\ versus that of the other hemisphere EI differently in 3 cosO* bins
: forward and backward endcaps, and barrel. E\ and E^ are the calorimetric ener-
gies measured in EGAL and UCAL (ECAL energy only for h hemisphere) within the
30° cone around the leading track.

In addition, for the first two event topologies, which are less populated by real TT,
further cuts -CUTs 2- are applied on the a.coplanarity A(^ between the jets, and on
Etot in 2 cosO* bins (endcaps and barrel).

The following table defines the scheme for Bhabha background reduction.

• CUTs 1 : E1 vs. E2

• CUTs 2 : A^ , E101 '

Hlie variable used in '1'SLTOl : Etot =E\ + E-, + /?,.„,/.
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Event topologies
hemisphere a 6
e e
e crack
e h
crack Ii

Applied cuts
CUTs 1 CUTs 2

X X

X X

X

X

An event passing TSLTO1 is considered as a. Bhabha event if it satisfies the following
conditions CUTs 1 or CUTs 2.

• CUTs 1

1. The event satisfies the energy cuts on the (E\,Ei) plane : with a sim-
plified notation (40,10) meaning E1 > 40 GeV and E2 > 10 GeV

cosO* region
cosO' > +0.7
cosO* < -0.7
\cosO* I < 0.7

Event topologies (energies in GeV)
e — e

(40,10) or (10,40)
(40,10) or (10,40)

(40,40)

e — crack
(30,10)
(40,10)

-

e — h
(40,10) or (10,40)

(40,10)
(40,20)

crack — h
(10,30) and EI < 40*>

-
-

Since the electrons passing an ECAL crack lose some energy,
the upper bound has been imposed.

• CUTs 2

2. The event has e — e, or e — crack topology and satisfies

cosO* region
\cosO* > 0.7
\cosO* < 0.7

A</> < 1° and E1

Ac!» < 0.4° and L

%. 1 O v > J?

'tot > ^'OXhbeam

10.1.2 Effects of CUTs 1

Figure 10.1 shows the CUTs 1 energy distributions for the important cases. The clear
accumulation of the events at (Eiciim -,Ebeam ) in each case reveals the Bhabha signature
in data, well predicted qualitatively by the Bhabha Monte Carlos. For example, in the
plot (a.) 80 events arc cut out by the correlated energy cut drawn by lines inside the
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plot, while 3 rr events arc expected to be present signaling 77±9 Bhabha events in
this e — e forward (cosO* between 0.7 and 0.9) configuration. These identified Bhabha
events represent 27% of total Bhabha events found by CUTs 1. The cuts shown in each
plot are optimized to cut most of clear Bhabha signals, while not loosing too many
rr's. The largest Bhabha contribution is in the e — h topology with cosO* between
0.7 and 0.9, 92 events amounting 32% of the total rejected Bhabha events which is
underestimated by Monte Carlos as shown in the plot (c).

The quantitative predictions of the 2 Bhabha Monte Carlos agree only within a
factor of two with the observed number of Bhabha events in data. Notably, for e—h with
cosO* between 0.7 and 0.9, the difference is maximal (3.5 times smaller in BABAMC
and 4.8 times in UNIBAB than the observed amount). Tables 10.1, and 10.2 compile
the number of rejected events and the net Bhabha signals in data with predictions from
the two Bhabha Monte Carlos, respectively.

This disagreement is clue to the underestimated fraction of non-Bhabha-like events
by the simulations2. Figure 10.2 compares the UNIBAB predictions for the Bhabha-
Wv'e(a) event with for the non-0/jaWja-/i/cc(b)-(cl) events. The events in (a) and (b)
are selected to have cosO* between 0.7 and 0.9 together with the leading momenta sum
larger than 50 GcV/c. In case of (a), except for a. small deficit of events near the peak
in simulation, the Et01 distributions arc well predicted around the acceptance region
(below l.fixKbcmn ). However, in the events flagged as non-Bhabha-like (b), in fact a
lot of Bhabha events arc present, and since the Elot cuts in TSLTOl are applied only
for Bhabha-likc events, these non-/3/ia/)/ia-///ce events can only be eliminated by the
leading energy sum cut : less than 1.6x/?;,e,,m ~73 GcV, (c) shows the effect of this
cut. Here although the Bhabha excess in (b) is very much reduced, there remains a
sizable amount of Bhabha events unpredicted by the Monte Carlos.

Then f inal ly the additional Bhabha rejections -CUTs 1 and 2- discussed in this
section lead to the plot (d) where no Bhabha excess in data is present3.

In addition to the energy correlations between the two hemispheres used in CUTs 1,
the angular correlation also characterizes the Bhabha signature. The acoplanarity A<^> ,
given by the azimuthal angle difference between the jets is peaked at 0° for Bhabha
events (typically < 1° ), while it is broadly distributed over few degrees for TT.

To be convinced that the excess of rejected events by CUTs 1 really comes from
the Bhabha contribution, the acoplanarity and acollincarity distributions are checked
(see Figure 10.3). The rejected events as Bhabha events by CUTs 1 are well confirmed

2THe 92% (267±I8) of rejected Bh;iblin events by CUTs 1 were flagged as non-Bhabha-like in
TSLTOl.

3Tlie apparent small excess of events around 2x/?<,rnm comes from a fluctuation of TT data as
explained later in this section.
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Figure 10.1: The energy distributions lor e — e(a.), e — cruck(b), and e — h(c) topologies
with 0.7 < cosO* < 0.9 and e-e topology with -0.9 < cosO" < -Q.7(d). TheTT MCis
normalized to the same number ol'tnus as the r/a/,a 1991-93 after TSLTOl pre-selection.
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r.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4

1 -

(a) Bhabha-like (b) non-Bhabha-like

(c) non-Bhabha-like (d) non-Bhabha-like

Figure 10.2: The Elol distributions (xtot = Etot/Ebeam) for the Bhabha-like(a) and
non-Bhabha-likc(b)-(d) events with cosQ* inside (0.7,0.9) and the leading momenta
sum larger than 50 GcV/c. (c) after pre-selection and (d) after CUTs 1 and 2.
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in the plots where the excess is localized at the expected places for Bhabha events.

0 2 4 6 8 W O 2 4 6 8 10

160 165 170 175 180 160 165 170 175 180
acoll (dcg)

Figure 10.3: The acoplanarity (&<j>) find acollinearily distributions for the events re-
jected by the energy correlated cuts, CUTs 1.

Efot contains an a.nglc dependent component, /?,.„,/. Etot is already used in TSLTOl
to identify the Bhabha events, which ra.dia.te a. lot of their energies into the beam pipe,
escaping detection. The Etot distributions for rejected events by CUTs 1 are shown
in Figure 10.4. The peak at 2xEbeam ensures the Bhabha excess in data, while an
accumulation of events just below the pre-selection cut at lAxEbeam is better fitted
by BABAMC.

In particular, since the observed Bliabha events arc much populated in the forward
region and CUTs I. is applied in a coarse manner in the cosO* distributions, there is
still room to check further the compatibility of the rejected events with the Bhabha
hypothesis by fitting the cosO* distributions inside the (0.7,0.9). Figure 10.5 shows the
cosO* distributions of the rejected events where TT expected contribution is already
subtracted. The superposed histogram is the nuv cosO* distribution of UNIBAB Monte
Carlo with no selection cuts applied and normal'r/ed to the same number of entries as
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Figure 10.4: The Etoi distributions for the events rejected by CUTs 1. Same conven-
tions for plots are used as the previous figures.

the data in triangle. Assuming the TSLTOl pre-selection and CUTs 1 don't bias the
raw cosO* distribution, the \/2 is calculated as 1.8/d.f.

Table 10.1 summarizes the number of rejected events by CUTs 1, and Table 10.2(a)
is for the identified Bhabha events after subtracting the TT events in Table 10.1. About
75% of identified Bhabha. events are located at cosO* between 0.7 and 0.9, and half of
them have the e — Ii topology*1. The identified number of Bhabha events in each 3 years
of data taking is correctly correlated to its luminosity and no fluctuation of the events
in one particular year compared to the others is observed.

The absolute estimates of BABAMC and UNIBAB are recorded in Tables 10.2(b)
and 10.2(c), respectively. They don't predict correctly the observed characteristics of
the identified Bhabha events. In the worst case for & — k topology, both simulations
predict four times (6cr) smaller events, from the reasons explained above. They are less
peaked at forward than data : 68% in BABAMC found cosO* between 0.7 and 0.9, and
65% in UNIBAB.

The loss of TT efficiency because of CUTs 1 is expected to be 0.08% relatively, a
value quite small compared to the L.3% inefficiency of TSLTOl Bhabha rejection.

4TUe 43% (60±9) of rejected Bhablia events in c — /i (,opology are of 'e — many /;oodtracts' type.
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0.75 0.8 0.85 0.9

COS0*

Figure 10.5: The cosO* distributions of the identified Bhabha events by CUTs 1.

cosO* region
cosO* >+0.7
cosO* < -0.7
\cosO* I < 0.7
SUM

Event topologies(data 1991,92,93)
e — e

(17,27,36)
( 5, 6, 9)
( 2, O, 2)

(24,33,47)

e — crack

( 9,11, 7)
( O, 2, O)

-
( 9,13, 7)

e — h
(25,44,42)
( 4,19, 9)
( 5,10,12)
(34,73,63)

crack — h
(13,12,14)

-
-

(13,12,14)

SUM
( 64, 94, 99)
( 9, 27, 18)
( 7, 10, 14)

( 80,131,131)

Table 10.1: The number of rejected events by CUTs 1 in data 1991-93.
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(a) The net rejected Bhabha signal in data 1991-93.

cosO* region
cosO* > +0.7
cos0* < -0.7
\cosO* I < 0.7
SUM

Event topologies(data 1991-93)
e — e
77±9
17±5
4±2

9S±10

e — crack
23±5
2±1

-
25±5

e-h
92±11
24±6
24 ±5

140±13

crack — h
26±7

-
-

26±6

SUM
218±16
43±8
28±6

289±19

(b) BABAMC predictions.

cosO* region
cosO* > +0.7
cosO* < -0.7
\cosO* I < 0.7
SUM

Event topologies
e — e
4S±7
9±3

10±3
68±8

e — crack
33±6
3±2
-

36±6

e-h
26±5
10±3
31±6
67±8

crack — h
11±3

-
-

11±3

SUM
118±11

23±5
41±6

181±14

(c) UNIBAB predictions.

cosO* region
COSO* > +0.7

cosO* < -0.7
\cosO* I < 0.7
SUM

Event topologies
e — e
4G±7
11±4
10±3
67±9

e — crack
29±6

O
-

29±6

e-h.
19±5
8±3

18±4
45±7

crack — h
7±3
-
-

7±3

SUM
101±11

19±5
28±6

148±13

Table 10.2: Summary of CUTs 1 rejections.
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10.1.3 Effects of CUTs 2

The second series of cuts -CUTs 2- against Bhabha is applied to the events passing
CUTs 1.

CUTs 2 on A</> and Etoi is applied only for e — e and e — crack topologies, where
not too many rr's arc present. The plots for A<^> and Etot are given in Figure 10.6.
The corresponding number of rejected Bhabha events and the predictions from the two
Bhabha Monte Carlos can be found in Table 10.3.

(e-e) topology (e-e) topology

* DAlA 1991-93

. " . TTMC

m BABAMC

(a)

O 0.25 0.5 0.7$ f (.25 1.5 1.75 2 2.25 2.5

(O

O 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 1.25 1.5 MS 2 ISS 2.5

(b)

Figure 10.6: (a.) The acoplanarity distributions for e — e topology where \cosO*\ > 0.7
and Etot > 1.2x E\,eam arc already required, (h) The total energy distributions for e — e
topology with \cosO*\ > 0.7 and A<^> < 1°. The histograms are normalized to the total
number of tans after TSLTO] selection.

Tills time UNIBAB predicts more Bhabha events tJia.ii observed in the data. The
UNIBAB predictions are a factor of two larger than 13 AB AMC predictions and the data
lies between them. Many UNIBAI3 events situated in the middle of CUTs 1 energy
distribution (Figure 10.1 (a)) and passed CUTs 1 are eliminated rightnow by CUTs
2. This regulation effect of CUTs 2 is very helpful in terms of systematics for CUTs 1
treated in the section J. 1.1.

The acol linearity distributions for the rejected events by CUTs 2 (in Fig 10.7) show
that the higher order QED processes in UNlBAB simulation explains the radiative tail.
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\cosO* I > 0.7,
A<£ < 1°, a.nd
Etot>1.2xEbeam

\cosO* I < 0.7,
A0 < 0.4°, and
Etot > 1.5x£6eam

SUM

data( 1991, 92,93)

(17,27,37)

( 4, 8,13)

(21,35,50)

Bhabha signal (91-93)

57±9

21±6

78±10

BABAMC

31±6

11±3

42±7

UNIBAB

72±9

16±4

87±10

Table 10.3: The number of rejected events by CVTs 2 in data 1991-93, and the net
Bhabha signal together with the two different Bhabha MC predictions.

»5S »70 175 ISO
acnll (cleg)

175 ISO
acoll (deg)

(a) (b)

Figure 10.7: The acollinearity distributions for the events rejected by CUTs 2.
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The number of identified Bhabha events is at the 27% level compared with that of
CUTs 1 rejection. The loss of TT events is 0.(M% relatively, about half the inefficiency
caused by CUTs 1.

By CUTs 1 and 2, 367±22 (0.58% of TSLTOl TT sample) events are identified as
Bhabha events where 223±15 are predicted from BABAMC and 235±16 from UNI-
BAB. The loss of rr's through the additional Bhabha rejection is small and computed
to be 0.13% relatively.

With the identified Bhabha. events through CUTs 1 and 2, further checks are pos-
sible. Figure 10.S shows the acollinearity distributions. Here again, except the overall
underestimate, the UNlBAB predicts less collincar events in agreement with data. The
fraction of Bhabha events below 175° is O.lliO.Ol in data, 0.05±0.01 in BABAMC,
and 0.14±0.03 in UNlBAB.

10.1.4 Estimates for the remaining Bhabha events

The next step is to estimate the remaining Bhabha background in the final TT and
r— >i/Te~Pe (called simply e) samples. Clearly, the alsolute predictions of Bhabha Monte
Carlos cannot be reliable. The reduction factor achieved at this point is 4xlO~4 with
BABAMC (GxIO"'1 with UNlBAB) and at this level one can hardly expect correct
simulations for the dynamics and detailed detector effects. In fact, the two generators
predict a final Bhabha contamination in the e sample different by a factor of 2.

A more conservative estimate can rely on the detected rate of Bhabha events in
data throughout the rejection procedure. An observed excess of Bhabha events just
outside of a cut can be extrapolated inside and the global excess of events rejected by
the cut, once it is identified as rcaJly due to Bhabha events, can be interpreted as the
same type of excess in the final sample with some confidence and can be checked. Then
a choice of variables will be preferable if they have no steep variation.

The procedure adopted here is to rely on the last placed cut for each event topology,
i.e., CUTs 2 for e — e and e — crack and CUTs 1 for the rest. By monitoring the number
of events rejected by CUTs 1 or 2 in data, TT Monte Carlo and the 2 Bhabha generators
, and the number of events left after the cuts in the Bhabha Monte Carlo samples, the
final estimate of the remaining background for each generator is given by5

RhabhaMC
^BhiibhaMC ' rejected by last cuts

wi|] ))C ca]|e(| ) ( ic sca]c fador associated with the cut.
rejcctcdby /n.t/ cut.
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70 -

rejected events (CUTs 1+2)

DATA 1991
TT MC

BABAMC

760 762 764 756 769 770 772 774 776 776 750
acoll (deg)

160 162 164 166 168 170 172 174 176 178 180

acoll (deg)

Figure 10.8: The acollinearity distributions for the events rejected by CVTs 1 or 2.
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This procedure depends on the shape of the distributions, but not on the absolute
rates.

The shapes of E\ori, A^ and Et0t distributions are in good agreement between the
two generators (refer Figures 10.1 and 10.6). Few cautions are in order. The fact
that EI or 2 distributions disagree between the two generators m e — e topology do not
cause a difference in the final estimates, for the estimates are performed independently
for each topology and the last cuts for e — e are on the A(/> and Et0t where no severe
disagreements exist.

Secondly, the acollinearily distributions, although they are shown in this section to
illustrate the difference between the 2 generators, aren't used to reject nor to estimate
the Bhabha events. The correlation between the acollinearity and Etot is small (36%
for e — n) and shown in Figure 10.9 for e — (JL and for rejected events by CUTs 1 or 2.

It should be stressed that the estimates using data and UNIBAB or BABAMC are
consistent within the statistical error.

*
61)
V

,7»

<»76

»74

»72

»70

»68

(66

»64

»62

»60

,. * * » • * * . »ft * f * *

"• ^ . « . .

1.4 1.6 1.8 2Jt 2.4 2.6 2.9

(a) (b)

Figure 10.9: The acollinearity versus Etoi distributions for e — JJL events (a), and the
events rejected by CUTs 1 or 2 (b).

All detailed numeric informations are displayed in Table 10.4. The quoted errors
in the table for averaged estimates take into account the difference between the two
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estimates and the systematics from the energy cuts, as well as the statistical ones.

Although the absolute levels of the remaining background in the e sample dis-
agree by a factor of 2 between the two generators, 45±8 for BABAMC and 93±13
for UNIBAB, the scaling procedure provides consistent values. The estimate using
the BABAMC gives SS±20, while it is 112±22 with UNIBAB. The values are then
averaged and the maximal differences between the averaged values and the two Monte
Carlo estimates are added in quadrature to the systematic errors. The background cal-
culated in this way for the e sample amounts to 100±16 in agreement with the absolute
estimate from UNIBAB. The agreement, however, should be considered as accidental,
for the simulation fails to predict the intermediate results. The estimated 100 electrons
represent 0.49% of total e sample, consisting of 47 electrons from e — e type Bhabha
events and 38 electrons from e — h topology, the rest 15 electrons from e — crack.

The Bhabha background estimate for TT, given by the same averaging procedure
as for e, amounts to 94±16, while UNIBAB predicts 65±9 (1.6 s.e. away from the
estimate) and 42±7 from BABAMC. They represent 0.15% of total TT sample with 55
(59%) events of one hemisphere classified as hadron.

Since not every hemisphere of Bhabha events is classified as e — some of them
misidentified as hadrons, tracks in ECAL cracks are cut out, and hemispheres with
more than one good track are not considered as e's — the number of Bhabha electrons
in r—>frePe sample is less than twice the number of Bhabha events present in rr's. For
the remaining Bhabha events, the ratio is 1.1±0.2 from the estimates, l.ldbO.3 from
BABAMC prediction, and 1.4±0.3 from UNIBAB, all compatible6. The ratio is small
in that only 26% of remaining Bliabha events have both hemispheres classified as e.

From the scaling procedure, as the rejected Bhabha events show no fluctuation in
3 years of data taking, the final estimates neither : 21±5 for 1991 T sample, 34±7
for 1992, and 39±8 for 1993, which represent 0.19%, 0.13%, and 0.16% background
fraction in each year, respectively.

The main systematics for the estimates come from the data statistics (30% for
TT and 37% for e), from the Bhabha Monte Carlo statistics (15% and 14%), from the
difference of 2 generators (31% and 42%), and from the cuts on the energy distributions
(24% and 7%).

The systematics related to the energy cuts will be discussed in the section 11.1.

6As it is shown later, the corresponding ratios in /t sample for remaining dimuon and two photon
processes are close to 2, and that of cosmics is near to zero.
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CUTsI

CUTs 2

estimate
for TT

estimate
for e

data 1993

Bhabha signal
pred. BABAMC
pred. UNlBAB
Bhabha signals
pred. BABAMC
pred. UNIBAB
using BABAMC
using UNIBAB
averaged
pred. BABAMC
pred. UNlBAB
using BABAMC
using UNIBAB
averaged
pred. BABAMC
pred. UNlBAB

Event topologies
e — e
44±7
30±4
29±4
28±6
14±3
31 ±4
9±4

13±4
11±4
5±1

14±3
19±8
26±8
23±7
9±3

29±5

e — crack
5±3

16±3
13±2
11±4
5±2
7±2
8±5
S±5
8±4
4±1
5±2

8±5
8±5
8±4
4±1
5±2

e — h
51±8
30±4
19±3

-
-
-

crack — h
9±4
5±2
3±1
-
-
-

19±5
22±7
20±5
11±2
8±2

13±4
15±6
14±3
8±2
6±2

-
-
-
-
-

SUM
110±12
81±6
63±6
39±7
19±3
38±4
36±8
44±9
39±8
19±3
28±4

40±10
50±11
45±9
21±4
40±6

CUTs 1

CUTs 2

estimate
for TT

estimate
for e

data 1992

Bhabha signals .
pred. BABAMC
pred. UNlBAB
Bhabha signals
pred. BABAMC
pred. UNIBAB
using BABAMC
using UNlBAB
averaged
pred. BABAMC
prod. UNIBAB
using BABAMC
using UNIBAB
averaged
pred. BABAMC
prod. UNlBAB

Event topologies
e — e
30±6
25±3
2G±3
18±5
11±2
28±4
6±3
S±3
7±3
4±1

13±2
12±5
17±6
15±5
8±2

26±5

e — crack
11±4
13±2
11±2

6±3
4±1
6±2
4±3
4±3
4±3
3±1
5±1
4±3
4±3
4±3
3±1
5±1

e — h
61±9
25±3
18±3

-
-
-

crack — h
7±4
4±1
3±1
-
-
-

21±6
25±8
22±5
9±2
7±2

16±5
18±7
17±3
6±2
5±2

-
-
-
-
-

SUM
109±12

67±5
58±5
23±6-
16±2
34±4
31±7
38±9
34±7
16±2
25±3
32±8
39±9
36±7
17±3
36±5
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CUTsI

CUTs 2

estimate
for TT

estimate
for e

data 1991

Bbabha signals
prcd. BABAMC
pred. UNlBAB
Bhabha signals
prcd. BABAMC
prcd. UNlBAB
using BABAMC
using UN1I3AB
averaged
prcd. BABAMC
prcd. U N I B A B
using BABAMC
using UNIBAB
averaged
pred. BABAMC
prcd. UNIBAB

Event topologies
e — e
23±5
12±1
12±2
12±4
6±]

13±2
4 ±2
G±2
5±2
2±1
6±1

8±4
11±4
10±4
4±1

12±2

e — crack
8±3
6±1
5±1
4±2
2±1
3±1
3±2
3±2
3±2
1±1
2±1

L 3±2
3±2
3±2
1±1
2±1

e — h
29±6
12±1
8±1
-
-
-

crack — h
11±4
2±1
1±1
-
-
-

12±4
15±5
13±3
4±1
3±1 _J

7±3
9±3
S±2
3±1
2±1

-
-
-
-
-

SUM
71±9
33±2
26±2

16±5
S±l

16±2
19±5
23±6
21±5
8±1
12±2
18±5
23±6
21±5
8±1

17±2

CUTsI

CUTs 2

estimate
for TT

estimate
for e

data 1991-93

Bhabha signals
pred. BABAMC
pred. UNIBAB
Bhabha signals
prcd. BABAMC
prcd. UNlBAB
using BABAMC
using UNlBAB
averaged
pred. BABAMC
prcd. UNIBAB

using BABAMC
using U N I B A B
averaged
prcd. BABAMC
prcd. U N l B A B

Event topologies
e — e

9S±10
68±8
67±9
57±9
31±6
72±9
19±8
27±7
24±7
10±3
34±6
38±15
54±15
47±13
20±G

G7±12

e — crack
25±5
36±6
29±6
21±G
11±3
1G±4
13±7
16±8
15±G
7±3

12±4
13±7
16±8
15±G
7±3

12±4

e-h
140±13

67±8
45±7

-
-
-

crack — h
26±7
11±3
7±3
-
-
-

52±13
Gl±18
55±11
25±5
19±5

37±11
42±14
38±6
J7±4
13±4

-
-
-
-
-

SUM
289±19
181±14
148±13

78±11
42±7
87±10
87±17

105±21
94±16
42±7
65±9
88±20

112±22
100±16

45±8
93±13

Table 10.4: Summary of estimates for the remaining Bhabha events.
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10.1.5 Are there imestimated Bhabha events ?

Once the remaining Bhabha events are estimated, further checks can be made on
Bhabha enriched samples for unforeseen signals.

• High momentum electrons

The momentum and E distributions of identified electron hemispheres are shown
in Figure 10.J O.

L:J

50 55
(GcV/c)

1 -

35 50 55
(GeV)

(a) Momentum (b)E

Figure 10.10: The electron momentum and energy distributions. E is the energy
summed over calonmetric objects within 30° cone of electron. The doited plot is the
sum of TT Monte Carlo normalized to data, after TT selection plus estimated Bhabha
contribution in hutched.

The number of electron hemispheres with P > 43 GeV/c (88 events) shows an
excess compared to the Monte Carlo expectation (45±2 from rr plus 4±1 events from
Bhabha estimate), i.e.,

Nc(dal(i} - Nr'(TT MC) - Nr(Bhnbha BKC] = 39±10 when P > 43 GeV/c
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On the contrary, the E distribution is well reproduced by simulation : for E > 43
GeV, 120 hemispheres in data are obtained, 118±4 in rr Monte Carlo, and 12±4 esti-
mated for Bhabha contribution". This suggests that the excess in P >43 GeV/ c sample
cannot be explained by Bhabha background8.

Just to be convinced that no extra Bhabha. events are left, the cosO* distribution for
P > 43 GeV/ c electrons is checked in Figure 10.11, searching for any forward/backward
asymmetry (Ajb) attributable to an unexpected Bhabha contribution. The data is well
fitted to TT Monte Carlo plus estimated Bhablia component with a %2 of 1.1/d.f. The
observed A/b is -0.02±0.1 1, while the value for Bhabha Monte Carlo (UNIBAB-f-BABAMC)
is 0.634±0.092 obtained with P > 10 GeV/ c electrons9. Therefore, a bound for Bhabha
contribution can be set as follows :

Ne(from Bhabha] < ̂ - • 88 = 15
U.

,allowing no more than 11 unestimatcd electrons from Bhabha events (much smaller
than the observed excess, 39).

In addition, the composition of particle types opposite to the energetic electrons
can be verified : in data the opposite consists of (8,5,15,60) for (e,crack,fj,,hadron)
giving only (9±3)% ofe-e, while it is (18±3)% in TT Monte Carlo and (30±20)% for
Bhabha Monte Carlos.

Non-BJiabJia-Wre events with Etoi > 1.9

The fore-mentioned excess of non-Bhabhu-like events around 2x/?6eam (Figure 10.2
(d)) is examined more here. The number of events integrated from Etoi > 1.9 is 91 in
data, while 61±4 is expected from TT Monte Carlo. In particular, 23 events of them
have e — h type but only 3±1 in TT Monte Carlo10. In addition to the TT events, about
4 Bhabha events should be present in this sample according to the estimates explained
previously.

7If this estimation is correct, it amounts 10% of sample, while the Bhablia fraction is 9% in case
of P >43 GeV/c sample.

8No clear explanation of this excess is offered : (1) there might be a question of input value for
tau polarization in KORALZ, but not at this level and anyhow it should appear both in the energy
and momentum distributions, (2) a possible bias on the TPC (high) momentum reconstruction for
electrons, but not confirmed in the //. sample (Figure M . I I ) , and (3) the rate of photon production is
higher in data compared with Monte Carlo, not. the inverse (refer to Figure 10.14 for Bhabha sample,
and Section 12.J for electrons from r decays).

9It is assumed that (,lie Aj\, of B l i ab l i a events doesn't strongly depend on the electron energy.
10TIiC rest of the events has "hadroii-lindron" topology.
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Figure 10.11: cosO* distributions for the events with electron momentum larger than
43 GeV/c. The dotted histogram at this time is for TT Monte Carlo normalized to
data in triangle while the hatched plot is for the BABAMC plus UNIBAB distribution
with a rate fixed by the estimate.
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If the data minus TT Monte Carlo (about 30 events) is due to a Bhabha contribution,
then the angular distributions should look like a mixture of 2/3 TT'S and 1/3 Bhabha
events.

Figure 10.12 shows the acoplanarity and acollinearity distributions11. They are less
peaked in data than TT Monte Carlo at the Bhabha expected locations. The mixed
Monte Carlo distributions drawn in clashed histograms are less compatible with data
than TT Monte Carlo alone.

The following table is for the x2 of data, distributions with TT Monte Carlo and the
mixed distributions :

distribution fit range
acoplanarity O — 2.5°
acollinearity 175-180°

X2

TT Monte Carlo mixed sample
2.0 5.1
0.7 1.9

in favour of TT .

The subsamplc of e — h type events therefore fits the global sample distributions
with no additional Bhabha contribution.

• e — e topology

No energy (momentum) conditions arc imposed for e — e events, and Bhabha events
are searched using the angular informations.

The A</> distributions for e — e are compared with TT Monte Carlo expectations
plus estimated Bhabha and 776« backgrounds (see Figure 10.13). The 7766 contribu-
tion has to be equally considered as it amounts to about half of the non-T background
present in that topology with specific A<^> a.nd cosO" distributions. The A<£ distribution
for data is well reproduced with the estimated amount of Bhabha and 7766 contribu-
tions, the latter being discussed later. Since the backgrounds are localized in the first
A</> bin, for those perfectly coplanar events further checks are made by looking at the
cosO* distribution, shown in Figure J0.13(b). The data cosO* distribution agrees well
with the combined distr ibution of the simulations by estimated quantities resulting a
X2of0.1/d.f .

The following table summarizes the number of events in both plots of Figure 10.13

"Tlie cosO" distribution is also checked, but it is not sensitive to tell that the observed distribution
is near to the TT or mixed distributions.
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Figure 10.12: The acoplanarity and acollinearity distributions for non-Bhabha-Hke
events with Etot > 1-9- The doited histogram is for TT Monte Carlo normalized
to data in triangle. Here, the UNIBAB events which accounts for 33% of dashed
histogram are selected in Bhabha-like sample with the same criteria applied for data
drawn by triangle (in particular, Etnt < 1-6 (or 1.4)x/2(,eam cut in TSLTOl has not
been imposed).
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data TT MC + backgrounds
A^

cm-!?*
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709±14
S0±5

in a good agreement.

Using the informations in Figure 10.13(b), where 12 background events (15% of the
sample) arc estimated with A/b = 0.67±0.1S and A/b(data) = 0.05±0.11, a bound for
the unexpected contribution from Bhabha and 77—ïe+e~ backgrounds can be set at
Nee(backgrounds) < 14.
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Figure 10.13: The Ac!> and cusO* distributions for e — e events. The data is shown in
triangle, the TT Monte Carlo in empty histogram normalized after TT selection, the
Bhabha in dotted, and the ^CG in hatched. For the plot (b), A<£ < 0.2° is required.

Topology with several tracks in both hemispheres

So far, the discussion did not involve explici t ly the presence of photons. High
photon-multiplicity Bhabha events could result in several tracks in both hemispheres,
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and might be a source of undetected Bhabha events12. This type of Bhabha events can
only contribute to the TT sample not to e, according to the one-good-track requirement
of lepton definition (discussed in Chapter 12).

As a check, Figure 10.14 shows the number of photons, total reconstructed tracks,
and good tracks distributions for tagged Bhabha events where at least one side has
only one good track identified as a,n electron and the maximum EGAL energy of two
hemispheres is larger than 40 GcV.

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0

(a) (c)

Figure 10.14: The distributions of the number o[ photons, recontructed tracks, and
good tracks of an event where one hemisphere has only one good track identified as an
electron together with the maximal energy of two hemispheres is larger than 40 GeV.
In each plot the data in triangle shows higher multiplicities than UNIBAB in dotted
normalized inside the plot (The small component shown in hatched is the TT Monte
Carlo).

In fact, the photon and track mul t ip l ic i ty distr ibutions of data aren't well repro-
duced by simulation. Thus a direct search for the Bhabha events with more than 2
good tracks is performed by comparing ECAL energy distributions in data and TT
Monte Carlo. No peculiar structure is observed in data.

A further check is made by looking at the cosO* distribution when the EGAL
energy of one hemisphere larger than 35 GeV (see Figure 10.15). The observed
cosO* distribution fits the simulation with a ,\-2 of 1.7/d.f., while a bound for Bhabha
presence in this high mult ipl ici ty TT sample is obtained as Nce < ^r • 179 = 15.

12ThIs topology is controlled by TSLTOl : no additional cnl.s arc introduced and the Bhabha Monte
Carlos predict about 2 cvciil.s in the final TT sample.
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Figure 10.15: The cosO* distributions for the events with at least 3 good tracks. ECAL
energy of one hemisphere is required to be larger than > 35 GeV. The Bhabha estimate
shown in hatched is very sma/1, and the data, contains no extra Bhabha events fitting
well the TT Monte Carlo distribution in dotted. The data shows a Ab = — 0.02±0.07.
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In conclusion, tests are performed for specific samples where relatively more Bhabha
events are expected. No evidence of excess over the estimated quantities for Bhabha
background is observed. For example, the observed excess of the number of events
with high momentum tracks and large Etot is not confirmed by the study of angular
distributions. It was also shown that the forward preference of Bhabha events persisting
even after the cuts is quite helpful to demonstrate their (non-)existence.

10.1.6 Conclusion for Bliabha events

The efficient Bhabha, rejection and careful estimates for remaining Bhabha events are
performed in this section reducing their presence from (0.72±0.05)% to (0.15±0.02)%
in the final TT sample with a small loss (0.13%) of TT events. Various checks are done
showing no deviations from the estimated quantities for Bhabha events in the final
sample. Figure 10. J G summarizes the Bhahha rejection and estimates explained in this
section. The systematic evaluations will be discussed in the section 11.1.

10.2 Cosmic rays

The cosmic rays are selected by TSLTOl at a rate of (0.22±0.04)%. The cut against
cosmic rays in TSLTOl is the requirement of at least 1 good charged track with |c/0| less
than 1 cm and |z0| less than 5 cm, i.c, D = max(\d0\ , |.?0| /5) < 1 cm. The remaining
cosmic rays have been then estimated by counting the number of events with two
momentum-balanced tracks with the sum of their associated ITC hits less than 5,
while correcting the efficiency for these conditions using the D > 1 cm events13.

The treatment of cosmic rays in this section for the events surviving TSLTOl is
globally an inverse procedure : use the ITC conditions and then d0 to estimate the
remaining cosmics as well as to reject them still more.

For a cosmic ray which went through the ITC gate, the TPC would reconstruct
two oppositely charged tracks with their helices originating at a same point in the X-Y
plane (Figure 10.17(a)). Therefore, the two tracks have r/0's with equal magnitude, but
with opposite signs (oppositely signed angular momenta). On the other hand, the z0's
are correlated and they are separated by an amount proportional to the time lag of
cosmic arrival relative to the beam crossing (<'l cm). See Figure 10.17(b). The TPC
space-points arc reconstructed as if the ionized electrons drifted a longer or shorter
distance than they actually did. In general, the cosmic will miss some of ITC hits

13IIovvever, the efficiency miglil , be wrong ;>s (,lie !,rack parameter Z0 is correlated with the ITC hit
configuration.
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Figure 10.16: The estimates for the Dhabha fractions in each data sample. In the plots
(a) and (b) the DADAMC and UNIDAD predictions for final samples are a/so drawn
as arrows. In plots (c) and (d) 93-2 means, for example, the peak-2 GeV subsample in
1993 data and the vertical lines indicate the averaged background estimates shown in
(a) and (b) with 1 s.e. extension.
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due to the readout window if it arrives later than ~ 100 ns after the beam crossing.
Figure 10.17(c) shows tho main components of electronic timing signals for z or r — d>
readout. All timing signals arc derived from EGBX, GBX, and TO : in the absence
of 'Busy', EGBX and GBX signals arc generated from the trigger supervisor (TS) and
TO is used to stop the drift-time TDCs, so it must have a delay of less than 400 ns
relative to the beam crossing time. For example, a cosmic arrived at 360 ns after the
beam crossing has no chance to get any ITC hits1'1.

An event passing TSLTOl is classified as a cosmic if it satisfies the following condi-
tions :

1. Number of good charged tracks equal to 2.

2. The particles arc not; electrons.

3. Momentum asymmetry between the tracks is smaller than 0.3.

4. The event satisfies the identification and ITC hits requirements or the
d0 conditions a.s the following :

4.1 /i — /7., or ft — h topology : for the first topology one track
has less than 5 ITC hits and the other less than 6, and for the
second topology both less than 5.

Figure 10.18 is for the data and 10.19 for the corresponding plots for TT Monte
Carlo. The first plots of (a) show the momentum balance where all the other cuts
are required already for ft — //. topology. The second and the third plots show the
d0 anticorrelation and Z0 correlation, respectively, for the rejected events as cosmics
drawn in circle together with the events kept as TT not satisfying the momentum bal-
ance in the previous momcnum plot in triangle. The plots of (b) are the corresponding
ones for [i — TT cases. The cosmics identified by their small number of ITC hits due to
a timing reason and by momentum balance are well confirmed with the distributions
of d0 and Z0 . In particular, the nice anticorrelation of d0 is observed as expected for
a cosmic ray reconstructed like two charged tra.cks originated at a same space point
close to the interaction region. The events satisfying all cuts except the momentum
balance locate at (0,0) in the d0 and Z0 distributions, that is, both tracks have good
d0 and Z0 like typical TT events.

Then the cosmic rays arc further searched in the complementary sample concerning
the ITC and identification conditions : ̂ - h with at lca.st one track having equal to or
greater than 5 ITC hits, ji, — / / , wi th both tracks having ITC hits equal to 5 or at least

'Refer to (.lie [42] for complete compoiicnl.s of readout, l . iming signals.
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Figure 10.17: Illustrations for the characteristics of a cosmic event.
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one track greater than 6, and h — h with unrestricted ITC hits. The latter contribution
is non-negligible., far the cosmic muons could miss some subdetector information due to
trigger mismatching and would be identified as a hadron. By doing this complementary
search, any clanger from the calculation of ITC hit efficiency and trigger effect on the
particle identification can be avoided.

The following cut is applied for the complementary events not containing electrons.

4.2 The event satisfying the complementary conditions of 4.1
must have both |</0|'s larger than 0.1 cm with similar magnitudes
and opposite signs, i.e., \d0<i + d0<2\/(\d0ii\ + |d0,2|) < 0.3.

The (I0 distribution for the complementary sample is shown in the first plot of Fig-
ure 10.1S(c) for data. Apart from the huge accumulation of the events at (0,0), vertical
and horizontal bands are observed corresponding to the interactions and multiple scat-
tering of the tracks with detector material which are also expected in the TT Monte
Carlo shown in.Figure 10.19(c). From the previous discussion on the anticorrelation,
however, the cosmic signature is expected in a negative slope line, which in fact is
observed in the data, but not in the TT Monte Carlo.

To be sure the rejected events by (I0 cuts (4.2) are the cosmics, the Z0 distribution
for those events is plotted in the second of (c) where the circle is for finally rejected
events while the triangle is for sa.ved events as rr's not satisfying the momentum
balance. Two off-diagonal bands of sa,me slope are shown for the cosmics arrived at
about 360±100 ns after the beam crossing where their arrival time lags can be deduced
from the Z0 separation of both tracks (3.G±1.0 cm) and from the knowledge of TPC
drift velocity (5 cm//*s). The averaged TO measured by ECAL wires (300±100 ns)
is quite compatible with the deduced time lag from the averaged Z0 separation. The
cosmics in diagonal have many ITC hits and /t — /t topology, while the off-diagonal
cosmics have T T - T T topology with O ITC hits. This structure due to the timing is not
apparent in the corresponding plot for the TT Monte Carlo.

The last plot in (c) shows the momentum balance between the two reconstructed
tracks with all cuts applied including the d0 ones, except the momentum balance.
The rejected events as cosmics are well balanced in momenta, which are uniformly
distributed over large domain.

From these additional cuts against cosmics, 28, 55, and 66 events are further re-
jected in 1991, 1992, and 1993 data samples respectively, representing 0.24% of selected
events by TSLTOl. The TT loss during these rejections are quite small being only
(0.004±O.OOJ)%.

Figure 10.20 shows the ECAL t iming (TO) for rejected events. For the figure, the
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only missing component is the \i — TT toplogy with O ITC hits : 15 events representing
14% of O ITC cosmics. Their TO distribution is in between that of fj. — fi and TT-TT.

The remaining cosmics are estimated by mutiplying the rejected events from d0 cut
(4.2) by the inefficiency to efficiency ratio of that cut obtained using the identified
cosimcs with the restrained ITC and identification conditions (4.1)15. The efficiency of
the d0 cut is averaged over the 3 years and is 0.81±0.04. The estimate for remaining
cosmics are separately done for 2 muons, 1 muon, and O muon topologies as written
below :

/t — f.i fi — h h — h sum
for TT 1.2±0.5 0.2±0.2 13.7±1.9 15±2
for/ / . 2.3±1.0 0.2±0.2 - 3±1

Finally, the estimated cosmic background fraction for TT is (0.024±0.003)% and for
// is (0.012±0.005)%, therefore negligible.

10.3 Dimuons

The dimuon background is mostly rejected by the leading momentum sum < 1.6 xEf,eam

cut in TSLTOl Iea.ving 1468 (3%) events out of 53931 initial statistics generated by
KORL06 at peak energy used in this analysis. Then for the events with both lead-
ing tracks identified as muons by QMUIDO or one identified as muon and the other
with momentum greater than 0.9x/?(,eam (called dimuon-liké), Etot is demanded to be
smaller tha.n 1.8xJ?(cam . The EM cut rejects mainly the events of energy between 1.6
and 1.8, but also the events with initial state radiation resulting in only 194 events left
in the (J. — \i Monte Carlo (3.6xlO~3 rejection).

The remaining small (0.21%) dimuon background can be reduced still more using
the momentum correlation of leading tracks.

An event passing TSLTOl is considered as a dimuon event if it satisfies the following
conditions 1 or 2.

1. If both leading tracks are identified as muons, both their momenta
should be larger than 10 GeV/c with at least one larger than 43 GeV/c.

2. If one leading is identified as a. rnuon, while the other as a hadron,
their momenta should be larger than 10 GcV /c with the muon momentum

15It is assumed l,hat Uic remaining cosmics have only 2 good (,racks not identified as electrons with
the momentum asymmetry not worse than 30%.
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larger than 44 GeV/ c or that of the other track larger than 44 GeV/c with
calorimetric energy less than 10 GeV.

Figure 10.21 shows the momentum distributions for /j, — ft and JJL- h topologies with
the corresponding cuts drawn in i-if-t Monte Carlo, in TT Monte Carlo, and in data. As
is shown in the plot (a), the principal feature of the remaining [ip is one muon at beam
energy while the other lost energy by radiation. This is well observed in the data (c).
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Figure 10.21: The momentum distributions Cor (i —U(U)-(G), and for /f — ir(d)-(f) topolo-
gies. The TT Monte Carlo is normalized to the same number of tans after TSLTOl.

According to the rejected events in data and by subtracting the expected loss of TT
events, the following table is obtained.

Among the 69 identified fifi events in data representing (0.11±0.1)% of the TSLTOl
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Rejected dimuon background
1993 1992 1991 sum

rejected jtt/i 13±4 39±7 16±4 69±9
W MC pred. 71±7 73±7 32±3 175±16

TT sample,, 66 (81%) are of /L/.—/t topology with both leading tracks identified as muons
by TAUPIDX.

The 2.5 times larger predition of /</« Monte Carlo is explained by the pessimistic
simulation of the radiative tail shown in the Etot distribution compared to the data.
See Figure 10.22(a) where both plots for data, and /t/t Monte Carlo of p. — // topology
tagged with one momentum larger than 40 GeV/c are normalized inside the plot. It
shows that a relatively large number of events in /</f Monte Carlo remains after the
TSLTOl (Etot < 1.8xEbeam ) cut, then rejected.

The momentum distribution shown in Figure 10.22 for the tagged events looks not
too bad although the same type of problem exists. This effect might remain after the
TSLTOl Etot cut, but it is hard to test because of limited statistics.

The estimate for the remaining /</< contribution is based on the same method as
for Bhabhas explained previously. The observed rate of \i\i events in the data by the
correlated momentum cuts are multiplied by the inefficiency to efficiency ratio of that
rejection obtained from the mi Monte Carlo. Table 10.5 gives the results.

45±11 fifi events are estimated to remain in the final rr sample representing a
fraction of (0.07±0.02)% with a small rr loss of (0.023±0.003)%. The number of p\i
background for the muon sample is 73±18 (0.35±0.09%), yielding the ratio of this
number to the estimated background for rr as l.6±0.4. The estimate for the 1993 rr
sample 9±4 is very small compared with for the other years16. This is because the
Etot distribution for 1993 drops more rapidly in the tail than for 1992 and therefore
relatively smaller number of dimuons are left after Etot > 1.8xEbeam cut as clearly
shown in Figure 10.23(a). Then the plot (b) shows the momentum distributions of
tagged muons, which are very close to each other with the same mean 45.3 GeV/c, but
a 1.7% narrower spread (2.99 GeVJc] in 1993 compared to 1992.

Then Figure 10.24 shows the momentum distribution for the n — fj, type events
already shown in Figure 10.21(c), but now splitting the sample into 1993 and 1992
data. In addition to smaller population in 1993 of /./,/* events in the rejection region,
the density of events around the cuts is also less in 1993.

16A smaller fraction of //.// background in (.lie 1993 data is also observed at the TSLTOl level[53].
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Figure 10.22: The Etot distributions for the tagged \i\i events (a), and the muon mo-
mentum distributions (b) where the opposite is tagged to have a momentum larger
than 40 GeV/c.
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Figure 10.23: The Etot distributions for the tagged u.f.i events for 1993 in triangle and
1992 in dotted (a.), and the muon momentum distributions (b) where the opposite is
tagged to have a momentum larger than 40 GeV'/c with same conventions as in (a).
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Systematics for the momentum cuts will be discussed in the section 11.2.
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Figure 10.24: The momentum distributions for /i — //. topology for two years of data
taking.

estimate
prccl.
estimate
prccl.

for TT

for /t

1993
9±4
46±5
14 ±6
76±9

1992
25±7
47±5

42±J1
78±9

1991
11±4
21±2
18±6
33±4

sum
45±11
114±13
73±18

187±23

Table 10.5: 21^e cst\ma,les for the dimuon background together with predictions from
the \L\I Monte Carlo. Errors in the estimates are statistical ones plus systematics from
the momentum cuts explained in the section 11.2.

10.4 77 processes

The 77 processes are rejected in TSLTOI by a. cut on the acollinearity (< 160° ), the
sum of jet energies (> 0.35 x/?(,<,„,„ ), and the transverse momentum balance between
the jets (> O.OG6x£(,eom ) resulting in a 0.41% contribution to the TT sample after
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TSLTOl. The cuts introduced in this section incorporate the particle identification
information to improve the 77 signatures.

An event passing TSLTOl is considered as a 77-4e+e~ event if it satisfies the fol-
lowing conditions :

1. The event has the e — e, or e — crack topology with their calorimetric
energies smaller than 35 GeV and the momentum and energy asymmetries17

smaller than 0.4 and 0.6, respectively.

2. The acollinearity is less than 170°.

An event passing TSLTOl is considered as a 77—»/z+^~ event if it satisfies the
following conditions :

1. Both leading tracks are identified as muons with the sum of their calori-
metric energies smaller than 25 GeV and the momentum asymmetry smaller
than 0.4.

2. The acollinearity is less than 170°.

The distributions of energy and momentum balance show no strong signal for 77-
induced events in data, and the cuts are optimized based on the corresponding 77 and
TT Monte Carlos.

Figure 10.25 is given for the acollinearity distributions of each type of events where
all the cuts are already applied except the acollinearity. In each case, the data has a long
tail which can be attributable as the 77-processes well agreed with the simulations.
The events of large acollinearity (< 170° ) in the plots then are cut out as the 77-
induced events, while the extrapolation is done to estimate the remaining 77 events
assuming the acollinearity distributions are well described by the simulations. This
estimation procedure is the same method used for the Bhabha events and /uyu's.

Table 10.6 summarizes the number of rejected events and the estimates for the
remaining 77—>e+e~ and 77— ï fJ.+n~ events.

The 46 77—>e+e~ events represent (0.07±0.02)% of the final TT sample and 82
electrons from the 77—le+e~ , (0.40±0.10)% of the e sample. One 77->e+e~ event is
estimated from Monte Carlo to contribute 1.Si^Jj to e in average, while this number is

l.S+S'j for 77-»/'V-

17TIiC energy asymmetry is defined as \E\ - E^\l(Ei +
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rejected
rejected

77— >ë*
77-V">~

1993
15±5
14±4

1992
15±5
18±5

1991
12±4
14±4

sum
42±8
46±7

estimate for 77— >e~*~e~ * ~ ~
for TT
for e
estimate for

17±6 16±6 13±5 46±13
30±10 29±10 23±8 82±21

for TT
for \i

15±5 20±6 15±5 50±13
27±9 35±11 26±9 89±21

Table 10.6: The number of rejected 77—>e+e and 77—>/^+/i events, and the estimates
for the remaining backgrounds.

The number of rejected 77 events and the estimates for remaining 77*8 are in good
agreement with the absolute predictions from the corresponding Monte Carlos. 39±6
and 43±6 are for the rejected events by the 77—>e+e~ and 77—>^+/^~ cuts respectively,
and 43±6 and 49±6 for the remaining 77 processes in the final TT sample.

The TT loss due to this additional cuts is (0.030±0.04)%, in which 0.019% is due
to the 77—^e+e~ cuts.

In addition to the contributions from the 77-»e+e~ and 77—»//+//~ , a contribution
from the 77—>r+r~ is also expected by an amount of 39±6 (0.06%) events in the final
sample. No special attempt is made to reduce this 77—>T+T~ contribution as their
decay topologies are identical to those of rr's from the e+e~—>r+r~ process under
study. The ratio of the number of electrons to taus for 77->r+r~ is 0.16±0.04 and of
muons to taus is 0.09±0.03.

The contributions from the VDM and QPM uu/dd processes are expected to be
small from the corresponding Monte Carlo studies [49] (15±7) and do not contaminate
the electron or muon samples.

Table 10.7 summarizes the final 77 background contaminations in the T samples.

10.4.1 Z—>qq and four-fermion processes

The Z->qc background, contributing only to TT not to the e nor fi sample, is expected
from the Monte Carlo [51] at a rate of (0.26±0.03)%. The correctness of the Monte
Carlo prediction is checked by looking at the data and the qq Monte Carlo in a phase
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Figure 10.25: The acollinearity distributions for 77 induced events, where all the cuts
except the acollinearity are already applied. The TT Monte Carlo is normalized to data
inside this plot and the 77 Monte Carlo is normalized to the difference of the number
of events between the data and the TT MC below 170° .

77->e+e
77->/K-*>-
77— »T+T~

77-><7<7
sum

for TT
0.07±0.02
O.OS±0.02
0.06±0.01
0.02±0.01
0.23±0.03

e
0.40±0.10

O
0.06±0.02

O
0.46±0.10

M
O

0.43±0.10
0.04±0.01

O
0.47±0.10

Table 10.7: Summary for 77 backgrounds (in %).
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space region where the Z—tqq is dominant, and also directly comparing the variables
(number of objects and the opening angle) used }n the r selection, both checks showing
a good agreement with a better precision than the quoted error from the Monte Carlo
statistics.

Small contributions from the l+ l~ff processes are also expected. Their rates are
calculated using the complete simulations for the four fermion states [55].

The following table is a brief summary for cross sections at peak energy of the
'most' contributing channels to the T sample (in pb).

ff -> /i+n T+T dd uu ss
Jl
e+e- 2.98 1.66 0.75 2.15 0.63
Li+n~ - 0.55 -

The other processes give less than 2 events in total (0.003% of the TT sample) and
are safely neglected.

For each process displayed above, 1000 events arc generated, and the following
number of events are left.

If —» /i.+[i T+T dd uu ss
Jl
e+e~ 63 508 88 110 29
JL+T 3 8 4 - - -

The selection efficiencies for these processes are independent of the ±2 GeV scan
of production energy (\/s), but the cross sections vary by a factor of 2, and therefore
the expected rates are obtained from a convolution of the cross sections at each energy
with the luminosity taken at that energy.

For the 6 types of events, the expected number of backgrounds for rr, e, and //
samples are given in the following table.
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llff
CCf.lf.1

eerr
eedd
eeufi
eess
UIlTT

sum

for rr
11±1
46±2
4±1

14±1
2±1

12±1
88±3

e
10±1
13±t
4±1

13±1
2±1
3±1

45±2

V
O

12±1
O
O
O

3±1
15±1

The expected number of 4-fermion events represents (0.14±0.01)% of the final rr
sample where the half come from the eerr process, (0.22±0.01)% of e, and (0.07±0.01)%
of // due mainly to the eerr. The ratio of the backgrounds for e's to their con-
tribution for tans is 0.25±0.01 being larger than the corresponding value for the
e+e~-4r+r~ events (about. 0.1(5) and the ratio of background contributions for /x to for
taus 0.085±0.()0(i i* much smaller than for the e+e~-»r+r~ (about 0.17). Therefore
their contribution?* alfrr i the e and // branching ratio measurements and are subtracted
properly in the final samples.

10.4.2 Summary for the non-r backgrounds

The various non-r backgrounds in the final r samples are recorded in Table 10.8.

Bhabha
cosmic rays
dimuon
77 processes
Ti—ïqq

4-fermion
sum

TT

0.15±0.03
0.02

0.07±0.02
0.23±0.03
0.26±0.03
O.MiO.Ol
O.SS±0.06

e

0.49±0.08
O
O

0.4G±0.10
O

0.22±0.01
1.17±0.13

P
O

0.01
0.35±0.09
0.47±0.10

O
0.07±0.01
0.90±0.13

Table 10.8: Summary for non-r backgrounds (in %).

The total TT loss during the additional background rejections against Bhabha,
dimuon, and 77's is expected to be 0.19% from the TT Monte Carlo (TT loss due
to Bhabha and dimuon rejections is checked in data : see Section 13.3.7).

From the Bhabha and TT cross sections and luminosities taken at each energy
and assuming the Bhablia rejection efficiencies are independent of beam energy, the
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expected fraction of Bhabhas in 1993 TT sample is 20% larger than in 1992 due to off-
peak contribution. Table 10.9 summarizes the expected fractions of each background in
1993 and 1991 TT samples in unit of the corresponding background fractions in 199218.

1993
1991

Biiabha
1.20
1.10

77~>e+e
1.34
1.19

77->/'V
1.46
1.24

Table 10.9: The expected enhancement of non-T backgrounds in 1991 and 1993 runs
compared with 1992 run due to scan.

Figure 10.26 shows the estimated background fractions in the e or ^ sample.

Then the final statistics, the selection efficiencies, and the background fractions for
TT are collected in Table 10.10, while a. corresponding table for e and /z will be given
in Chapter 14.

data sample
NTT
CTT
rnon-T
JTT

1991
11170

0.781S±0.0017
0.0103±0.0009

1992
25913

0.7827±0.0017
O.OOS5±0.0006

1993
25166

0.7809±0.0018
0.0085±0.0006

Table 10.10: Statistics of the TT data sample for the 3 running periods. ETT is the
TT selection efficiency determined from data as explained in the previous chapter and
/"°-"~r is the estimated contamination from non-r backgrounds.

18For Biiabha fractions, I3AI3AMC and UNI13A13 predict 1.25 and 1.13 respectively for 1993, while
1.14 and 1.07 for 1991. The averaged fractions arc given in the table.
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Figure 10.26: The measured background contaminations in the e or u, sample compared
at the peak energy. The rales of each year are scaled to the corresponding rates at
the Z° peak to be independent of the energy scan in 1991 and 1993. For example,
the Dhabha fraction in the 1993 e sample is divided by 1.20, the 77-Ie+e~ fraction by
1.34, and the 77-»/.t+/t~ fraction in the \i by 1.46. The averages for 3 years are shown
by a vertical line together with the corresponding Monte Carlo predictions by arrows.



Chapter 11

Systematic studies for non-r
backgrounds

The important systematic* concerning the Bhabha and dimuon backgrounds are dis-
cussed in this chapter.

11.1 Bhabha background

Evaluation of systematics

The energy (Ei ^-2} distributions of one hemisphere where the opposite is tagged with
momentum larger than 40 GeV/c show that BABAMC is in fact in better agreement
with data than UNlBAB (see Figure 11.1). The peaks in both generators deviate from
data by 1 GeV, while the radiative tail is better simulated in BABAMC. For the off-
peak events in 1993 data (c)-(d), the data is shifted by -1.5 GeV from the Monte Carlo
distributions which are generated at peak energy.

Figure 11.2 gives the EI + EI distributions, although they are not directly relevant
for the systematics of CUTs 1, applied in a correlated way to the energy of each
hemisphere.

The events passing TSLTOl would ha.ve quite different distributions, which are
difficult to test since the statistics at this stage is small.

In any case, as the energy plots indicate there might be a systematic effect for the
energy cuts by order of 2 GeV, the cuts on the hemisphere energies for Bhabha Monte
Carlos are varied by cut values ±2 GeV (see Table 11.1). Several interesting features

173
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Bhabha DATA(peak)/BABAMC

B

10

10*

to

DATA (peok)

BABAMC
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Energy (GeV)

B

(O

Bhabha DATA(peak)AJNIBAB

20 25 30 3S 40 45 50 55 60 65 70
Energy (GeV)

(a) (b)

B/jad/7a DATA(off-peak)/BABAMC Bhabha DATA(off-peak)/UNIBAB
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Energy (GeV)
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(c) (cl)

Figure 11.1: Comparison of energy distributions of one hemisphere when the opposite
is tagged with P>40 GeV/c between data(l991-93) and two Bhabha Monte Carlos.
The histograms arc normalized to the same number oC entries.
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Bhabha DATA/BABAMC Bhabha DATA/UNIEAB

(a)

100 120 140
Energy (GeV)

100 120 140
Energy (GeV)

(b)

Figure 11.2: Comparison of energy distributions for Bhabha events. The events are
selected to have e — e topology and the leading momentum of one hemisphere larger
than 40 GeV/c with that of the opposite larger than 20 GeV/c. The histograms are
normalized to the same number of entries.
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in Table 11.1 are noteworthy.

The variation of the estimates for e is smaller compared to for TT in — shift. At -2
GeV shift from the applied energy values, the variation is 13% for r, but only 4% for e.
For e—e and e—crack topologies, the events rejected additionally by the tightened cuts,
in fact, would be rejected by CUTs 2 otherwise. This can be seen from the final number
of events (10,8,10,7) for each topology (e — e,e — crack,e — h,crack — h) in comparison
with (10,8,17,7) of standard cut values for BABAMC. Therefore the net effects of the
shift is to increase the scale factor for e — e topology by 34%, while decreasing the
number of remaining e — h events with mild changes of their scale factors cancelling
the previous increment. The cancellation is then close to the maximum for e estimate
where the number of e — e events is multiplied by 2.

In the + shift, there is a compensation and the estimates at +2 GeV converge to
the standard values. This is due to the effects of shift are mostly controlled by the
e — e topology for which CUTs 2 acts on resulting (15,8,19,8) final number of events
in BABAMC. The cancellation in this case is made inside the e — e with its number of
events increased but decreased (by 32%) scale factor.

With UNIBAB the variations in either side are relatively moderate, and the quoted
variations given in the table are always ta.ken from the averages of BABAMC and
UNIBAB, which are smaller than the statistical uncertainties of the estimates.

The final systematic errors coming from this energy cut are then obtained by taking
the maximal variations of each estimate within the varied range, amounting 0.02% for
NTT and 0.03% for Nc. The systematics contributes 24% (7%) of total systematics for
Bhabha estimates for TT (e}.

The correlation between the hemisphere energies and the Etot was neglected in the
previous discussions on the systcmatics for CUTs 1. Figure 11.3 shows the correlated
plot for the maximum of E\ and E2 to Etot . The correlation, in fact, is very weak
around E\or2 of 40 GeV where CUTs 1 rejections are situated. Etot can scan wide
range by undetected final state radiations not affecting the cosO* configuration. The
dead storeys, for example, can provide a loss of photons at this level (10~4) of Bhabha
rejection.

ECAL energy calibration

It is mandatory to check the ECAL energy calibration using the Bhabha events, in
particular as a function of year and barrel and both cndca.ps. The energy calibration
shown in Figure 11.4(a) is in good agreement between 1992 and 1993. The sample is
selected to have both electrons with one electron momentum larger than 40 GeV/c.
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variation of energy cuts
-2 GeV -1 GeV applied values +1 GeV +2 GeV (MAX-MIN)/2

Bhabha estimate for TT

82±15 89±15 94±16 105±18 102±18 12

Bhabha estimate for e

96±17 98±15 100±16 106±18

Table 11.1: The variation of Bhabha background estimates for different energy cut
values. Here -2 GeV means , for example, that the energy cuts are changed only for
Bhabha Monte Carlos to 38, 28, 18, 8 GeV instead of the adopted 40, 30, 20, 10. GeV
values.

60

50

40

30

20
1.5 2

.vs.x,
2.5

iot

Figure 11.3: The maximum hemisphere energy versus xtoi distributions for the rejected
events by CUTs 1 or 2 in data.
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The effect of scan in 1993 data is clearly visible in (b) at peak-2 GeV, while in case of
peak-f2 GeV the. efTect is visible, as the. initial state radiation processes are more active
at this energy.

The variation of ECAL Bhabha energies a,s a function of their production angle
cosO" is checked to sec any subcomponent dependent effects of the calibration. The
angular region is divided into 4 angular zones of ECAL, \cosO* \ > 0.8, 0.85-0.72,
0.72-0.5, < 0.5, and the mean and r.m.s values are recorded (see Table 11.2). The
statistical uncertainties in each sample are about 0.03% for the means and 1% for
the r.m.s. values. The mean energy scale for 1993 peak data is 500 MeV lower than
1992 data with 5% smaller r.m.s. value, mainly clue to the reduced high energy tail in
1993 data compared to 1992. In both data, the r.m.s. arc worse in the cosO* range of
0.85-0.72 (32° - 44° ) region which include the overlaps between the ECAL barrel and
endcaps, having 1.7 times larger value than in barrel with 1 or 2% smaller mean value.
The mean for endcaps is almost identica.1 to that for barrel (the difference is less than
0.5%) only with 1.3 times larger energy resolution. The UNIBAB description (found
in Figure 11.2 together with BABAMC) is very poor especially underestimating the
low energy tail and giving 2 GcV higher mean and 8% smaller r.m.s. values.

\cosO*\ >0.85, 0.72-0.85, 0.5-0.72, <0.5, all (unit)
'92
MEAN
R.M.S
'93
MEAN
R.M.S
'93(peak)
MEAN
R.M.S
UNlBAB
MEAN
R.M.S

89.2
4.2

88.5
4.5

88.7
4.2

91.1
4.0

88.2
5.5

8(5.9
5.3

87.0
5.3

90.4
4.9

88.9
3.3

88.3
3.5

88.5
3.3

91.1
3.2

89.3
3.3

89.0
3.2

89.1
3.0

91.5
3.0

89.0
4.1

88.3
4.2

88.5
3.9

91.1
3.7

GeV
GeV

GeV
GeV

GeV
GeV

GeV
GeV

Table 11.2: The mean and r.m.s values for the Bhabha energy distributions in different
angular regions.
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Figure 11.4: ECAL energy calibrations tested by Bhabha events.
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11.1.1 Bhabha estimates for each production energy

The remaining Bhabha. fractions are hardly distributed uniformly over the scanned
energies. Relatively larger Bhabha. fraction is expected for peak-2 GeV run.

On the other hand, as the estimate depends linearly on the quantity of identified
Bhabha events in the rejection region of energy (or angular) cuts, which might be
relatively smaller in the peak-2 GeV sample, the use of Bhabha Monte Carlos generated
at peak may underestimate the Bliabha background in this sample. If that is true, then
the underestimate wouln't be cancelled by a possible overestimate for the peak+2 GeV
data, since the energy distribution for the pcak+2 GeV is not different from that of the
peak (see the previous plot and Figure ll.l(c) for the hemisphere energy of off-peak
events showing a net effect from the peak-2 GeV contribution.). Thus the stability of
Bhabha rejections across the 2 GcV shift should be checked.

To see if there is any real effect from the scan, the whole procedure explained in
Section 10.1 is repeated with 3 subsamples depending on their energy in 1993 : peak-2
GeV, peak, and 'pcak+2 GeV. The number of events for each sample is 3148, 17243,
and 4775 respectively, corresponding to 12.5%, 68.5%, and 19% of 1993 TT sample.
The Bhabha estimate for each sample is collected in the following :

peak-2 GcV pcak+2 GeV peak sum
for TT 8+2 6±2 25+6 39±8
for e 9+3 7+3 29±6 45+9

Then in terms of fractions present in each sample (in %),

peak-2 GeV peak+2 GeV peak sum
for TT 0.25±O.OG 0.13±0.04 0.15+0.03 0.16±0.03
fore 0.86±0.29 0.44+0.19 0.49+0.10 0.53+0.11

The estimated background fraction in the peak-2 GeV is 2 times larger than in
peak+2 GeV, demonstrating no severe unstability of rejections and corresponding es-
timates for Bhabha events1. The estimated Bhabha contamination in each sample is
distributed reasonably over each energy scale and, in particular, gives no indication of
underestimate for Bhabha events in the pcak-2 GeV sample.

1TIiIs factor-of-two enhancement of the IBhabha fraction in the pcak-2 GeV is also observed by two
groups working on the tan forward/backward asymmetry.
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11.2 Dimuon background

Systematics of the momentum exits are studied by comparing data and dimuon Monte
Carlo momentum distributions of one hemisphere where the opposite is tagged with
P > 40 GeV/c (see Figure 10.22(b)). The peaks agree with the r.m.s. of 3.00
GeVYC and 3.35 GeV/c respectively for data and simulation.

The fraction of events below 43 GeV/c is 6.7% in data, while 7.7% in Monte Carlo,
and the systematic error is estimated by lowering the cut value by 300 MeV/c in
simulation to have the same integrated area below the cut as in data2.

The -300 MeV/c shift of cut values in simulation is reasonable, as the cuts are
about 1 CT away from the peak and the only difference between the two distributions is
the 350 MeV/c larger resolution in simulation.

With these deplaced cuts (42.7 and 43.7 GeV/c instead of 43 and 44 GeV/c ) in
simulation, the estimation procedure gives 38±10 for TT and 62±15 for // samples.
The differences between the two estimates-6±12 and -11±1S are then considered as a
systematic error being 14% and 16% of the estimates for TT and p, respectively.

2It is assumed that this systematic effect persists after TSLTOl pre-selection.



Chapter 12

The lepton definition

In the previous chapter on the non-r backgrounds, the terms like 'e sample' and '/^
sample' are used without specifying them. This chapter is devoted to the definition
of a leptonic hemisphere, the studies of the corresponding efficiency ((e/)/£>), and the
background from T hadronic decays

The definition for leptonic tau decays should be optimal in keeping the maximal
number of signals r— ̂ uTuee(j) and r->;/Ti//(/.t(7), while ruling out most of the hadronic
T decays which, otherwise would be confused as leptonic. This definition should also
permit systematic checks at the level of 1 %0.

The basic tool to identify leptons is a likelihood method for a single track, realized by
TAUPIDX, as shown in Chapters 6- 7. The identification procedure provides estimators
for a track reconstructed in the TPC and its associated shower shapes in the ECAL
arid HCAL, which are used to discriminate between electrons, muons and hadrons.

A leptonic hemisphere contains only one good track, which is identified as an elec-
tron or a muon by TAUPIDX, and its invariant mass with neighbouring photons is not
compatible with hadron resonances.

In subsequent sections, each component of the lepton definition is discussed in
details. After then, a data and Monte Carlo comparison for lepton selection efficiencies
((SI)SEI) is done in the following chapter. The following table summarizes the principal
ingredients of the lepton definition.

182
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Jeptoii identification
component

one good track
particle id.

invariant mass veto

To be determined

(SI)ID /h— H

checks for (e/)sc/

To get some quantitative ideas for the following discussions, the statistics for the
final samples after the lepton definition are recorded in Table 12.1.

Ne
ty.

1993
8487
8513

1992
8432
8526

1991
3652
3708

sum
20571
18047

Table 12.1: The statistics of Icplon samples.

12.1 One good track requirement

The good track conditions are listed in Chapter 10. They consist of 4 TPC space-points
associated to a track to get the correct helix parameters and a good extrapolation to
the interaction point, while the secondary tracks from an interaction of a primary
track with detector material and from a photon conversion would in general miss the
interaction region.

About 2% (0.04%) of r—>t/T/7ee(7) (r->fTi/,j//(7)) decays have more than 1 good
track because of photons from radiation or bremsstrahlung, followed by conversions
into ee pairs. Most of the ee pairs converted outside the beam pipe with small momenta
wouldn't qualify as good tracks extrapolating to the interaction point.

12.1.1 Former preliminary 1991 analysis

In fact for 1991, an analysis1 with no restrictions on the number of good tracks in
leptonic channels used a delicate pair f inding algorithm to reconstruct the converted
photons and the original topologies. However, the overall functionality of that algo-
rithm depends crucially on how each particle is identified when they are close to each
other, which is quite hard to test. Apart from a. small uncertainty on the pair finding

'Presented to the 2"d Workshop on 7'nn Lepton Physics (19!)2,0hio).
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efficiencies, 37% of the hadron contamination, according to a Monte Carlo study, are lo-
calized in the high track multiplicities (Figure 12.1) and tfiey are not controllable with
proper test samples. Therefore they depend on the Monte Carlo, which is probably
not reliable at this level.

For /i events, the bremsstrahlung is suppressed by a. factor of (m,,/???.,,)2 ~ 2 • 10~5

leaving the radiation (ISR and FSR) as the only source of photons.
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Figure 12.1: rr/ie number of good track distributions for generated leptons (in full line),
identified "leptons" (in dashed line), and hadrons in that "lepton" sample after the pair
finding algorithm once used for 1991 analysis.

Table 12.2 summarizes the characteristics of the 1991 lepton definition.

These observations explain the main motivation for the lepton definition adopted
in this analysis to which we return.

12.1.2 How to determine the 'one good track' efficiency ?

The only thing to be determined is the fraction of lepton events with more than 1 good
track, i.e., the inefficiency induced by the single track requirement. As this fraction of
e events is about 1.7% by Monte Carlo, it ' l l be sufficient to check it at the 5 to 10%
level. Any complicated had rot i contamination with more than 1 good track multiplicity
become zero by definit ion, contributing no syst.cma.tics. In short, the one-good-track
requirement keeps the analysis in the well-established working-ground of single track
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Table 12.2: Monte Carlo studies for 199Ï Icpton definition (in %).

1 good track 2 3 4
"e" sample

fraction of events
id. efficiency
/i contamination

98.3±0.1 l.OiO.l
94.9±0.1 76±3
1.7±0.1 41±3

0.7±0.1
83±3
41±3

O.OliO.Ol
33±27
89±10

"//' sample
fraction of events
id. efficiency
h contamination

99.6±0.1 0.24±0.03
89.6±0.2 73±5
2.2±0.1 35±6

0.14±0.02
92±4
63±5

-

reconstruction with the TPC space-points, avoiding to deal with dE/dx sharing and
ECAL/HCAL delicate simulations.

Monte Carlo values for the inefficiency of 1 good track requirement are checked and
corrected in two independent ways by comparing data and Monte Carlo.

A. Looking at the number of reconstructed tracks

In the first method, the number of reconstructed tracks are compared. A reconstructed
track, if it is not good, has large \d.0\ or |z0|

 2. Even though the e hemispheres have only
one good track by definition, they can possess any number of (badly) reconstructed
tracks. An excess of events with many reconstructed tracks should imply an excess of
events with many good tracks once properly scaled3. Given an identical photon energy
spectrum for simulation as data, this method tests how large the photon conversion
probabilities are in terms of detector material along the radial direction. See Fig-
ure 12.2 for the number of reconstructed tracks (simply called 'tracks') distributions,
and Figure 12.3 for the photon energy spectrum of e and /^ samples indicating similar
energy distributions in data and Monte Carlo.

The data and Monte Carlo distributions arc compatible : the excess of data over
Monte Carlo for the number of e (ft) hemispheres with > 2 tracks is 16±22 (-9±13).
Then the differences should be scaled by a. ratio of the number of generated lepton
events resulting in more than 1 good track to the number of correctly identified lepton

2Thc definition of reconstructed tracks is given in Chapter 10.
3ThIs will be false if the excess is related with a difference in the photon spectrum and/or the good

track reconstruction efficiency as a function of energy. The later cannot be a cause, since the electrons
from a conversion have a low energy where the pattern recognition problem is strongly reduced.
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FJgure 12.2: Tie number of reconstructed track distributions (per hemisphere) for
lepton samples. Data drawn in triangle, is well reproduced by Monte Carlo (dotted
histogram) normalized in this plot, while the remaining hadron background from r
decays (hatched histogram) is about 10% in cases of> 2 tracks.
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Figure 12.3: The photon energy spectrum for identified iepton samples. Data in triangle
are compared to Monte Carlo histogram normalized inside this plot.

events witli more than 1 reconstructed track. The ratio for electron is 0.97±0.04 and
for muon 0.56±0.04, giving an estimate for the excess of lepton event loss of 17±22 for
electron and -5±7 for muon. The excess is compatible with zero for both leptons, and
the statistical precision of this test (0.11% for e) is already satisfactory. The following
table summarizes the estimates by the first method.

data-MC : The first method
1993

-5±13
7±5

1992
22±14
-8±4

1991 sum
0±S 17±22
-4±3 -5±7

B. Comparing the number of photons

The second method checks the photon multiplicities detected in EGAL for lepton
events. More photons are emitted, larger is the chance that an event contains an
ee pair. More precisely, this comparison determines the photon generation rate, while
the probability of photon conversions yielding an additional good track is measured in
T decays with TT°'S. Then

data] x /V->>i gooritrack (12.1)
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can be compared to the équivalent quantity for Monte Carlo and gives an estimate for
the number of lost lepton events in data.

• Counting photons

In practice, due to the ECAL threshold (~ 300 MeV) the detected number of
photons might be different from the generated number of photons, and the detection
efficiency simulation for the low energy photons could be unreliable. See Figure 12.4
for the ECAL threshold effect. The large excess of e data around 600 MeV can be
interpreted as originating from a real physical process, more fake photons in data, more
steep energy calibration function, and/or a. high photon detection efficiency convoluted
with higher threshold (the later two are not confirmed by // data).

2 2.5
V energy (GeV)

0.5 1.5 2 2.5 3
y energy (GeV)

(a) e sample (b) fi sample

Figure 12.4: The photon energy spectrum Cor identified lepton samples. This plot is a
zoom of Figurel2.3 with (T) hudron contamination shown in hatched.

Given no clear dissociation of the various effects, it is better to avoid the delicate low
energy region. Therefore only photons with energy larger than 800 MeV are counted,
and to complete the energy cloma.in a more direct approach is chosen at low energy
: the number of events with one or two additional good tracks from a conversion are
compared when the sum of their momenta is below 800 MeV.

4Becanse of the requirement of 4 TPC space-points, photons with energy smaller than 150 MeV
cannot yield reconstructed tracks. The shift, of measured photon energies in TPC due to an unrecon-
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In comparing the number of photons, it is necessary to avoid photons which show
the signature of hadronic final states, otherwise the disagreement of hadron misiden-
tification into electron confuse the lepton efficiency test. Therefore, if an event has 2
photons around the lepton track, the hadronic mass should be less than 0.5 GeV/c2 or
greater than 1.0 GeV/c2 assuming a pion mass for the track, and the 77 mass less
than 0.1 GeV/c2 or greater than 0.2 GeV/c2, while the efficiency of each requirement
is obtained from Monte Carlo and properly taken into account in the final estimation.
If there are 3 photons, the hadron mass should be smaller than 0.5 GeV/c2, and the
events of more than 3 photons are not counted. The efficiencies of hadron mass condi-
tions are 0.73±0.03 and 0.51±0.07 for 2 and 3 photons respectively for e sample and
0.81±0.14 for 2 photons in /i together with lepton purities of about (91±1)% for both
samples.

The difference of total number of photons between data and Monte Carlo is, after
the efficiency corrections 168±85 for e sample and 55±34 for fi. The differences are
small and scaled by the probabilities of retaining one additional good track from a
conversion. Figure 12.5 shows the photon multiplicity distributions for identified lepton
samples where the hadron mass conditions are applied.

• Determination of /V-»>i

It's not possible to determine P^-^>igood track directly from e data. Thus e and
/>-»7T7r0 Monte Carlo will be used to gel; the probability and the correctness of the
value will be checked by comparing p data with Monte Carlo.

The probabilities of conversion yielding one or two good tracks can be decomposed
into two parts :

' T — l>l goor] track = ' >1 good track \conv. ' 'conv.

The first part P>] good track \conv. means the probability of retaining at least one good track
when a conversion happens and is approximated by N 2,0r3.7ood tracks/ JN 2, or 3 reconstructed tracks
being 0.47±0.01 for the generated e events a,nd 0.35±0.02 for //, while the conversion
probability part is approximated as

" ' *conv\*- * conv) = J '2, or 3 reconstructed tracks/ ̂  1, 2, or 3 reconstructed tracks

from the />— »7T7r° Monte Carlo events giving O.OS4±0.001 and can be used for both
leptons. Then the probability of having one or two good additional tracks from a
conversion is 0.040±0.001 for e and 0.029±0.002 for //,.

structed track is small, about 30 MeV in average for 800 MeV photons, which is 5 times smaller than
the EGAL energy resolution.
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(a) e sample (b) /z sample .

Figure 12.5: The photon multiplicities lor identified lepton samples. The Monte Carlo
(dotted histogram) is normalized to data inside this plot and hadron contamination is
shown in hatched histograms.
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A possible systematic bias in the probability determinations can be checked by
comparing the frequencies of conversion yielding one or two good tracks in p events.
For the hemispheres with maximum 3 tracks where only the leading is identified as a
hadron (the rest as electrons) with one photon detected in ECAL,

** , or 3 good tracks

2 ' Nl,2,or3good tracks

is 0.056±0.002 for data, and 0.056±0.001 for Monte Carlo in complete agreement5.

As the comparison shows good agreement for conversion probabilities, the test for
the inefficiency for 1 good track requirement is reduced to compare the observed photon
multiplicities to the simulation, that is, to get

[N^(e data) - N^(e MC)] x P^-^>\goodtrack(^° data)

The value is 7±3 for e and 2±1 for /t, a negligible excess of lepton events with 2 or
more good tracks expected from the E7 > SOO MeV photon multiplicities.

The second method (a) : E7 > 800 MeV
e i

data-MC 7±3 2±1

To explore the low energy region, E7 < 800 MeV, a direct search of e and /z events
with 2 or 3 good tracks is performed where the sum of additional track momenta
is below 800 MeV/c and the leading particle is identified as an electron or muon.
Figure 12.6 shows the sum of non-leading track momenta. An excess of events is
observed for e in the lowest energy bin where the hadron background is minimum6'7.

The number of events is compared at two points depending on the condition con-
cerning the number of photons in ECAL : O photon or any number of photons.

The second method (b) : E7 < SOO MeV
data-MC

ECAL photon condition e //
N 7 - O 19±14 1±6
N7 > O 29±13 1±6

5THe p fraction in Nit0r3goodtrack, is 92% cancl 79% in A^
6ThIs confirms the excess of low energy photons already observed in the EGAL photon energy

distributions in Figure 12.4(a).
7These events arc scanned visually with DALI display and it is found that the additional tracks

originate from VDET or inner ITC layers.
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7 energy (GcV)

3 4
7 energy (GeV)

(a) e tagging (AT7 > O) (b) n tagging (AT7 = O)

Figure 12.6: Photon energies measured in TPC by a converted ee pair when at least
one of them is reconstructed as a. good track. The hadron background in e tagging
(hatched histogram) is kinematically suppressed in the low photon energy domain.
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For e, the inclusive result is adopted as it is less sensitive to the multiple photon
generation and based on higher tagging efficiencies for e events : 0.91±O.OS for inclusive
sample and 0.64±0.06 for N7 = O sample with corresponding e purities of (86±2)%
and (98±1)% respectively. However, for /t tagging, the N7 = O result is used as it is
obtained with higher purity (99±1)% than that of inclusive sample (87±4)%.

Then finally the second estimate is a. sum of two estimates for low and high E7's
and recorded below.

data-MC : The second method
1993 1992 1991 sum
9±7 23±8 4±5 36±13
-1±3 2±4 2±3 3±6

The two independent methods give consistent estimates for the excess of lepton
events with > 2 good tracks. They are averaged giving a final estimate for the lepton
event loss excess in data as

data-MC : averaged
1993 1992 1991 sum
5±6 23±7 3±4 31±11
1±3 -2±3 -1±2 -2±5

C. Summary

The Monte Carlo value for the event loss is 353±10 (1.69±0.05%) for electrons and
75±4 (0.36±0.02%) for muons, and by adding the estimated excess of lepton events
loss, the corrected inefficiency of 1 good track requirement is (1.83±0.07)% for e. For
^, the correction is negligble but the error is enlarged. Table 12.3 summarizes the
results.

Table 12.3: Inefficiency of 1 good track requirement (in %).
1993 1992 1991 sum

1.76±0.08 2.02±0.09 l.SliO.ll 1.83±0.07
0.36±0.05 0.34±0.05 0.34±0.05 0.35±0.03
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12.1.3 O good tracks

So far the discussion concentrated on the loss of high multiplicity lepton events. On
the contrary, a lepton hemisphere with a lost single track would be rejected by tau
pre-selection as it demands at least one good track in both hemispheres. This loss
would affect both numerator and denominator giving a rather moderate net effect in
the branching ratio calculation.

Apart from the geometrical low angle acceptance (|cos0| < 0.95), track interactions
with detector material giving badly reconstructed helix (large |</0|) and low momentum
leptons are the main sources of zero good track lepton events. Figure 12.7 shows the
\d0\ distributions of e and fj, samples. The inefficiencies due to large reconstructed
\d0\ are small and well described by Monte Carlo.

a
EC
n.

10

10

cl,, (cm) d0 (cm)

(a) e sample (b) fi sample

Figure 12.7: The \d0\ distributions for identified lepton samples. The data drawn in
triangle is superposed by the TT MC. The tail in the electron distribution comes from
the efi'ect of bremsstrahlung in the detector material.

Figure 12.8 is to see whether the small (transverse) momentum acceptance is well
simulated by Monte Carlo. No effect is seen and no corrections are applied.
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Figure 12.8: A zoom of (transverse) momentum distributions for identified e sample
where TT MC is normalized to data. (1991-93) after TT selection.
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12.2 Particle identification

The good track is then further identified as a lepton by the single-track likelihood
particle identification realized in TAUPIDX. A detailed description of its characteristics
is found in Chapters 6- 7. This section recalls some relevant points concerning the
conditions and efficiencies for Icpton likelihood identification.

A hemisphere with one good track with momentum below 2 GeV/c is saved only
if it is identified as an electron by clE/dx. For such low momenta, muons cannot
be separated from hadrons and arc lost; (5.0% of sample). Above 2 GeV/c all the
identification variables (S in total) a,rc used to assign a particle type to the track.

The identification is performed over the full solid angle of ALEPH together with
a close monitoring of particle trajectory along the detection volume. In particular,
when a track is extrapolated into ECAL near the edges of calorimeter modules (less
than 1 cm away from the inactive crack regions), the hemisphere is saved only if the
track is identified as a muon. The muon identification response is independent of its
path along the ECAL, while electrons in ECAL cracks are hard to be separated from
hadrons. Because of this ECAL. crack cut 4.7% of electrons are lost, but from the
geometrical nature of the cut no systematic effect should affect this inefficiency.

Once the momentum and ECAL conditions are satisfied, a lepton is correctly iden-
tified with an efficiency 99.49% for e and 99.32% for //.. In any case, no electrons are
identified as muons and vice versa. The small inefficiency (~ 0.6%) due to a misiden-
tification of a lepton as a liadron lias been measured as a function of energy using the
independent lepton samples in data by tagging one hemisphere as Bhabhas (energies
from 8 to 45 GeV), dimuons (from 20 GcV to 45 GeV), (ee)ee's and (ee)^'s, and
studying the opposite hemispheres.

For the detailed discussions on the likelihood identification efficiencies refer to Chap-
ter 7.

12.3 Hadroiiic veto

The hadron contamination in the lepton samples is about 2.5% after the single track
likelihood idcntifica.tion. In addition, this fraction cannot be determined better than
about 10% accuracy which would then be the dominant systematics for the leptonic
branching ratio measurement.

Fortunately, at least 75% of J-prong haclronic r decays are expected to be accom-
panied by additional TT°'S and can be identified by some activity in ECAL around the
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track. The 'track '-photons invariant, mass (Al7n,..^, calculated by assigning the pion
mass to the charged particle) ca.n be compared with known hadron resonances and the.
mass constructed among photons (A'/T..-y ) can be tested with TT° hypothesis.

I1IiSs section treats the cases where the charged particle is identified as a lepton, but
the photonic informations arc challenging enough to overwrite the likelihood identifica-
tion. The optimized criteria, a.rc obtained by studing the invariant mass distributions.

If a hemisphere satisfies the following conditions, then it is considered as a hadronic
T decay :

For identified e

• If the likelihood probability of the track to be a hadron (Ph.) is greater
than 1% and 0.5 < M7^ < 2 GeV/c2

• If PH< 1%, then MKJ..J > 0.5 GeV/c2 and there are at least 4 recon-
structed tracks in the same hemisphere8

For identified /<

• If M7..7> 0.1 GeV/c2 and 0.5 < M^ < 1.4 GeV /c2

For identified electrons, the likelihood probabilities are helpful — the misidentified
hadrons, in general, are located in the tail of e probability distribution (Pe = 1 — Pj1)
— and can be used to sa.ve lot of real electrons with radiated photons. In most cases
of misidentificd hadrons as electrons, one energetic photon from a TT° has been merged
into an ECAL shower associated with the track resulting in a good electromagnetic
shower shape for the hadron. Therefore M7.^ cannot be correctly reconstructed and
has a strong correlation with M7n,..-, , and thus it is not used.

For the identified muons, the likelihood probability is not used because about 30%
of hadron contamination come from hadron decays to muons which have identical
muon probabilities as muons from tau decays. Furthermore, there are not many muons
carrying pilotons unlike electrons. Since the hadron misidentification as a muon is
independent of photon mergings into a muon shower in the ECAL, My..7 can be well
constructed and brings an additional information for hadron signatures.

Figure 12.9 shows the hadronic mass distribution for hemispheres with the track
identified as electron where Pi1 > 1% or the condition of at least 4 reconstructed tracks
is demanded.

8TIiIs rejects p and al-47r'27r° decays where l.lic unclear interaction produces lot of secondary
particles.
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7iy..y

Figure 12.9: M71^0, distribution to veto hadronic final state where the particle is iden-
tified as an electron. The real electrons from r decays have a smaller mass (hatched
histogram), while the data shows a clear indication of hadron resonances confirmed by
TT Monte Carlo normalized to the same number of taus after TT selection. The arrow
shows the cut on this mass to purify further Lhe electron sample. The discrepancy
between data and Monte Carlo for the rate of hadron-to-electron misidentification is
discussed in Chapter 7.
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The number of events rejected by the cut in Figure 12.9 is 273 in data compared
with 181±7 in Monte Carlo9. For these hemispheres some additional checks were made,
especially on the dE/dx distribution and photon qualities. They showed that the re-
jected hemispheres are really compatible with hadronic final states and the discrepancy
between data and Monte Carlo is found to be due to the imperfect description of hadron
interactions in ECAL producing a large amount of electromagnetic energy (7r°'s)10.

For identified muons, M7n..-, is correlated with M7..7 at high mass. A bidimensional
plot on (MKJ..T,MJ..J) is given a.t Figure 12.10 with projections to each variable. In
(b) a peak at the TT° mass well predicted by Monte Carlo is shown, while (c) is domi-
nated by hadron resonances. Applying the cuts indicated by arrows, 31? identified ;u's
are rejected in data and 2SO±9 in Monte Carlo showing no big systematic effects as
discussed in Chapter 7.

After these cuts, the hadron contamination is reduced by a factor of 1.9 for e
and 2.4 for /t using the hadronic veto with only 0.07% (0.04%) additional loss of real
electrons (muons). The final hadron contamination presents in the lepton samples is
(1.26±0.07)% for e and (l.]l±O.OS)% for /.<.

The final hadron contamination is obtained by correcting the Monte Carlo pre-
diction by an amount determined from an extrapolation of observed excess of vetoed
hemispheres. For electrons, the correction is obtained by taking the average with the
dE/dx tagging results11.

Figure 12.11 shows the hadron contamination as a function of momentum, while
Table 12.4 gives the values.

momentum (GeV/ c)
0-2
2-8

S -20
>20

in e sample
1.44±0.40
0.58±0.03
1.20±0.06
1.90±0.19

momentum (GeV/c)
2-5
5-8
8-20
>20

in // sample
3.20±0.32
0.98±0.12
0.96±0.10
0.85±0.17

Table 12.4: The hadron contamination (in %) in the final lepton samples for 1991-93
data.

992±2% (91±1%) orUicm in data (MC) arc rejected by (,lie first condition, i.e., with Ph> 1%.
10R,efer to Chapter 7 for related discussions.
11 For details, refer to Chapter 7.
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Figure 12.10: MT7..7 a/ic/ M7..7 distributions to veto hadronic final state where the
particle is identified as a muon. For (b) and (c), the TT MC (dotted histogram) is
normalized as the number of taus after TT selection.
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Figure 12.11: The hadron contamination in thé final lepton samples for 1991-93 data,.



Chapter 13

Lepton selection efficiencies

13.1 Importance of different cuts

A lepton is defined in this analysis as a good track identified as an electron or a muon
by single track likelihood method and surviving the hadronic mass veto. At this point,
the lepton selection efficiencies can be checked by comparing Monte Carlo and data for
the lepton — X type events. Table 9.1 gives the Monte Carlo values of the event losses
due to each selection criterion providing an idea for their relative importance1.

Several levels characterize the lepton selection efficiencies. At first, 77.4% of the
total TT inefficiency is due to the geometrical acceptance loss. This fraction is 77.0% for
e and 78.4% for \i resulting in (err/fie )ffeomeiric = 1.00S±0.002 and (ETT /£ ̂ geometric =
0.994±0.002, which can be compared with the final values CTT/SE = 1.012±0.002 and

= 0.9S9±0.002.

The inefficiency of geometrica.1 acceptance (16. 51 ±0.07%) is larger than the integral
of 3/4 • (1 + COs12O*) between 0.9 and 1, 14.275%. The difference is due to the condition
of at least 1 good track per hemisphere, which causes a loss of (2.24±0.02)%. This
probability to have one hemisphere with no good charged track was studied in data [54]
using a single-hemisphere r-tag with efficiency ~ 18%, and found to be (1.90±0.26)%
in good agreement with the Monte Carlo value.

Except for the geometrical acceptance, the place where most leptons are lost is
the SPr, acollinearity, and E,ot cuts. Among them, the first two have less systematic
worries from their kinematical characteristics than the Et0t. In general, each TSLTOl

1TIiC inefficiency of each cut is calculated for a sample obtained after applying all the precedent
cuts in the Table.

202
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cut affects differently £ifrton and ETT, hut at the eml the effect is rather moderate : the
inefficiency is 5.53% for rr, 5.72% for e, and 5.09% for ^.

Although the ineflicicncy for the /V0fcji * A^j2 cut is very small in Monte Carlo, it
is studied that the value is 2.1 times larger in data [56].

13.2 Beam energy dependence of efficiencies

The off-peak and on-pcak events ha.vc different efficiencies : the main effect is on the
geometrical acceptance. The following table shows the inefficiencies at peak±2 GeV
(in %)2.

pcak-2 GeV pcak+2 GeV
geometric

TT

c-X
/i - X

17.48 16.85
17.93 17.46
16.83 16.16

total inefficiency
TT

e-X
ft — X

22.56 22.03
23.25 22.95
21.66 20.68

Although the ETT and eiepton drop by 1.5% at pcak-2 GeV and by 0.9% (except for
/<) a,t pea.k+2 GeV compared with peak values, there ratios are essentially constant :

2The peak±2 GeV Monte Carlos are generated with KORL07, which has different radiative cor-
rections than KORLOG. To isolate the effect of production energy, the peak±2 GeV inefficiencies are
scaled by the ratios of corresponding inefficiencies ofKORLOG peak to KORL07 peak. The KORL07
peak inefficiencies are given below :

TT e- X //, - A' £rr/£e £rr/e/i
geometric 16.23% J 7.00% 15.64% 1.009 0.993
total 21.13% 22.33% 20.15% 1.015 0.988

The KORL07 peak efficiencies divided by those ofKORLOG arc :

STT £e-x s/t-x
total 1.002'1 0.9992 1.0040 1.0032 0.9984

±0.0015 ±0.0027 ±0.0026 ±0.0031 ±0.0030
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peak-2 GeV peak peak+2 GeV
'ejgeametric 1.007±0.004 1.008±0.002 1.009±0.004

(g-r/g,. geometric 0.991±Q.OQ4 Q.994±O.OQ2 O.&91±0.004
1.012±0.005 1.012±0.002 1.015±0.005
0.987±0.005 0.989±0.002 0.981±0.005

Therefore,

(ET'T/£e)peafc -2 GeV = 1.0001±0.0053

= 0.9976±0.0051

^ = !.0031±0.0054

v = o.9921±0.0051

giving no indication of energy dependence of ETT/£e and err/£/i-

13.3 Systematic studies of lepton efficiencies

So far, the discussions are limited to the Monte Carlo studies. However, ETT is deter-
mined by the peak data as explained in Chapter 9, while the corrections at different
production energies are made using the Monte Carlo. This chapter focuses on the ef-
ficiencies for e — X and //, — A'. All the cut variables are compared between data and
Monte Carlo when one hemisphere is identified as a lepton.

The Monte Carlo statistics used for this study is :

300,000 KORL06 (peak),

200,000 KORL07 (peak),

50,000 KORL07 (peak-2 GcV), and

47,500 KORL07 (peak+2 GeV).

It is 7.5 times larger than 1991-93 data with 83.8% of pea,k events compared with 84.5%
in data.

13.3.1 cose*

Requiring |co.s0*| < 0.9 has an efficiency of 85.73% and defines a phase space region
where one can expect to measure some object. The cosOjcl of a hemisphere containing
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a lepton is given by the tra,rk momentum reconstructed in the TPC for a muon or the
associated EGAL clusters for an electron. Thus in most cases, the cosO* for "1IePtOn-X"1

events is defined as '1 irnck + G jci teith neutrals', which suggests to check the two
components separately :

systematic effects on the cosO* cut
component of a hemisphere possible origin of systematic bias

charged particles TPC angular offset (e.g.,uncorrect simulation
for the drift velocity)

jet with neutrals Energy mismeasurement (e.g., dead storeys)

The TPC angular offset due to uncorrect drif t velocity in simulation can be esti-
mated by comparing the Z0 difference (Az0 ) between the two good tracks of tagged
dimuon data and Monte Carlo. A gaussian fit of the distribution around Z0 = O, gives
the identical a of about 60 /nn, with the mean of -1.2-10"5 cm in data, while Ll-IO"6

cm in Monte Carlo. The Z0 distribution for 1-prong tau decays in both hemispheres
has larger r.m.s than for dimuon samples because of r lifetime effect (see Figure 13.1).
The simulation agrees well with the tau data with a smaller mean value, —5.3 • 10~5

crn, than that of data, —2.7- 10"'1 cm. Therefore, the amount of bias on the polar angle
reconstruction of a charged particle can be estimated as

2.2 • IQ-"1 cm ., „ , 6 ,
2.2 • 10~6 rad

~ 100 cm

translating into a 1 • 10"c error in efficiency.

For electrons and neutral objects in EGAL3, the main systematic effect is expected
from the presence of dead storeys. The probability of neutrals having > 2 dead storeys
in stack 1 or 2 is known as 0.4% from the Bhabha data'1. Since the typical opening
angle of tau decay products is 0.04 rad, a bias on Ojet would be

0.4% -0.04 rad = 1 .6-1 0-'1 rad

implying a bias of 7-10"5 in efficiency.

The previous arguments show that the systematic bias on the efficiency of cosO* cut
is negligible. Furthermore, since a large part of systematic effects on the acceptance
would be common for lepton — X events with the rest of TT events, the effects on the
leptonic branching ratios from the bias should still be negligible.

Figure 13.2 shows the cosO* distributions for the final lepton samples.

3THe HCAL neutral objects contribute very little on the cost)', because of small branching fraction
(~ 1%) containing K^.

4 Refer to Chapter (5 for related discussions.
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Figure 13.1: TAe Z0 difference between the two good tracks (Az0 ) distribution of 1-
prong— 1-prong tan events. The mean and r.m.s of data distribution is also written.
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Figure 13.2: cosfl* distributions for the final Icpton samples. Histograms are normalized
inside this plot and the hatched histogram is for the estimated contribution of Bhabha
(UNIBAB) and 77—>e+e~ backgrounds in (a) and dimuon and 77—lfJ,+(J.~ in (b).
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13.3.2 Acollinearity

lepton — X events are affected by the acollinearity cut 1.5 times more than the other TT
decay topologies. The aco] linearity distribution is determined by well known dynamics
and should have small systematic effects. See Figure 13.3. Data and Monte Carlo
show good agreement around the cut value : data minus Monte Carlo for the number
of e — X (X ^ e) events rejected by this acollinearity cut — with acoll = (150° , 160° )
- is 19±15, while the value is 6±11 for ft - X (X

No corrections are made on the Monte Carlo efficiencies of this cut and no systematic
errors are attached except the Monte Carlo statistics

13.3.3 Visible energy

Visible energy (Ei -f £2) > 0. 35 x Ebeam cut when 8PT < OMQxEbeam rejects most
of 77 backgrounds which pass the acollinearity cut. Figure 13.4 shows the visible
energy distribution with a good agreement between data and Monte Carlo around the
cut. Data minus Monte Carlo for the number of e — X (X ^ e) events with the
visible energy between 0.2xE(,eom and 0.35x£(,cam is 10±17, while the value is 11±16
for muon.

No additional systematic errors other than Monte Carlo statistics are added for this
cut, and Monte Carlo values for the efficiency are used6.

13.3.4 Maximum opening angle sum

If an event has at least one hemisphere with only 1 good charged track and < 1
GeV/c2 invariant mass, it is preserved as TT and the maximum opening angle sum cut
does not apply. See Figure 13.5 for the distribution of maximum opening angle sum.

There is no Z—^qq background in this lepton — X sample (so this cut was not
necessary in TSLTOl) and a small discrepancy for the number of rejected events by
this cut is observed mainly due to the difference on the preservation rate. The number
of non-preserved events in the final e — X and // — X sample is :

5Throughout the study on the lepton selection efficiencies the e — e and \i — p types (dominated
by backgrounds) are not considered.

6The Monte Carlo efficiency is uncorrected not only as the data and Monte Carlo agree within
1 s.e., but also as the 77 Monte Carlos predict poorly the absolute rate (maybe the form too) of
observed 77 backgrounds.
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Figure 13.3: Acollinenrily distributions for e — X (X / e) topology (a.), and for [i — X
(b) which shows large contribution of77~>//.+//.~ background mostly of p —ft topology.
All TSLTOl selection cuts arc applied except this acollinearity cut shown by an arrow.
Histograms are normalized to the same number ofrr's after the fina.1 TT selection.
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Figure 13.4: Visible energy (x\ + X2) distributions when SPr < 0.066x^eam .
the previous cuts in Table 9.1 are applied and the 77 Monte Carlos shown in hatched
histogram are normalized locally by scaling the number of77 Monte Carlo events to
the data minus TT Monte Carlo in the bins marked with lines.
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data Monte Carlo (dala-MC)/MC
e 871 754±10 0.16±0.04
/i 835 653±9 0.2S±0.05

representing 4.3% of e — X and 4.2% of /< — A' sample.

The number of rejected leplon — X events is :

data Monte Carlo (clata-MC)/MC
1 40 33±2 0.21±0.14

//. 35 31 ±2 0.20±0.20

Therefore, the Monte Carlo efficiencies are corrected and decreased by 7±7 events
for e and 4±6 for //,.

13.3.5 Leading energy sum

There are not many Icpton events with leading energy sum > l.QxEbeam . Figure 13.6
shows the leading energy sum distributions well described by the TT Monte Carlo7.

No corrections arc made for the Monte Carlo efficiencies associated with this leading
energy sum cut.

13.3.6 E10,

For electrons, two different cuts arc applied for Etot depending on the direction tangent
to the leading track. If the closest approach of the tangent to an ECAL crack is smaller
than 6 cm — signaling there might be photons pointing into the ECAL crack —, then
Etot < UxEbfMm . Otherwise Etot < 1.6xEbc.am • About 61% of TT electrons lost by
the EM cut ha.ve been classified as the first case. Sec Figure 13.7.

The fraction of Bhabha-likc events in the final e — X (X ^- e} sample is 9.1%, while
that of dimuon-likc events in \.i — X (A' ^ /t) is 15.2% obtained using the data. The
Bhabha-like Fraction is in good agreement (less than 1 sigma difference) between data
and TT Monte Carlo, while the dimuon-likc fraction is 4 sigma smaller in Monte Carlo,
14.1%.

'The excess of events wiUi leading energy sum between l.6xEbcnm and 1.75xEi,eam can be ex-
plained by Bhabha events. Tlic /?<„/ distribution for those events in data lias a mean 2.OxEt601n with
a r.m.s value of 0.2x £(„.„,„ where 129 (75%) events have Elol > 1.9x7?(,eam .
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Figure 13.5: Maximum opening angle sum distributions for the lepton—X sample where
all other selection cuts arc applied. Each hemisphere has at least 2 good charged tracks
or > 1 GeV/c2 invariant mass. Histograms are normalized to the same number of TT'S
after the TT selection.
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Figure 13.6: Leading energy sum distributions where all the previous cuts in Table 9.1
are applied. In addition, A</> > 1° is required. The Bhabha background (UNIBAB) in
(a.) and dimuon background in (b) are normalized by scaling the number of background
Monte Carlo events to the data, minus TT Monte Carlo in the bins marked with lines.
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The number of rejected events can be compared in a region with little background8

therefore

data MC data - MC
e — X (X T^ e)

E10, <C 1.GxE66Bm :
* 1 ^d v Ms» X «T XN ./^JjçfjfJl <

Etat between .1.6-1.8
E/ 0{ between 1.4-1.6

75
91

59±3
99±4

16±11
-8±14

fl. — X (X T^ Jl)

Etot <C 1.SxE6C07n : E(0, between 1.8-1.9 95 97±4 -2±13

where the number of events for data are obtained after subtracting each background9.
They are in good agreement : for e, data—MC in two classes (Etot < 1.6xEf,eam and
Etot < 1.4XEi607n ) have opposite signs giving a net value of 8±18.

Here, a (small) correction is applied by the observed differences, and the statistical
precision of the comparison is considered as a systematic error being 0.085% (0.062%)
for e (/i) branching ratio measurement.

13.3.7 Hemisphere energy

The loss of lepton events due to the additional background rejection is small. For
Bhabha and dimuon rejections where the loss is relatively larger, the systematic elTects
are dominated by high energy (momentum) side of two hemispheres. Figure 13.8 shows
the e and \i energy distributions for e — X (X ^ e) and fi — X (X ^ fj,) topologies,
respectively.

The TT Monte Carlo reproduces well the data distributions. For e, the number of
e — X (X ^ e) events with Ec > 40 GeV is 326 in data while in Monte Carlo it is
331±7 in good agreement. Then a systematic bound is obtained by varying the cut
energy value within a range which provides a compatible number of e — X (X ^ e)
events with the energies larger than the cut value, i.e., ~ 326±18. The following table
records the variation in Monte Carlo.

E> 39.8 GeV 39.1 40 40.1 40.2
MC 352 342 331 321 309

8Accorcling t,o TT Monte Carlo, xtot for c — e events is shifted by -0.4 compared with for e — X
(X •£ e), and xlot for /i — // by -0.5 compared with for // — X (X ^ /t) contributing a small fraction
of events rejected by a:i0t aiid can therefore be safely neglected in the comparison.

9The sample used in this comparison represents 54% (58%) of rejected e's (/t's) by the Elot cut.
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Figure 13.7: Etoi distributions for lepton events where all the previous cuts in Table 9.1
are applied. The events in (a} and (b) arc [lagged as Bhabha-like, and (c) as dimuon-
like. Histograms arc normalized as Cor the previous plot.
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Thus applying the 40±0.2 GeV cut in the Bliabha. rejection, the variation of e
selection efficiency is monitored and found to be 0.013%.

Similar procedure can be used for /;. — A' (X ^ /f ) sample. The number of P11 > 43
GeV/c events is 56 in data, while 54±3 in Monte Carlo. A variation is made in Monte
Carlo as :

P^ > 42.8 GeV/c 42.9 43 43.1 43.2
MC 62 58 54 50 47

Then finally, the systematic error on the muon efficiency is estimated at 43±0.2 GeV/c
amounting 0.008%.
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Figure 13.8: Electron hemisphere energy distributions for e — X (X ^ e) topology (a)
and muon momentum distributions for \i — X (X ^ /i.) topology (b). The plots are
normalized to the same number o/'rr's after the final selection.



Chapter 14

Results

14.1 Results

The statistics of the Icpton samples is given in Table 14.1 with a summary of the
relevant efficiencies and background fractions with their systematic uncertainties1.

Together with the statistics of TT samples given in Table 10.10, the leptonic branch-
ing ratios are calculated as

Z?e = 0.1779 ± 0.0012(a/nO ± 0.0005(sj/si) (14.1)
BU = 0.1731 ± 0.001 l(stat) ± 0.0005(sys£) (14.2)

They agree with the published ALEPM values from 1989+1990 data but are more
precise by a factor of 4.3 [57].

The results for different years are summarized in Figure 14.1.

The x2 of the new measurements (assuming the averaged values as the true branch-
ing ratios) is

for Be : 6.1 for 2 d.f. (probability = 5%)

for B11 : 4.1 for 2 d.f. (probability = 13%)

'The expression for the leptonic branching ratios can be recalled here :

„ N1(I - / n o n - T ^

where the efficiencies are split, between the TT selection and Icpton identification procedures.

218
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Table 14.1: Statistics of the lepton samples.

data 1991-93

Ni
(CI)SCITT
(SI)ID
rnon-T

Jl
fk-ïl

e
20571

0.76S9±0.0013
0.9292±0.0013
0.011S±0.0014
0.0126±0.0007

M
20745

0.7923±0.0011
0.9386±0.0012
0.0090±0.0014
0.0110±0.0008

data 1993

Ni
(SI)SEITT
(SI)ID
rnou-T
Jl
//I-H

e
8487

0.7667±0.0016
0.9300±0.0014
O.OJ19±0.0017
0.0125±0.0010

/*
8512

0.7916±0.0013
0.9385±0.0012
0.0061±0.0013
0.0120±0.0012

data 1992

N,
(SI)SCITT
(SI)ID
rnon-T

//I-H

e
8432

0.7709±0.0016
0.92S1±0.0015
0.0104±0.0016
0.0134±0.001J

M
8526

0.7933±0.0013
0.9388±0.0012
0.0101±0.0019
0.0102±0.0011

data 1991

NI
(£().'e/TT

(EI)ID
ynon-T

//!-H

e
3652

0.7691±0.0021
0.9299±0.0017
0.0149±0.0027
0.0104±0.0014

/«
3707

0.7916±0.0017
0.9388±0.0012
0.0132±0.0029
0.0109±0.0017
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Figure 14.1: Measurements of the T leptonic branching ratios for the different data
sets. Results from 89-90 data are already published. Probabilities for the consistancy
of the 91-92-93 measurements are given.
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14.2 Systematic checks for the consistency

The results for different years are only in fair agreement, and much effort was devoted
to pin down a possible systematic effect between the different data sets. From the
expression for the branching ratios, it is possible to systematically investigate all the
components.

In the following sections, 1993/92 experimental distributions are compared to bound
a possible year-dependent systematic effect2.

14.2.1 £TT

Since both Bc and B11 are higher in 1993 then 1992, a first attempt is to check the dis-
tributions of selection cuts which a! fee L mostly the hadronic part, i.e., N0bji*N0bj2 >75
and maximum opening angle sum> 0.25 rad (Figure 14.2).

The number of events rejected by either of these cuts is 2620 in 1993 data and 2657
in 1992 scaled by the number of rr's after the final selection, in a good agreement
giving a difference of 37±68. The difference is in wrong direction to explain the higher

in 1993 with a statistical precision of 2.7°/00.

Assuming the contribution of qq background in the rejected sample is the same in
both data sets, a bound on Aerr can be obtained as (in the direction which would
produce a large branching ratio in 1993)

Aerr/err < 31/25166 = 1.2%,

14.2.2 ef

The most relevant cuts for lepton selection efficiencies are acollinearity< 160° , E\ +
E2 <0.35xZ?6eom when 8 Pj < Q.066x£(,eam , and EM. cut. Figure 14.3 compares the
distributions for 1993/92 data for e - A' (A' ̂  e) and /.« - X(X ^ //) topologies.

The plots show a good agreement, and a bound for Aefe' can be put from the
statistical uncertainty of e*6' determination a,s

Aefc'/e?e/ < 1.8%

2THe order of inagnil.ucle of tlic effect searched for is about 3% in efficiencies : 250 electrons
(muons), or 750 rr's in a year.
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Figure 14.2: The distributions of the variables which concern mostly the hadronic T
decays. In these plots all the TSLTOl cuts are applied except the cut which is shown
by an arrow. The TT Monte Carlo (dotted histograms) and 92 data are normalized to
the 93 data after the final TT selection. No qq background is shown.
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Figure 14.3: Comparison of distributions between 1993 data (in triangle) and 1992 for
e — X(X T^ e) and //. — A'(A' ^ //,) samples. /Arrows s/iow t/ie cut which defines the
final lepton sample.
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14.2.3 iion-r backgrounds (/"°"~r)

The important non-r backgrounds ha.ve been reduced at typically few °/o0levels, and
determined by data distributions in each year (see, for example, Figure 10.26).

Careful checks made in Chapter 10 showed no evidence for bias in one particular
year in the background determination, and unforeseen systematic effects can be safely
bounded from the uncertainty of background fractions in the lepton samples :

AArnon-r/jVnon-r < 1J0^

Also, the composition of opposite hemispheres can be checked searching for unex-
pected contributions from, for example, 77 processes which give exclusively e — e or
f.i — /j, topologies. Figure 14.4 shows the differences and ratios of the number of events
between 1993 and 1991+92, reasonably distributed with a ,\2 for the ratios given inside
the plots.

Finally, the 1993 data, sample is divided into 3 subsamples depending on the LEP
running energy, and the branching ratios measured for the different samples are con-
sistent (for peak sample the values arc even higher than for the peak±2 GeV samples
for both leptons, which is contrary to a possible effect due to background).

14.2.4 ft.»

The hadron contamination in lepton samples (~1.2%) has been determined by ir° tagging
(also by dE/dx tagging for electrons), and showed no variation over the 3 years of data
taking (see Figure 14. 5)3.

There is no indication to believe that the tagging procedure yielded uncorrect value
for hadron contamination in one year compared to other years, and the statistical
precision of the determination puts a bound as

< !-20Ao

Another check is provided by the global analysis of all T branching fractions [24]
where it is observed that the excess of leptons in the 1993 data compared to 1991+92
is not correlated to the drop of a specific hadron channel (say T—ti/r-ir or T—ti/rp) as

3A slight year-dependence for liadron conl.aniinal.ion is expected due to the difference of TPC
(dE/dx) running conditions and calorimcl.er calibrations.
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Figure 14.4: The composition of opposite hemispheres of leptons : the difference of the
number of events (left side) and the ratios (right), where Neventa(91 + 92) is scaled to
the 1993 TT sample. The Y in e—Y (f.i — Y) denotes an unidentified particles in ECAL
cracks (P < 2 GeV/c), and 'TT' includes also many-good-tracks hemispheres. The x2

for to this observation with the average shown by two vertical lines is given.
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Figure 14.5: Measured hadron contamination in the lepton samples as a {unction of
momentum for different data sets.
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could be expected from a misidentification problem, but is rather uniformly balanced
by all the hadronic modes (see Figure 14.6)4.

14.2.5 (£i)ID

The 4.7% inefficiency for electrons clue to ECAL crack cut is purely geometric, and
the low momentum accpetance agrees well between the two data sets (Figure 14.7), no
systematic effect should exist here.

Apart from the track selection inefficiencies, the inefficiency from the misidentifica-
tion of leptons as haclrons is very small ~ 0.6%. Figure 14.8 compares the likelihood
probability distributions between 1993 and 1992. They agrees remarkably well. A
bound on the variation of (EI]ID is put from the statistics of reference samples as

14.2.6 Conclusion

In conclusion, no systematic effect is found beyond the quoted uncertainties and the
only possible explanation at this stage is a statistical fluctuation in the number of
electrons (mostly) and muons.

Finally, Figure 14.9 shows the 1993/92 comparison of momentum spectra for both
leptons where overall excess over the expected value 0.971 is obtained.

14.2.7 Summary for systematic uncertainties

A summary of the uncertainties appears in Ta,ble 14.2. It should be emphasized that
estimated systematic uncertainties are the result of measurements in the most critical
cases, since the Monte Carlo simulation cannot be trusted at this level of precision.

The effects not directly measured are the simulation for radiation (ISR, FSR, and
in decays) : ISR should not affect e-rr/e/, while the effect of FSR and radiations in

4THe track merging for 3-prong r decays resulting in a good track and giving a high ionization (to
be identified as an electron) is negligible. This was studied by looking at the HCAL energies and the
number of reconstructed tracks for electron hemispheres with R > 1.9, and no yearly variation was
observed.
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Figure 14.6:
The difference of hadronic branching ratios between 1993 and 1991+92 data sets ob-
tained with the global analysis [24], where S(S;) = 100% is assumed and the inputs for
leptonic part (backgrounds and particle identification) have been determined by this
analysis.
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Figure 14.7: 1993/1992 comparison of small momentum acceptance for 1 good track
hemispheres where 1992 data is normalized to 1993 in triangle after TT selection.

decays on efe/ should be negligible since the QED effects are well controlled at a O(ct)
level [58], and only 0(a2) effects can be expected to contribute5.

Clearly this analysis is statistics-limited and will profit from larger data sets avail-
able in 1994 and 1995.

Systematics for hadronic branching ratios

The systematic error from the knowledge of 1-prong hadronic T decays would be small
since it enters through the misidentifcation of hadrons into leptons :

B1

where A/j^, = 1.3%, B]-prons = 0.5, and A^~prons = 1%, yielding 0.04%.

5THe effects of radiation on ej^j were studied in Section 12.1.
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Figure 14.8: Probability distributions of the identified leptons : the points and the
histogram correspond to 1993 and 1992 data-, respectively. Below PI = 0.5, the particle
is classified as a hadron.
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Figure 14.9: The ratio (1993/92) of the number of lepton hemispheres as a function of
momentum, showing an overall excess compared with the expected value 0.971 indi-
cated by the horizontal line.
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statistics(Data)
statisticsJMC1*))
TT selection
non-r background
/ selection
single track
ID efficiency
hadron contamination
hadronic BR
r polarisation
total systematics
{*' Considering the MC statistics as a systematic error is a conservative
approach, since it. is dominated by the cosO* cut which is purely geometric
with a negligible systematic error.

e
6.5
1.4
1.2
1.4
0.9
0.6
1.0
0.7
0.4
0.2
2.9

V-
6.4
1.3
1.2
1.4
0.7
0.2
1.0
0.8
0.4
0.4
2.6

Table 14.2: Summary of relative uncertainties (in %<,)•

Systematics for r polarisation

The efficiency of the energy cuts depends on the r polarisation : leptons from the
negatively polarised taus are affected more by the cuts imposed at high energy (against
Bhabhas and dimuons) than from the opposite polarisation, while the low energy cuts
(P < 2 GeV/c for muon identification and 77 cuts) remove more frequently leptons
from the positively polarised taus.

From a KORL06 Monte Carlo study, the following table for
(±) is obtained :

for each helicity

electrons
muons

e,~ e'i
0.7329
0.7284

0.7161
0.6872

which indicates that the low energy cuts have more effect (2 % for electrons and 6%
for muons) than high energy ones.for muons) than high energy ones.

Thus the limited knowledge for T polarisation6 is translated into a systematic error

6The Monte Carlo input for r polarisation is -0.129.
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and with AP = 2% it is 0.02% for e and 0.04% for ft.

Momentum distributions

The momentum distributions are shown in Figure 14.10 and 14.11, in good agreement
with the simulation including backgrounds.

14.2.8 Comparison with other experiments

Figure 14.12 compares the results for the leptonic branching ratios with the other
experimental results. They agree well with the average value of other experiments, but
more precise (The PDG94 value is Be = (18.01±0.18)% and B^ = (17.65±0.24)%.).

14.3 Tests of lepton universality and as

14.3.1 e — j.i universality

The ratio of the muon to electron branching fractions is

^ = 0.9732 ± 0.0095(sfai) ± 0.0033(sys) (14.3)

taking into account correlated systematic effects7.

The value is consistent with standard theory (0.9726, refer to Chapter 2), and from
the relation 0.9726 = (ge/'^)2 -B1JBe it yields a test of /i — e universality in the charged
weak currents (WWi couplings)

7For the statistical error, a multinomial random experiment with Be, B11, and 1. — Be -Bf1 has been
performed to estimate the r.m.s. of B/t/Be ditribution. The uncertainties on the err and hadronic
branching fractions cancel in the nominator and the denominator giving a small systematic error for
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Figure 14.10: The electron momentum distributions (insert for low-momentum elec-
trons in 0.15 GeV/c bins). The dotted histogram is for the MC with backgrounds
indicated from TT misidentification and non-r sources (BKG). The MC is normalized
inside this plot.
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Figure 14.11: The measured muon spectra.
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Figure 14.12: Comparison with other experiments.
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^ = 1.0003 ±0.0051 (14.4)
9e

where unity corresponds to perfect e — \i universality.

The result compares well (but it is more precise) with the PDG'94 value [21]
1.0009±O.OOS1 obtained from the published measurements on r leptonic decay frac-
tions. Currently, including this work and other preliminary values presented in [4], the
e — fj, universality is tested using leptonic T decays with a precison of 3-4°/00 [21] :

glt/ge = 1.0008±0.0035 (r->//T/j7j)

The result from leptonic r decays applies to the coupling to a transverse W, while
the best test of e — p, universality from TT-»/£; decays, 1.0012±0.0016 [19, 20], pertains
to a longitudinal W and could in principle be different.

With leptonic W decays, the UAl collaboration found [17] glt/ge = l.Q5±Q.Q7(stat)
±Q.Q8(syst).

14.3.2 fi — T universality

Since the ratio of muon to electron branching ratios agrees with theory, they can be
combined into a consistent leptonic branching ratio for a zero mass lepton8

""=0 = 0.1779 ± Q.m7(stat) ± 0.0004(sys) (14.5)

This result can be combined with the current ALEPII determination of the r lifetime
[59] TT = (292.5±2.8± 1.5)/s to directly check fi — r universality in the charged current
couplings :

(&)'_ 1(2S)1B^i, (14.6)
\g,J T7Am7-/

8A multinomial Monte Carlo experiment has been performed for the sum of Be and B^ to obtain
the statistical error, and the common errors between them (on the £TT and hadronic BR) have been
taken into account for the average.
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where S\v and <^ deviate only very slightly from unity (—3.010"4 and 8.610~5, re-
spectively; see Chapter 2). Figure 14.13 shows the comparison with universality using
mT = 1777.00 ± 0.26 MeV/c2 [16], or equivalently

— = 0.9964 ± 0.0055(ALEPH rT) ± 0.0023(B,) ± 0.0004(mT) (14.7)

Using the world averaged r lifetime [21] rr = (291.6 ± l-6)/s, the value becomes

— = 0.9979 ± 0.0027(«;or/da«. rT) ± 0.0023(5,) ± 0.0004(mT) (14.8)

in good agreement with [i — r universality, less than 0.6 standard deviation from
unity (see Figure 14.14).

The result agrees well with the PDG'94 value [21] of #r/5,t = 0.9930±0.0065.

14.3.3 Ot8

The value for £(
m'=0 = 0.1779 ± 0.0008 gives

/MALEPH) = 3.65±0.026 (14.9)

which then implies

a,(mT) = 0.372±0.024(ALEPH, using R.T from Bt only) (14.10)

It compares with the value obtained from the combined fit for aa using the RT

(Eq. 14.9) and the first four moments (Chapter 2) of spectral functions :

o,(mT) = 0.356±0.022(ALEPH, combined f i t ) (14.11)

After running, both approaches yield cts(mz) respectively
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Figure 14.13: Test of /t/. — r universality : the uncertainty on the prediction comes from
the T mass measurement.
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Figure 14.14: Test of p, — r universality using the world averaged r lifetime.
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JT* = 0.1226±0.0016(0i)±0.0016(A'4 tmcerfainfy)±0.0010(runmn0)±0.1A
(14.12)

jTs = 0.1211±0.0016(/?i am/momente)±0.0016(/<r4)±0.0010(runntng)±0.1A
(14.13)

where A comes from the theoretical uncertainty on the non-perturbative effects
(A ~ 0.01 - 0.06).

The results are in good agreement with the value obtained from RI = 20.795±0.040
of Z° decays [11]

a»(mz)MS = 0.126±0.005(s*ait. com6merfLEP)±0.002(Higgs)

where the value is obtained with ???.// = 300 GeV/c2, and the second error corre-
sponds to 60 < 77?,//(GeV/c2) < 1000.
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Chapter 15

production

15.1 Introduction

To date measurements of K° production in r decays have been essentially limited to
the study of K*(892) in the r~ —> vTK°s ir~ channel1 using the TT+TT" decay of the KJ.
More complete studies are worthwhile, not; only to improve the general knowledge of T
decays, but also because K° production can affect measurements of the main r-decay
modes. In particular KJ1's have gone undectected in the past, and decays KJ -> Tr0Tr0

can be confused with other hadronic r channels.

Recently, ALEPII reported the 9 decay modes containing one charged and/or one
neutral kaon using the data collected in 1991-1993 [44, 61, 23]. The method applied by
ALEPH was to classify the 1-prong hadronic r decays according to their TT° multiplicity
(up to two TT°'s) detected by an electromagnetic calorimeter and to K° multiplicity
(up to one K°) reconstructed in a fine-grain hadronic calorimeter by tagging their
KI component, and then determine the charged K fraction using a dE/dx measurement
in the central detector. This method emphasizes the orthogonality of K° identification
by K£ tagging to the dE/dx measurement, while the conventional KJ —>TT+TT~ tagging
makes the ionization information more difficult to use because of close tracks.

The complementarity between measurements of the charged particle, of the photons
from TT°'s and of the K£'s allows the first measurement of several decay modes of the
T lepton. This approach is also useful to determine the background in channels like
r~ —> i/TK~ and r~ —> ;/TK~TT° [44] experimentally, and to improve our presently poor
knowledge of the r decays involving strange particles.

ALEPII, this work lias been performed initially by A. Frey (1992), and then by M. Davier
and myself (1992-93), and now this channel is analyzed by F. Bossi.

245
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The present results deal with K° production in one-prong T decays :

T- -> uTh~K° (15.1)

T- -4 VrIrK0K0 (15.2)

where the charged hadron h~ is further identified statistically using dE/dx.

15.2 Event selection

A data sample corresponding to about 1.6 million hadronic Z° decays collected by
ALEPII in 1991-93 is analyzed. The TT events are selected offline with an efficiency of
91.5% within the geometrical acceptance of 85.7% with a background contamination
of 1.9%, the largest contribution coming from Bhabha events (0.7%)2.

Then the events arc divided into two hemispheres each containing one T final state.
The 1-prong haclronic T decays are identified as one charged particle originating from
the interaction region ( > 4 TPC pads, \d0\ < 2 cm, \z0\ < 10 cm) with a momentum
larger than 2 GeV/c, and typical ECAL and HCAL shower distributions. The non-r
background to this 1-prong haclronic sample is 0.2%. The hadron identification effi-
ciency in this momentum range is 98.5% (0.9% of them being misidentified as muons),
while the T backgrounds from the misidentified electrons and muons are 0.18% and
0.22%, respectively.

The photons are detected in ECAL with an energy threshold of 300 MeV and TT°'S
are reconstructed with a cut on the 77 invariant mass, 0.09-0.19 GeV/c2. Since high-
energy 7r°'s cannot be easily resolved and low-energy photons are lost, single photons
with an energy larger than 4 GeV are also retained as TT° candidates.

This allows the decay data sample to be split in 2 classes :

Vi' = h + 07 and 2 < Ph < 20 GeV/c
'/iTT0' = h + ITT° or !7 with E7 >4 GeV and 2 < Ph + £w.i7 < 30 GeV

Because K°'s carry a large fraction of the T energy, the remaining total hadronic
energy measured in TPC and ECAL must be less than 20 GeV (30 GeV) in the Vi'
(Vi Tr0') sample.

A sample of about 125000 T decays are obtained from the ALEPH 1991-93 data
taking, yielding a sample of 48000 one-prong haclronic T decays.

2In this analysis, additional rejections done for leptonic T decay analysis are not applied.
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15.3 Calorimetric selection

The Kl selection proceeds using only hadronic calorimetry. The characteristic K£
behaviour is a large energy deposition in HCAL, exceeding the expected amount from
the charged hadron alone. Furthermore, there should be a displacement of the energy
barycentre from the extrapolation point of the track in the HCAL. These two features
are well-illustrated in Figure 15.1, showing typica.1 events selected by the cuts described
below. Note that only the tower read-out of HCAL and its well-calibrated energy
response are used. The detailed pattern of the hit tubes (projected into a plane normal
to the beams) is not used in the selection because the shower topologies of the charged
hadron and the K£ vary considerably depending on whether the respective showers
begin in the EGAL, in the coil or in the HCAL. However, the digital patterns can be
very helpful in checking the selection procedure, and they have been used for verification
in the visual scan of the selected events.

The displacement of the HCAL energy barycentre should occur mostly in the plane
transverse to the beams, since the effect of track bending in the magnetic field domi-
nates over the typical opening angles (a few degrees) in r decays at the Z° peak. Then
a K£ is tagged by using the two characteristic variables defined as

(i) The relative energy excess

8E = EHCAL ~ Ph (15.3)

where EUCAL is the sum of the energies for HCAL clusters within a 30° cone
around the charged hadron of momentum Ph and <r/, = 0.Q-JPh(GeVIc) is the expected
fluctuation of the charged hadron energy measured in HCAL.

(ii) The transverse angular offset

~ <j>track impact \ (15.4)

where £ = +1 if the energy weighted azimuthal angle <j>barycentre between the HCAL
clusters is inside the charged hadron bending and £ = — 1 if outside (tangential to the
track curvature), and (j>track impact is the azimuthal angle of the charged hadron at the
beginning of the HCAL.

Thus, the presence of a K°L should be signalled by a positive value for SE and a
negative value for 5(j>.
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Using a Monte Carlo simulation of r production and decay [50], the final cuts in the
(SE, S(j>) plane are chosen to minimize the non-K£ backgrounds while keeping a reason-
able efficiency. Three conditions must be simultaneously satisfied (see Figure 15.2) :

SE > 1

<ty < -1° (15.5)

64 < O

where S<j> is expressed in degrees. In addition, to avoid small fluctuations of the
charged hadron shower energy, an absolute cut is placed on the residual HCAL energy

EIICAL ~ Pk > 4 GeV (15.6)

maintaining high efficiency, since the expected K£ energy spectrum vanishes below
an energy of about 4 GeV.

Additional cuts are applied to remove further backgrounds:

• Final states with a charged hadron and TT°'S in which part of the TT° energy leaks
into HCAL (through the cracks between ECAL modules) can simulate a fake
Kl signal. A cut on the </> angle of the 'neutral' HCAL cluster (when different
from the chargecl-particle associated cluster) is applied around the module edges
of ECAL.

• A small contribution from 3-prong events with only one (good) reconstructed
track is also present. To reduce it to a negligible level, events with badly recon-
structed tracks missing the interaction region are rejected.

The effect of the ($#, 6<fi) calorimetric cuts is shown in Figure 15.2 for the hK°L and
/ITT° K.°L samples. A clear tail, originating from KJ/s, is observed both in the data and
the Monte Carlo. The shapes of the $e,<^> and residual HCAL energy distributions
have been checked and agree with the Monte Carlo predictions within statistics.

Whereas the analysis depends on the Monte Carlo to estimate the background from
TT° energy leakage into HCAL, this is not the case for channels with only a single charged
hadron. In the latter case, the 5</> distribution should be essentially symmetric since
shower fluctuations can occur on either side of the track impact. Thus, it is possible
to check the Monte Carlo estimate of this background by counting events in a ($
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region symmetric to the chosen cuts (Eq. 15.5) with respect to 5(j>. The number of
background events is 2 (2) in the /iK£ (/nr° K°L ) samples, in fair agreement with the.
Monte Carlo expectation of 3.9 ± 1.0 (4.3 ± 1.0), respectively.

The charged hadron in each T decay is statistically identified as a pion or a kaon
using the dE/dx measurement in the TPC, following the method described in [44]. The
distribution of the kaon estimator P/^- should show an excess above the distribution
for pure pions near P/c = 1. Figure 15.3 shows clear evidence for the K-KJ, and
K-TT0KJ1 channels in the /iK£ and lnr°K°L samples, respectively. In both cases, since
the number of events is quite low, the K fractions are obtained through an unbinned
likelihood fit, using the experimentally determined probabilities for pions and kaons for
each particle. From a h\\°L sample of 111 events, the dE/dx fit yields a kaon content
of 13±4, while the kaon rate is 5±2 among the 28 /ITr0K^ events.

The efficiencies and purities relevant for all T decay channels are obtained from the
Monte Carlo [50], supplemented by a separate sample of the r~ -> i/TK~K° mode which
is not included in the present version, KORALOG3. Almost all backgrounds correspond
to decay modes with relatively well-known branching fractions, except for the Tr-K0K0

mode. This channel accounts for 50% of the background in the 7r~K° channel using an
estimate based on measurements of the related channel Tr-K+K" [62, 63] which have
large uncertainties. An uncertainty of ± 50% is assigned to this contribution in the
systematic error.

15.4 Results and discussions

The efficiencies are expressed (Table 15.1) in terms of produced K°'s even though the
method is sensitive mostly to the K°L component. The detected sample actually cor-
responds to approximately 87% K^ and 13% K0?, and therefore the total K° efficiency
is quoted for clarity. The systematic uncertainties are dominated by the calorimetric
cuts. Since the measured distributions do not show any significant deviations from the
Monte Carlo expectations (see Figure 15.4), it is possible to place limits on systematic
effects in the description of showers in HCAL (energy calibration, shower fluctuations).
Varying the values for the cuts in the simulation within limits compatible with the
agreement between data and Monte Carlo would change the efficiencies by as much as
± 7%, a value limited by the statistics of the data, sample.

The final branching fractions, scaled to the full 1<° rate, are determined :

3Tlie simulation of the r~ —> vr\\ K° cliannel assumes a spin-one state for the hadronic system,
as expected from the dominance of first-class currents.
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0.79±0.08±0.09

0.26±O.OS±0.02

0.32±0.07±0.05

0.10±0.04±0.03

(15.7)

(15.8)

(15.9)

(15.10)

where the first error is from the data statistics and the second from the systematics.

Branching fractions for the decays r~ —» i/rK~K°,i/T7r~ir°K0 and frK~7r°K° are
measured here for the first time. The measurement of the K~K° mode can be compared
to an experimental upper limit of 0.26% [65].

Table 15.1: Summary of the results. Here "correction" is the number of background
events to be subtracted.

sample
Viiq'

VlTT0K0,'

decays
111

28

channel
KK0

TrK0

KTT0K0

TTTT0K0

K*
13±4
9S±10
5±2

23±5

correction
-1

-19±5
-1

-8±2

e(%)
3.0
6.3
2.9
2.9

The TrK0 final state is dominated by K* production as expected. The TrK0 invariant
mass distribution, plotted in Figure 15.5, agrees with the Monte Carlo simulation and
the fitted mass of 898±23 MeV agrees with the standard value [14]. Scaled to the full
K* decay modes using isospin invariance, the rate of the r decay into K* is

B(T- -» i/TK-(892)) = 1-19 ± 0.12 ± 0.13 % mode) (15.11)

This result, obtained with the TrK^ mode, can be combined with the independent
measurement using the KTT° and TrK0J modes in ALEPIi [23]

B(r~ -* z/TK-(892)) = 1.56 ± 0.12 ± 0.15 % (Krr0 mode)

B(T- -> i/TK-(892)) = 1.50 ± 0.30 ± 0.18 % (TrKJ mode)

where the latter one is obtained using only the 1991-92 data, giving
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B(r- -> i/TK-(892)) = 1.38 ± 0.08 ± 0.08% (TrKJ, + KTT° + TrKJ) (15.12)

where the uncorrelated systematic uncertainties have been added in quadrature.
The combined measurement is consistent with the previous world average [15], (1.42±0.18)

A test of Standard Model can be performed in the strange sector of the r : using
the ALEPH value £(r->i/TK) = (0.72±0.06)% from [23] and 5,m'=0 measured in the
previous part, the ratio

Q

V '

is obtained and can be compared to 0.0393±0.0002 expected from r— /j, universality,
the measured K — >i/ft^ decay rate and radiative corrections.

The ratio BK* /Bp is related to the corresponding ratios for the decay constants
through the Cabibbo angle and known kinematical factors [26]

-p- - tanOc.
JK' \

B( T

.ml + 2m2.
(15.14)

and together with B(r~ -> i/Tp-) = 25.02±0.20% [24] gives

IP
/A-

= 0.93±0.03 (15.15)

which compares to J^ = 0.82±0.04 [23] obtained from a similar relation of BK/B^
to this ratio.

The branching fraction for the decay r~ -> vTK~K° can be compared to theoretical
estimates. In principle, this decay rate could be extracted from e+e~ —» K+K~,K|KJ
data by isolating the isovector component, but this is not possible with presently avail-
able data. Using the isovector channel e+e~ -4 TT+TT" scaled by a kinematic fac-
tor to take into account the Tr-K mass difference, estimates of (0.11±0.03)% [66] and
(0.16±0.02)% [37] are obtained. These values are smaller than the present measure-
ment, but they do not take into account SU(3)-brcaking, which could result into a
different resonance behaviour in the TTTT and KK channels.
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Finally, the sum of the exclusive modes considered here and presented in [23] sat-
urates the 1-prong inclusive K rate with an accuracy of 0.1% :

BK inc - (BK + BK^ + BKK* + BK^* + BK7t,K,} = (0.02 ± 0.09)% (15.16)

As a conclusion, the results presented in this chapter together with dE/dx and
KS analyses in ALEPH offer a consistent and complete set of measurements of kaon
production in one-prong hadronic r decays.
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(a) The produced K£ is identified by an energy excess (27 GeV), mea-
sured on the tower readout and displayed as a histogram in the hadronic
calorimeter (MCAL), which is offset in azimuth with respect to the im-
pact of the TT track (3.5 GeV/c). The digital pattern of the streamer
tubes is a further check of the K£ shower.

KALEPH

(b) The K°L is identified by a 41 GeV energy cluster measured in HCAL
with -16° offset with respect to the impact of the 3 GeV /c n track.

Figure 15.1: Two r-pair events in the ALEPH detector (view transverse to the beams),
where one of the r's decays into nK°L .
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Figure 15.3: P/<- distributions for '//,]<?/ and VtTr0KJ,' samples.
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Chapter 16

Conclusion

The T+T events from Z° decay are selected offline with a high efficiency of 91.3%
within the geometrical acceptance of 85.7%. The physics backgrounds are kept small
(0.85%, the largest contribution coming from Z—»</g, 0.26%) and carefully estimated
using mostly data with help of Monte Carlo simulation.

Then each T+T" event is divided into two hemispheres each containing one T final
state. A hemisphere is defined as containing a leptonic r decay if it has only one
good track reconstructed in the TPC, which is identified as an electron or a muon by
the likelihood charged particle identification (TAUPIDX) and the invariant mass with
neighbouring photons is not compatible with hadron resonances. The overall electron
(muon) identification efficiency in the selected r decays is 92.9% (93.9%), where the
largest inefficiency is due to a geometrical ECAL crack cut for electrons and momentum
cut (P > 2 GeV/c) for muons.

The lepton selection and identification efficiencies are obtained from data by com-
paring data and simulation for relevant variables, and using kinematically tagged data.
The total systematic error on the leptonic r decay fractions is 2.9°/00for Be and 2.6°/00for
Bp, dominated by Monte Carlo statistics (1.4%0), non-T backgrounds (1.4%0) and TT
selection uncertainty (1.2%0). Finally, the following branching ratios are obtained :

Be = (17.79±0.13)%

B11 = (17.31±0,12)%

These measurements allow to test precisely the e — // universality in the charged
weak current couplings (WWi)
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— = 1.0003 ± 0.0051
9e

where unity corresponds to perfect e — [i universality.

Furthermore, when combined with the current determination of r mass (mT =
1777.00±0.26 MeV/c2) and the world average T lifetime (TT = 291.6±1.6 fs) they yield
the most accurate test of fj. — r universality :

— = 0.9979 ± 0.0027(«;or/rfat;. TT) ± 0.0023(5,) ± 0.0004(mT)

again consistent with unity.

This determination of leptonic branching fractions gives

Rr = 3.65±0.026

which allows one to extract the most precise measurement of as(mz)

as(mz}M~s = 0.1226±0.0016(ea;perimen<aJ error)

In addition, a hadronic T final state containing a KJ1 is studied, which nicely demon-
strates the ALEPH capabilities of K°L identification. The following results are obtained

B(T- -> VrTf-K0 } = (0.79 ± 0.08 ± 0.09)%

B(T- ->- i/TI<-K° ) = (0.26 ± 0.08 ± 0.02)%

B(T- -> t/T7r-7T° K° ) = (0.32 ± 0.07 ± 0.05)%

B(T- -T UrK'n0 K° ) = (0.10 ± 0.04 ± 0.03)%

B(T- -r i/TK*-(892)) = (1.38 ± 0.08 ± 0.08)%

The results, combined with a global analysis of all T branching ratios, are im-
portant to separate truly exclusive hadronic channels as opposed to often-measured
semi-exclusive final states.
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In the present analysis, great care has been exercised in order to measure all relevant
efficiencies to reduce systematic effects. As a result the systematic uncertainties are
much smaller than the statistical ones. Therefore, additional data taken in 1994 and
foreseen in 1995 will directly profit from this analysis and one can expect to reach a
precision level of 3%0for either Bc or B11 in ALEPH. This will bring the test of /z — e
universality at the best level and improve further the test of fi — r universality with a
corresponding (probably smaller) improvement in the r lifetime measurement.
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Conclusion

Les événements rr de Ia désintégration du Z° sont sélectionnés avec une efficacité de
91.3% dans !'acceptance de 85.7%. Les bruits de fond physiques sont petits (0.85% dont la
contribution principale vient de Z—ïqq, 0.26%) et sont estimés en utilisant les données avec
l'aide des événements Monte Carlo simulés.

Ensuite, chaque événement est divisé en deux hémisphères, chacun contenant l'état final
d'un T. Un hémisphère est défini comme leptonique s'il n'a qu'une seule bonne trace recon-
struite par Ia TPC identifiée comme électron ou union par TAUPlDX. Ce dernier identifie
les particules chargées par la méthode de vraisemblance. La. masse invariante de la trace
chargée a.vec les photons voisins ne doit pas être compatible avec les résonances hadroniques.
L'efficacité globale d'identification des électrons (muons) est de 92.9% (93.9%), où la plus
grande inefficacité est due à la coupure sur la géométrie du crack de EGAL pour les électrons
et à la coupure sur l'impulsion(P > 2 GcV /c) pour les muons.

Les efficacités de sélection et d'identification sont obtenues par Ia comparaison des données
avec les événements simulés pour les variables concernées et en utilisant les données étiquetées
cinématiquemenl. L'erreur totale systématique sur les rapports d'embranchement leptoniques
est de 2.9°/oo pour Be et 2.6°/00 pour B11. Les valeurs des rapports d'embranchement ainsi
obtenues sont :

I3e = (17.79±0.13)%

D11 = (17.31±0.12)%

Ces mesures permettent de tester précisément l'universalité e-^i des couplages du courant
chargé (Wlvî)

^ = 1.0003 ±0.0051
Uc

où l'universalité parfaite correspond à la valeur de gfl/ge = 1.

Si on combine ce résultat avec les déterminations récentes de la masse du r (mT —
1777.00±0.26 MeV/c2) et de la durée de vie du r (rr = 291.6± 1.6 fs), on obtient le résultat
le plus précis des tests de l'universalité /i — r :

^- = 0.9979 ± 0.0027(moyenne mondiale TT) ± 0.0023(B,) ± 0.0004(mr)
Sf

Aussi, l'état final hadroniquc des r contenant un K°L a été étudié, montrant les capacités
d'ALEPIl pour l'identification de KJ,. Quatre rapports d'embranchement du r pour des états
finals avec un K°y ont été mesurés dont trois pour les premières fois (r->i/TKK°,r—>fT7r7r° K°,
T-H/TK7Te K° ) . '



Résumé

Dans cette thèse, l'identification du lepton r par les produits de sa désintégration
permet la mesure de ses rapports d'embranchement dans les canaux avec un électron,
un muon, et ceux qui contiennent un K^.

Une paire de T+T" peut être produite au LEP par le processus d'annihilation e+e~
au Z°, e+ e~ -> Z° -> T+T", et les T se désintègrent selon T -*• i/TX. Seuls les états
finals avec

X = eûe, /u/M, et 7T/K(7r°)iq

ont été considérés dans cette thèse. Environ 62000 événements TT ont été détectés
par l'expérience ALEPH pendant la période de 1991 à 1993 à l'énergie de centre de
masse de 91 GeV, au pic de la résonance Z°.

L'erreur totale systématique sur les rapports d'embranchement leptoniques est de
2.9%o pour Be et 2.6%0 pour B11. Les valeurs des rapports d'embranchement ainsi
obtenues sont :

Be = (17.79±0.13)%

B11 = (17.31±0.12)%

Ces mesures permettent de tester précisément l'universalité e — U-T des couplages
du courant chargé (WWi)

^- = 1.0003 ± 0.0051
ge

— = 0.9979 ± iï.WTl (moyenne mondiale TT) ± 0.0023(B/) ± 0.0004(mr)

où l'universalité parfaite correspond à la valeur de g^/ge = 1 et gr/gn = 1.

Aussi, l'état final haclronique des T contenant un K^ a été étudié, montrant les
capacités d 'ALEPH pour l'identifica.tion de K^. Quatre rapports d'embranchement du
T pour des états finals avec un K°L ont été mesurés dont trois pour les premières fois
(T->J/TKK° ,T-H/rTTTT0 K° , T-J-i/TK7T° K°°


